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BUtUn bu soylediklerimizden <;tkaracagtmtz sonw,;; gayrimi.islimlerin kendi dinlerine 

inanma ve onun gereklerini yerine getirme konusunda tam bir hi.irriyete sahip olduklandtr. 

Islam Tarihinde Ho::~goru Ornekleri 

islam dUnyasmm oblir dinlere kar~t mlisamahCI ve ho~gorUstintin temeline indigimizde 

birinci unsur olarak din faktorunu gorUyoruz. Yani -onceki bo!Umde de zikrettigimiz gibi

Kur'an't ve Resulullah'm uygulamalanm. Kur'an, Ehl-i KitCiba oteki toplumlardan farkh bir 

muamele yapmt~ ve Ehl-i Kitabla ilgili mUnasebetlerin dtizenlenmesi konusunda detayil 

bilgiler vermi~tir. 

ibrahimi U<;; dinin. Yahudiligin, Htristiyanhgm ve islam'm tecrlibelerini goz online ahrsak, 

ho~gorlinUn, diyalogun ve bir arada ya~amamn dini temellerinin hemen hemen her ii<;; dinin 

k<wnagmda da mevcut oldugunu goruruz. Gerek Tevrat'ta, gerek tnci!'de, gerekse Kur'an-t 

Kerim'de teorik olarak insanlan sevme. ban~ ir,;erisinde ya~ama ve insanlara kar~l 

ho~gorUIU davranmCiyt ongoren pek <;ok ahkam ve pek r,;ok ayet bulunmaktadtr. Bunun 

tarihsel sUre<; i~,;erisindeki tatbikatma bakttgtmtzda -yani teoriden pratige intikal ettigimiz 

ZCiman- bu noktada bUtUn dinlerin aym seviyede olumlu ornekleri sergilediklerini 

soylememiz mlimklin degildir. 

A~agt yukan 15 yUzydllk tarihinde islam diinyast . kendinden olmayanlara. yani otekilere 

kar~t ho~goriiiU d<wranmt~ ve onlara kar~t engin bir mlisamaha gostermi~tir. Bu arada 

tarihsel sUrer,; ir,;erisinde (bazt) karanl1k noktalar bulunmas1 gayet tabiidir. lslam Dtinyast, 

Kur'an'm ve Resulullah'm getirmi~ oldugu prensipler r,;err,;evesinde, gerr,;ekten mtimklin 

olabildigince en gUzel ho~gorti ve diy;:llog anlayt~tm sergilemi~tir. 

Bu r,;er<;eve ir,;erisinde ozellikle Abbasiler Donemi Bagdat'mda Htristiyan cemaatler 

arasmdaki ili~kiler ve Htristiyanlara kar~1 Milsltimanlann tavnnda gordligUmilz ho~gortilii 

yakla~tm, -o kadar ki. saraym en list makamlanna kadar ula~tp diyalogu kurabilen ve onlardan 

~,;e~itli imkanlar elde edebilecek duruma gelen ozellikle Sliryaniler ve Nesturiler ir,;in soz konusu 

alan- bir ho~gorU ortammm mevcut oldugunu gorliyoruz. Keza aym anlayt~m ikinci bir ornegini 

Emeviler devri Endtiltis'Unde gortiyoruz ki , burada gerek Yahudi cemaati, gerekse mu'arreb 

diyebilecegimiz birtaktm - Arapla~ma sUrecini ya~ayan yerli halklann devlet kademesinde gor

dtikleri ho~gortiyti nezaretin en Ust makamma <;;tkararak devleti yonetecek bir kuvvete ula~acak 

l< EbO Davud. Harac, 29-30; EbO Yusuf. Harac, s.72; Be Iazur!, FOtlih, s. 92; Hamidullah, e/- Vesfhk, s. 

194; Peygamber Efendimiz (s.a.s.) anlasma oncesi Necran lJskufl;mnr~ yr~zrl1g1 mektupta d::~ onlan 

islam'a davet etmi~. kabul etmedikleri takdirde cizye odemeleri gerektigini belirtmisti. Hamidullah, 

e/- Ves:Jik, s. 194. 
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selfhelya varmastyla gormekteyiz. Nihelyet bunun en yakm ve en son ornegi, Osmanh toplumu ve 

payitahtJ olan istanbul' del tarihin uzun asirlannda devletin egemenligini tam o!elrak sag!ayelbildigi, 

gorevini tam olarak yapelbildigi, toplumsal yelpmm canl!, dinamik ve yeterli oldugu en stkmtiii 

donemlerde bile, Beltt'delki veya diinyelmn ba~ka yerlerindeki ortelmlar!el mukayese ettigimiz 

zaman fevkalade miikemmel bir ornek te~kil etti1bni gormekteyiz. 

islam Dini telrelfmdeln ne bel~!angH,;ta ne de sonralan diger din mensup!eln dli~man olarak 

gorU!memi~tir. Seldece geni~ hellk kitlelerinin islam'la tam~mel!an hedeflenmi~. hu hususta 

zorlelYICI tavtrlar soz konusu olmelmt~tlr. 

Turk-islam Devletlerinde Diger Din Mensuplanna Gosterilen 
Ho~goro Ornekleri 

TUrk-islam devletleri. Mrtsllimeln olmayanlarCJ kar~I iyi niyetli. mliselmahelh davrelnmi~; 

din! degerlerine saygd1 olmu~lardtr. Bu ~ekilde dCJvranma!elnmn sebeplerinden biri "insani 

duygular" olmak!el beraber, as !I sebep "din!" dir. Zira milletc,;e mensubu bulunduklan "!slam 

Dini", kendi dt~mdaki diger din! ere en c,;ok tolenms ve serbestlik telmyeln; o dinlerin 

mensup!elnmn inanc,;lannel, ibadetlerine. her tl'lr!Ct haklanna sayg1 gosterilmesini, adaletli 

delvramlmasmi emreden bir dindir. TUrk- islam devletlerinin kurdugu bu sistem, hic,;bir 

zameln bir hlikiimdann. bir vezirin veyahut da yUksek bir memurun ge!ip gec,;ici bir iyi 

niyetinden c,;tkm<lmi~ti .. TUrk- islam devletleri, gayrimiislimler gibi Miis!Uman!elnn da temel 

hak ve hiirriyetlerini zaten temelden Allah'm bir ihselm oldugunu kabul etmekte, yoksa Batt 

hukukundaki geli~mede oldugu gibi krahn veyel idarecilerin ihsam olarak gormemektedir. 

Avrupa'del, 17. yy.'da bir felsefl sistem olarak beliren "Jaiklik" prensibi ve onun sonucu o!eln 

"din ve vicdan hlirriyeti". islam aleminde c,;ok delha once, bir uygulama sahas1 bulabilmi~tir. 

islam'm, "eldalet" konusunda koydugu prensipler ise, gerc,;ekten c,;ok dikkelte deger bir 

durumdadtr. Allelh Resn!Li (s.el.s.) zamanmdeln beri (Dart Hallfe de delhi!), hUkiimdarlelr 

"Me~ruti" bir devlet ba~kamdtr!dr ve devletin Slreldan bir uyrugu gibi, memleketin 

kanunlanna tabidirler. Peygamber Efendimiz tarafmdan ihdas edilen gelenek, islam devlet 

ba~kanmm "kanun Ustli" olmamasm1 garanti eder. Tarih. o Zelmandan itibaren s1radan bir 

tebaamn, hatta bir gayrimlislimin bile, hUkUmdan mahkemeye verebildigini 

gostermektedir. 1
:l (Fatih'in, bir Htristiyeln Rum tar<1fmdan dava edilip, mahknm olmas1 tarihi 

gen,;egi, pek c,;ok ornekten sadece bir tanesidir.) 

J:J Hamldullah, el- Vesfbk, s.83 . 
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Kur'an, Hadis ve bi.itlin zamanlann ornekleri, Mlislliman olmayanlarm kendi hukuk 

(kanun)lanna sahip olmalanm, MUsliiman otoritelerin mUdahaleleri olmadan ister dini, ister 

i~timai (sosyal) husus larda kendi hakimleri tarafmdan, kendi mahkemelerinde yargilanma

lanm ister 1
'
1
• (ilerde goriilecegi gibi- Fatih, patrikhaneye mahkeme kurma yetkisi vermi~; 

hUkUmet, bu mahkemenin kararlanm uygulamaya kendini mecbur saym1~t1r). 

Osmanl1 Devleti'nin, devlet yap!Sl i<;inde gayrimLislimlere tanman haklar, daima islam'm 

gene! dini tutumu istikametinde olmu~tur. Bu dini tutumda, islam d1~1 unsurlara 

Peygamberimiz (s.a.s.) doneminden ba~layarak, insan haklan a<;1smdan gerekli haklann 

verildigi goriilmektedir. Bu haklann ba~mda, din ve vicdan hlirriyeti, nesli koruma, cam 

koruma. mali koruma ve akh koruma hUrriyeti gelmektedir. islami otoriteler, tarih boyunca 

fetih hareketlerinde bu haklan daima goz oniinde bulundurmu~lardlr. Boylece bu ince ve 

nazik dini tutumun Peygamber Efendimizden itibCiren, dort halife. Emeviler Abbasiler, 

BUyUk Sel<;uklu!Cir, Anadolu Sel<;uklulan ve Osmanh Devletinde aynen uygulandtgmt 

gorUyoruz. 

a. Osmanh Oncesi Tiirklerde Ho~gOrii ve Diyalog Ornekleri 

Tnrkler. kendi toplumlan i<;erisinde ya~ayan diger toplumlara kar~1 daima ho~gorLilU 

dCivr<inmt~lar, onl<mn din ve adetlerine dokunmamt~lar, i~lerini tam bir gUvenlik i<;inde 

yapmalan i<;in onlan serbest btrakmi~lardtr. 

Sel<;uklu idaresi, <;e~itli dinden olan toplumlann din i~leriyle ilgili konularda ozel bir 

hl'trriyete sahip olmalan esasmt kabul etmi~ti. 

Ermeni ve GurcCt kaynaklan, "Melik~ah'm kalbinin, bUUin H1ristiyanlara kar~t ~efkatle 

clolu oldugunu, ge<;tigi memleket halkl<m ic;;in baba gibi davrandtgmt ve bu sebeple de bir<;ok 

Ulkelerin. kendi istekleriyle onun idaresine girdiklerini" yazar. 1'' 

Kaynaklar Melik~ah'!, insanlann en se<;kini olRrak gosterir ve Htristiyanlara kar~t adalet, 

iyilik ve yUksek ozelliklerini belirtir. Bu se<;kin ~ahsiyeti ve tesiriyledir ki, o!UmUnde 

cenazesine Mns!Umanlar gibi, H1ristiyanlann da katild1gmt tarih kaydeder. 

TUrk hUkUmdarlan, H1ristiyan mukaddesatma sayg1 gosterilmesini, kendi vazifeleri icabt 

olarak biliyorlard1. 0 kadar ki, Emir Karaca'mn 1182'de, "ha<;" a hakaret ettigi i<;in, Ahlat Sah't 

tarafmdan cezalandmldtgt rivayet edilir. Miislliman ve Htristiyan halk arasmda dini anlayt~ ve 

ho~gorli o dereceye varm1~ttr ki, DUveyn ~ehrinde cami ve kiliseler, "hila!" ve "ha<;" yan yana 

bulunuyor; MlislUman hlikUmdarlan, Ermeni ve GnrcU prensesleriyle evleniyorlardt. 

H Hamidullah, e/- Vesfilk, s. 66-72. 

1
" Osman Turan, Turk Cihan Hiikimiyeti 11IefktJresi Tarih1; !st. 1979, 1,288-289. 
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107l'den sonra Anadolu'da ya~amaya ba~layan Selcuklu Tiirkleri, din! ha~goriiniin yam 

stra Htristiyanlann mal. can emniyetlerini de azami derece karumaya dikkat etmekteydiler. 

Mesela 12. yOzytlda Erzurum, Erzincan gibi Anadalu ~ehirlerini ticaret maksadtyla dala~an 

Latin tiiccarlann ibadetleri icin bile buralarda ozel kiliseler yaptlmt~tt. Hatta Selcuklu 

sultanlannm bircogu kiliseleri, manasttrlan ziyaret edip rahiplere bagt~larda bulunurken, 

baztlan da manasttrlardan vergileri kaldtrmt~tt. 

Bu mOsamahacthk, TUrk Devletleri'nde, islam't kabullerinden once de vardtr. Fetih 

seferlerine ctkan kamutanlara aldugu gibi, eyaletleri idare eden valilere de verilen eski 

talimatname'lerde, inktyat etmi~ kitap ehli'ne, serbestr,;e ibadet edebilme izniyle birlikte, 

kendilerine insant muamelede bulunulmasJ emrediliyardu. 11
; 

b. Osmanhlarda Ho~gOrfi ve Diyalog Ornekleri 

600 ytl diinya siyasetine yon vermi~ alan Osmanh Devleti, bugiin hemen her iilkenin 

yakmdan ilgisini cekmekte ve .ozellikle r,;okuluslu devletlerin bir tecriibe kaynagt alarak 

gordUkleri ibret ahct bir hliviyet ta~tmaktadtr. Onun bu kadar ilgi cekmesi, sadece Avrupa, 

Asya ve Afrika'da sahip aldugu geni~ stratejik tapr<~klar degil, aym zamanda Dogu Roma 

gibi bir devletin v<~risi alarak yonetiminde r,;ak farklt milletleri ve dinleri bir araya 

ge tirmesidir. Zira Osmanh Avrupa'smda ve Anadalu'da o giiniin Battlt devletlerini gerek 

etnik, gerekse dint ac,;tdan yakmdan ilgilendiren onemli bir nlifus bulunmaktaydt. Aslmda 

Osmanlt Devleti'nin 624 ytlhk bir omre sahip olmasmda TUrk ve MUslUman olmayan bu 

nUfusun onemli bir yeri vardtr. Gerr,;ekten de Osmanhlann kendi dinlerinden almayan pek de 

aztmsanamayacak bu topluluklara uyguladikl<~n hukuk ve ho~goriilii yonetim, Rumeli 

topraklannda Osmanltlann beklendiginden d<~ha fazla yaytlm<~lanna ve kalmalanna zemin 

haztrlamt~ttr. Nitekim ispanya'da baskt altmda k<~lan Y <~hudilerin Osmanh toprakl<~nna 

getirilerek koruma altma <~hnmasi ve yerle~tirilmesi, Ulkedeki gayrimiislimlere ho~gorliniin 

ve giic,;IU bir devlete tabi olmanm avantajmt gostermi~ ve devlete baghhklanm arttrmt~ttr. 17 

Diger Misaller 

Cok uzun bir siire ayakta kalan Osmanh Devleti'nin, stmrlan dahilinde bulunan 

gayrimiislimlerle alan mlinasebetleri, onlara kar~t davram~l<~n hakkmda cok geni~ bilgi 

sunmak miimkUndiir; ancak, konunun hacmini fazla artt1rmamak icin, baz1 ornekler vermekle 

Hi I. Goldziher, jsJam Ans1klopedisi, "Ehlii'I- Kitab" md. 

17 Yusuf Halar;oglu, "Osmanl1 Oevleti'nde GayrimUslim Vak1f ve Dini Te~ekkUllerin StatlisU". 

Osmanll'da Ho~g6n1, Birlikte Ya~ama Sanat1. Gazeteciler ve Yazarlar Vakft yay., 1st., 2000, s. 

127-129. 
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- Devletin kurucusu Osman Bey, uygulam<llannda ve verdigi kararlarda, Htristiyanlann 

dlni haklanna dokunmam1~t1. 

- ilk Osmanh hiikUmdarlan zamanmda ce~itli memuriyet sahiplerinin; hatta baz1 

komutanlann Htristiyan olduklan dii~iinUiecek olursa. hakan ve idarecilerin, onlara aynca 

ne gibi izinler ve siyasi haklar vermi~ olduklan hususunda bir fikir elde etmi~ oluruz. 

- Fatih Sultan Mehmed. 29 May1s 1453'de istanbu!'a girip. Ayasofya'ya kadar gelmi~. 

ayin yapmakta olan halk, korkudan deh~ete kapilarak birbirlerine sanlmt~lar. Ciinkii onlar, 

her ~eylerini yitirecek ve yok edileceklerini samyorlard1. Fatih, rahip'e, "evlerine 

donmelerini; herkesin can, mal ve namusunun emniyet altma ahndtgtm; i~ ve sanatlanna 

devam etmelerini" soylemesini emretmi~. ~ehrin daha sonra diizenini temin edip halkm, 

TUrklerle beraber kendi adet, anane ve dinlerine gore serbestce ya~ayabileceklerini ilan 

etmi~tir. 

Fatih, Ortodoks Ruml<mm yeniden te~kilatlandtrmt~ ve patriklik makamtyla 

ilgilenmi~tir. Bo~ oldugunu ogrenince. kendi orf ve adetlerine gore yeni bir patrik 

secmelerini emretmi~. bunun iizerine toplanan kilise ba~kanlan, ruhban ve halk. Georgios 

(Kortesios) Skolarios'u "Gennadios" Cidtyla. ittif<lkla patrik secmi~ler. Boylece Gennadios, 

TUrk hakimiyeti altmda ilk istanbul Patriib olmu~tur. 

- Fatih, ser,;imden sonra Patrigi yemege davet etmi~. kendisine ozel bir sayg1 ve 

resmen iltifat edilmek Uzere ya~h vezirlerini kar~ilamaya gondermi~tir. Kendisi de yerinden 

kalkarak on adtm ilerleyip Patrigin elinden tutmu~ ve yamna oturtmu~tur. Onunla uzun 

sohbetten sonra, dini idare ve mezhep i~lerinde ona haklar takdim etmi~tir. "Millet Ba~t" 

unvamm da vererek onu, blitlin dinda~lannm meseleleri lizerinde yetkili kilmt~ttr. Sonra da 

hlirmetkar bir ~ekilde saraym kaptstna kadar ugurlam1~; kendisi, beyaz bir ata bindirilmi~. 

Patrikhane'ye kadar bir hiikiimdar gibi ugurl<lmak iizere bUti"ln saray erkam ve Devlet 

Dmerasma emir vermi~tir. 

Fatih. Patrige bir de ferman (berat) vermi~tir. Bu "berat'a gore Patrik ve biiyiik 

papazlan rahatstz edilmeyecek; gene! hizmetler (vergi vb.)'den muaf tutulacakttr. Aynca 

kiliseleri de ellerinde kalacak yani camiye cevrilmeyerek, dini ayinleri serbest olacakt1r. 

Nikah ve cenaze i~lerL tOrenleri, eskisi gibi yapilacakttr. Patrik, vezir ile aym derecede 

tutuluyordu. Kendisine, bir de "muhaftz birligi" verilmi~ti. 

"Din imtiyazlan" denebilecek olan bu haklara, Fatih'ten sonraki padi~ahlar zamanmda da 

birtaktm yenileri eklenmekle beraber, genellikle eskileri teyit edilmi~ ve netle~tirilmi~tir. 

- Kanuni Sultan Siileym<m, Fransa Krah F. Francois'un, Kudiis'teki bir kiliscnin camiye 

r,;evrilmesi sebebiyle yazd1g1 rica mektubuna gonderdigi cevapta, onceki imtiyazlann devam 
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edecegi belirtilmi~tir. lH 

- Osmanh Ulkesinde din hiirriyeti. en geni~ bir ~ekilde tanmm1~tlr ki. bu durum<l t<lmk alan, 

KanCmi'nin c;agda~1. Protestanhgm kurucusu Luther bile, muvakkat bir kadir~inashkla "Tilli<Jer 

gelip de Almanya'da fidilane idarelerini acaba kuramazlar m1?" diyerek dii~lincesini ve besledigi 

timldi belirtmi~tir . 1 
!I 

- Aynca, Avrupa devletlerindeki azmhklann zor bir hayat stirdtiklerini goren Volter 

(Voltaire) de. Ti.irkiye'deki azmhkl<lr hakkmda ~unlan yazmak zorunda kalmi~t1r: "Kurllk 

dunyfim1zdan pka!Jm ve k1tanm kalan kism1111 inceleyelim: Tllrkler. resitli dinlere mensup 

yirmi milleti huzur irinde yasatJYorlar. istanbul'da iki yiiz bin Rum giiven irindedir. Tiirk 

tarihrileri bu milletlerin hirbirinin isyamndan soz etmiyor. Demek oluyor k1; Osman!J ldares1; 

gayn!mlslim unsurlara tam bir hiJrriye t ve <7dalet saglamJ$tJr. ·eu 

- Devlet'in saglad!gl tam hiirriyet ve uyguladigl adalet sebebiyle gayrimtislimlerin 

ruh<ln'ileri ve bizzat kendileri Devlet'e ~tikrcmlanm sunmu~lard1r. Mesela, "P<ltrik-i 

ist<lnbul-1 RC!m ve Asitane'de mukim Cemaat Metropolidan" imza ve mOhriinO ta~1yan beige, 

bunlardan bir tanesidir. 

Verilen ornekler ve insafh Batililann ifadelerinden, islam de vletlerinin lslam'm buyrugu 

istikametinde. Mtisliim<ln olmayanlara km~1 nasd alicenap, adil ve miisamahah davrand1klan 

ac;1kc;a gori.ilmektedir. 

- ispanya Krall Ferdinant'm, Yahudileri yak etmek istemesi nzerine Sultan II. Bayezid, 

onu kmam1~ ve bir "kanun" t;Ikararnk onlan Tiirkiye'ye getirip kurtnrm1~tlr. 21 

- Fatih'in 1463'te papazlar ic;in gonderdigi ferm<mdan bir cnmle: 

"Ben ki Sultan Mehmed Han'1m. Ciimle avam ve havassa malum ola k1; bana gelen 

Bosna ruhbanlanna mezid-i inayetim meydana gelip buyurdum k;; mezburlanna ve 

k;Jiselerine kimesne mani ve mllzahim olmaya, ;htiyatsJz memleketlerinde duralar. Ve kar1p 

gidenler dahi emn u emanda olalar, geliip bizim ht~ssa memleketimizde korkusuz sakin olup 

k1liselerinde mLitemekkin olart~k yiice hazretimden. vezirlerimden, kullt~nmdan, ret~yt~mdt~n, 

cemi memleketim halkmdan kimesne, mez burlara dt~hl ve taarruz edip incitmeyeler. 

Canlt~nna, mt~llanna, k1liselerine dahi yabandan hassa memleketimize adem geliirler ise 

yemin-i muhal/astl ederim k1; yeri gogO yaradt~n perverdigfir hakk1 !run, mushaf hakk1 irLm, 

ulu Peygamberimiz hakk1 irun, 124 bin peygt~mberler hakk1 irun, ku$andJgJm k1l19 hakk1 kun 

18 SUreyya Sahin, Fener Patnkhanesi ve TOrkiye, ist. 1980. s . 48 . 

J!l Tarih. III, TUrk Tarihi Tetkik Cemiyeti . Yeni \'e Yakm Zamanlarda TUrk Tarihi , !st. 193 1. s. 52. 

20 E. A. 1\'lurat, JlhJlf!sJk. Sy. I, s . 31. 

~ 1 1\1. Stireyya Sahin, "Osman!! Devleti'nin H1ristiyanlarla l'v!Unasebetleri", Asnm1zda HJristiyan

/llusfilman llliinasebetlen; iSAV, ist., 1993, s .ll1-120. 
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bu yaZJ!an/ara hir;bir ferd muha/efet etmeye .. " 

- Osmanh Devletinin din hUrriyeti konusunda gosterdigi onemli bir miisamaha misali: 

Strp krah Brankovir,;'in Macar imparatoru'na ye1zdtgt "Osmanlt bizi giineyden, siz de 

kuzeyden stkt~ttnyorsunuz. Biz Htristiyan olan sizlere itaat etmek istiyoruz. Acaba 

Ortodoks kiliseler konusunda nastl bir muamelede bulunacakstmz?" sorusuna verilen cevap 

r,;ok enteresandtr: "BUUin Ortodoks Kiliseleri ytktlacak, yerine yeni kiliseler in~a 

edilecektir." Bunun iizerine aym heyet Fatih Sulte1n Mehmed'e gonderilmi~tir. Fatih'in 

cevabt ~udur: "Herkes kendi Halikma, kendi mabedinde ibadet etmeye devam edecektir." 

Eger bugi.ln Kumkapt'da, ozellikle Cumartesi ve Pazar giinleri r,;an sesleri duyu!urken, ikindi 

namazmda Allahuekber sesleri yUkseliyors<l. eger Mihrimah Sultan Camii'nin hemen 

yamnda kilise in$asma mUsaade edilmi~se. bu ruhun onemli bir tezahtirtidtir. Daha da 

enteresamm, yine H<1lil inalctk'm ne~rettigi Arnavutluk Defteri gosteriyor. Osmanh Devleti 

yeni fethettigi Rumeli'de Htristiyan veya Yahudi vastflt insanlan en yiiksek makamlara 

getirmekte hir,;bir beis gormUyor. G<lyrimUslimlere. Osmanlt Devleti'nde sadrazamhk, valilik, 

sancClkbeylik. belli yerlerde k<ldtltk ve devlet ba~kanltgt dt~mda btittin gore vier verilmi~tir. 22 

Sonuc olarak: Osmanltl<lr. kendilerinden onceki Miisltiman ve TUrk devletleri gibi 

Mlisliiman olmayanlara kaqt iyi niyetli ve tolenmsh d<lvranmt$lar ve din! degerlerine saygtlt 

olmu~lardt. Osmanlt Devleti. idaresi Clltmd<lki Htristiy<lnlann dinlerini ya~amalan ir,;in onlan 

koruma altma almt$tt. Bu konuda Ser'iyye Sicilleri. Piskopos Mukataat Kalemi Defterleri, 

gayrimiislim cemaatlere ait devlel defterleri ve en onemlisi Htristiy<m azmltklann kendi ozel 

ar~iv belgeleri ~ahitlik yapmaktadtr. Oyle ki Osm<1nlt Devleti, 22 degi~ik millet ve dinden 

olu~an etnik bir mozaik olarak. farkh dinlerden insanlann birlikte ya~amayt ba~arabildikleri 

tarihteki en btiyiik MUsliiman devlet tecrUbesi ole1rak kar~tmtzda bulunmaktadtr. Gtinilmilzde 

bile farkh iki dinden toplumun bir arada ya~amasmm pek r,;ok problemlere yo! ar,;ttgt 

dli~linU!tirse, bu kadar din! veya etnik kimligi ve bu unsurlann getirdigi sosyal ve ktiltilrel 

yaptyt bir arada tutabilmeyi Osmanh Devleti'nin engin ho~gorlislinde aramak laztmdtr. Cilnkti 

Osmanltlar, farklt din! cemaatlerin i~lerine mUdahale etmemi~; onlann din, dil ve 

milliyetlerini korumalanna, ekonomik ve sosyal hCtrriyetlere sahip olmalanna izin 

vermi~lerdi. 2:l Oyle ki Osmanh Devleti'nin 16. yUzytlda dfmya politikast Uzerinde hakimiyete 

ula~masmdan 19. ytizyt!daki dagtlmasma kadar hem Mtis!Uman hem de Mtisltiman olmayan 

vatanda~lannm birlikte ban~ ir,;inde ya~adtklan bilinen bir tecri.lbedir. Osmanltlara ti.lrli.l 

22 Ahmet Akglindliz, "Osmanl! Devleti'nde Ban~ ve Ho~gorlinlin Hukukt Temelleri", Osmanii 'da 

Ho;;gorti. BjriJkte Ya;;ama Sanat1, Gazeteciler ve Yazarlar Vakf1 yay., !st., 2000, s. 64-73. 
23 Ziya KaztcJ, "Osman!J Devletinde Dini Ho~goru", Klillllrler8rasJ Djya!og Sempozynmn, Istanbul 

1998, 106-109. 
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iftiralar atan baz1 Batililar bile bu uzun doneme "Osmanh Ban~1" adm1 vermektedirler. 

Medeniyetler Catt~mas1 Ve Diyalog 

Gec,;mi~te oldugu gibi glinlimlizde de. gelecekle alakah bir k1s1m tahminlerde 

bulunulmaktad1r. Gelecegin bilgi c,;ag1 olacag1 iddias1 da bunlardan biridir. GUntimtizde gele

cegi tartl~anlar, daha c,;ok baz1 fUturistlerdir. Boylesi tahminleri, 2000'!i yillann kerameti 

olarak gorenlerin say1s1 da bir hayli fazlad1r. Tarihl c,;evrimler ic,;inde gelecekle alakah ileri 

sliriilen iddialar, objektif degerlendirmelerden daha c,;ok, baz1 husilsl arzu ve istekler 

etrafmda dli~Unce olu~turmaya yonelik bir gClyret olup. herhangi bir ihtimalden ote bir deger 

ifade etmemektedir. Boylesi iddialar neticesinde insanlar, adeta birer dua mahiyetinde 

beklentilere girmektedirler. Bu tur tahminler. "ileride boyle olacak" beklentisi ic,;inde bir 

cehd ve gayret dogurmakta. derken bir hedef ve bir gaye-i hayal haline gelmektedir. Bir 

defa hedef belirlendikten sonr<l. bu hedefe ula~mak ic,;in deib~ik strateji ve politikalar 

Uretilecek ve o hedefe varmaya r,;ah~ilacaktir. Her halde, i~in esprisi de bu olsa gerek. 

Huntington'm iddias1 

Bu tlirden iddialarla, ge!ecekle alakall gerc,;ekr,;i degerlendirmelerden daha c,;ok, dtinya 

hakimiyetini e!inde tutan glic,; adm<l yeni hedefler belirleme ve bu hedefler c;erc,;evesinde 

kamuoyunu ~art!and1rma gayesinin glidlildUgU kana<ltindeyiz. Sovyet blogu dagilmcaya kadar. 

bir Dogu-Batl veya NATO-Var~ova c;at1~masi etrafmda pan;;alanan insanhgm dii~iincesi. bu 

defa da yeni bir sun'! dli~man Uretilerek. din ve ki.iltiir farkhhg1 iizerinde bir medeniyetler 

r,;atJ~masma haz1rlanmakta ve boylece hakim blogun hakimiyetinin devam1 ic,;in yeni bir 

zemin olu~turulmaya c,;ah~ilmaktadJr. 

Ashnda bugi.ine kadar c;at1~ma, hep baz1 gi.ic;; merkezleri ic;;in arzu edilen bir ~ey olmu~tur. 

Yani, s1k s1k var oldugu vehmedilen ve bUyUk bir tehlike gibi gosterilen hayall bir di.i~mana 

kar~1 kitleler alarma ger,;irilmi~ ve bu ~ekilde y1gmlar sava~m her c,;e~idine haz1r hale 

getirilmi~lerdir. 

Aslmda dLinden bugCme ister Hz. Musa (a.s.) ve Hz. isa (a.s.) ile, ister Hz. Muhammed 

(s.a.s.) ile temsil edilmi~ bulunsun, Allah'm raz1 oldugu hic;;bir tlahl din, c;atl~ma temeline 

oturmaml!;ltir; oturmak !;)oyle dursun. bu dinler ve hususiyle de islam, yeryi.izi.inde fitneye, 

fesada, c;;atl!;lmaya, zulme ilan-I harp etmi!;ltir. islam sulh, giiven ve esenlik demektir. 

Dolaylsiyla, sulhun, emniyetin ve diinya ban!;lmm esas oldugu bir dinde, sava!;l ve c,;ati!;lma 

gibi !;leyler anzldir. Saglam bir bUnyeye musallat olan mikroplan savmak ir,;in, biinyenin 

kendini savunmas1 gibi bir tav1r istisna edilecek olursa -ki bu da belli prensipler 

c;;erc;evesinde cereyan etmektedir- o hep sulh i.i salah soluklamu;~t1r. islam, sava!;li insan 
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tabiatmm yo! ar,;t1g1 tabii ve anzi bir hadise olarak ele alm1~, onu dengelemek idn de 

kaideler koymu~ ve onu Slmrlaml~tlr. Mesela, "Bir topluluga, bir mi!Jete alan kininiz, sizi 

adaletli davranmaktan a!Jkoymasm" (Maide, 8) buyurarak, adaleti ve cihan sulhunu esas 

alm1~; modern hukuk sistemlerinin de kabul etti~b. dinin, canm, maim, neslin ve aklm 

korunmas1 hususunda prensiplere dayah bir mlidafaa sath1 olu~turmu~tur. Buna kar~i11k 

H1ristiyanhk, ta ba~tan mlicerret bir sevgi dini olma mtilahazas! ir;inde, bir insanhk realitesi 

olan sava~ konusunda kaideler koymamakla, Bat1' da diinya sava~lannm, yiizyil sava~lan 

gibi daha ba~ka sava~lann, Nagazaki ve Hiro~imalann meydana gelmesine mani olamadlgl 

gibi. bunlann r,;ok fazla kanh ve birer fecaat halinde tecellt etmesini de onleyememi~tir. 

Evet, Bat1 tarihi, islam'm ta ba~mda Mute ve Yermuk'Ja ba~layan, Har,;h seferlerinde ve onu 

takip eden sLirer,;te devamh islam' a kar~1 saldmlarla sliren ve aynca kendi ir,;inde ad eta 

bitmeyen sava~lann tarihi olagelmi~tir. Huntington ve benzerlerinin gelecege bak1~ ar,;1lan 

da aym mantalitenin UrlinU olup aym ruh haletini yans1tmaktad1r. 

Biz, Allah'm !Utuf ve keremiyle ~imdilerde ba~layan ve bir olr,;tide btittin dtinyaya 

yayilma istidad1 gosteren ho~gorU ve diyalog esintilerinin devam1 ir;in elimizden geleni 

yapmaya r,;ah~acak ve in~allah tahmincileri ycollanCI t,;lkaracaglz. Zira biz inamyoruz ki, bu 

meltemler, oldUriicU silahlan, mekanize birlikleri ve daha ba~ka pek r;ok olumsuzluklan alt 

edecek gUr,;tedir. Plam r;ok eskilere dayah bu yepyeni mesajm toplumun her kesiminde 

ifade edilip sahneye konmas1. gCmlimLizUn muhabbet fedailerine llah! bir iltifatt1r. Bu ar,;1dan 

da diyoruz ki. ho~gorU ve diyalog, Ulkemizde en iyi bir ~ekilde temsil edilmeli ve bu konuda 

mutlaka btitlin dUnyaya ornek olunmahdlr. Asya, Allah'm inayet ve keremiyle bu hususta 

dirilirse, bLitlin bir di.inyamn onun etrafmd8 ktimelenmesi hayal olmasa gerek. Bu da c,;at1~ma 

degil, temelde aym degerler Lizerine oturan ilahi dinlere mensup olanlann, bu temeller 

etrafmda bir araya gelmesine sebep olacak ve insanhk, k1yametten once in~allah yeni ve 

kutlu bir bahar daha ya~ayacaktir. 

NETiCE 

Kur'an-1 Kerim ayetlerinin emrettigi, Peygamber Efendimiz (s.a.s.) ve O'ndan sonraki 

MLisli.imanlann hayatlannda. tatb!k ettigi diger din mensuplanyla diyalog ve onlara kan.)l 

ho~gorU bugi.inkii MUslrtmanlann da yapmas1 gereken onemli bir i~tir. 

Diyalog gorii~meleri uzun vadeli r;ah~malard!r. Aceleci davramp, ciddi bir ~ey elde 

edilmiyor, bir faydas1 yok diye hemen vazger;ilmemeli ve sab1rla devam edilmelidir. Zira din 

mensuplannm ve hir,;bir dine mensup olmayanlann glir,;lerini, kavgfl ve dLi~manhkta 

harcayacaklanna, boyle mtispet ~eylerde harcamalan elbette ki daha faydahd1r. 
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Dinleraras1 diyalog gorti~meleri neticesinde, bize sayg1 gosteren diger din mensuplanna 

kan;p, bize sayg1 gosterdikleri sebebiyle biz de onlara sayg1 gosterelim demek dogru 

degildir. (:iinkU biz Miisliimanlar, dinimizin emri olarak herkese kar~1 sayg1li oluruz. Eger biz, 

bugtin, yann herkese dinimizin geregi saygil1 davramrsak, yann veya daha sonrasmda diger 

din mensuplan da bize kaqt sayg!lt davranmaya ba~Jayacaktlr. Boylece din mensuplan 

arasmda ve btitiln dUnyada ban~ meydana gelecektir. Bundan da elbette ki, sadece 

dindarlar degil, bUtiln dilnya insanlan istifade edeceklerdir. 

Bu cUmleden olarak Milsltimanlar, muhatabt olan Htristiyan, Yahudi ve diger din 

mensuplanyla. hatta ateistlerle bile diyaloga girmeli ve onlara sert davranmamal!dtrlar. 

Mesela ~imdilerde, degi~ik din mensuplan, MUsltimanlarla boyle bir temasa gec,;me c,;abast 

ic,;indedir. Boyle bir c,;abada onlann gerc,;ek niyetleri ne olursa olsun, zahirl durumdan 

hareketle di:mya ban~! adma bu ftrsat mutlaka degerlendirilmelidir. Tarihl hadiseleri. 

tarihsellik c,;ukuru ic,;ine gomerek, hie,; mevzubahis etmeden, onlan kendilerini tarif ettigi 

konumlcm ic,;inde kabullenmek suretiyle, belki de tarih boyunca gerc,;ekle~meyen ortak 

degerler etrafmda bir birle:;)me gerc,;ekle~ebilir. Yeter ki biz, bize dLi~eni, belli yol ve 

yontem ic,;inde yapabilelim. 

Gelecekte uzaklar daha da yakm olacak ve dUnya kilreselle~erek, bir koy haline 

gelecektir. Dolaytstyla Htristiyan. Yahudi, Budist ve ateist demeden her kesimden insanla 

milnasebet kurmak ve onlarla bir diyalog ve anla~ma zemini aramak ~imdiden kac,;tmlmaz 

gorilnmektedir. Dinlerarast diyalogdan kac;mmak, dindarlara bUytik bir vebal ytikler. 

Siyasilerin, insanligm gelecegini kana ve sava~a bogmak maksadtyla, diyaloga degil sava~a 

ve c,;att~maya yonelik, medeniyetler r;at1smasJ gibi teoriler tirettigi bir ortamda, dindarlar, 

bugUn c;ok zaytf bir 1~1k da olsa, fakat gelecekte aydmligm ve ban~m hakim olmasma 

yonelik bu tLir c;ali~malara destek vermelidirler. Eger diyalogun alt yaptsmt haztrlamaz ve 

gereken onlemi almazlarsa, o zaman Hungtington'un insanhgm gelecegi adma ilrkiltiicti 

teorisi, me~ruluk kazanmt~ olur. 

Diyalog, Miislilmanlar ic;in kac;tnlmamast gereken bir ftrsatttr. Diger din mensuplanm 

diyaloga iten sebepler, ister baztlannm soyledij:b gibi siyasi, isterse baztlannm arttk ac;tk bir 

~ekilde ifade ettikleri gibi misyon faaliyetinin bir parc,;as1 geregi olsun, Milslilmanlar 

ac;tsmdan bunun c;ok fazla bir onemi yoktur. Ciinkil Batt, tarihin hi<;bir doneminde 

(MUslilmanlarla birlikte ya~amak zorunda kaldtgl EndUIUs de dahil), islam't ve Milslilmanlan 

on yargtstz bir ~ekilde anlamaya c,;ali~acagt bir ortama sahip olamamt~tlr. Oyleyse bu 

milspet havamn c;ok iyi degerlendirilmesi gerekmektedir. Bazt olumlu mil~ahhas neticelerini 

gordilgilmiiz dinleraras1 diyaloga, daha fazla vakit aytnp. dUnya ban~m1 bir an once 

gerc,;ekle~tirmek ic,;in c,;ah~mahytz. 
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Russians as Asiatics: the Memory About the Present 

Dr. Dmitry Valdimir Shlapentokh, !USB, aSA 

dshlapen@iusb.eud 

While postmodernists have asserted that it is ideology that shapes the political reality 

and defines the nature of political alliances, the opposite is actually true. It is the 

political/geopolitical arrangements that shape the historical imagination and provide the 

ideologic<1l framework for actions. One could state here that the ideologicell trappings of 

historicell logic. or, to be precise. the "pseudo-logic." are actually the result of political 

pragmeltism. The Europeans' view-especially that of the French-of Russians in most of 

the 19lh century could be <1 good example of this use of history. As would occur later, 

during Putin's rule the Europe<ms would return to their c<Jrly vision of Russia as not el 

European. but actually an Asiatic power. Asiatic is defined here in a sort of pejorative 

context as the symbol of despotism, brutality and aggressiveness. It discards the 18lh 

century notion that the Russian elite held desperately tried to make Russia a true member 

of the Europe<m community, which was endowed with all possible positive characteristics. 

In the 16Lh_l th centuries, the Europeans held finally discovered Russia. and their view 

of Russia was in many ways similar to what the West thought about the USSR during the 

Cold War, in fact, during most of Soviet history. The pundits, of course, I refer only to 

conservatives- for the Left. the USSR was a most democratic country-asserted that the 

USSR was a despotic regime, pretty much related to the regime's bad historical genetics. It 

was asserted in this respect that nothing positive could emerge in a country that had had a 

thousand years of autocratic rule and had produced such monsters as lveln the Terrible and 

Peter the Great, both of whom wasted human life without further ado. The very fact that 

Stalin was fascinated with both of these chaps further proved that Russians-and at that 

time, most pundits did not distinguish between Russia and the USSR-could not escape 

their historical destiny to be ruled by tyrants to the end of time. While through the 16lh_ 

1 th centuries, Europeans had presented Russia as invariably despotic and barbaric an all 

possible respects, the situation had changed by the time of Peter the Great's reforms, 

when the Russian elite had started the long process, at least externally, of Westernization. 

Throughout most of the 18lh century nearly all of the members of the French, and one 

could say European, elite had approached Russia in many ways similar to what one could 

find throughout the Gorbachev and Yeltsin eras (1985-2000), i.e., during the time of 
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Perestroika and the early post-Soviet period. It was asserted by that time that the Western 

political and social/economic model was univers<d; at least. definitely applicable to Russia, 

which had been seen as part of the West. It was just the Bolsheviks with their millenarian 

and totalitarian proclivities and, of course, insatiable drive for power and criminality that 

subverted these healthy trends in Russian life. And it was now, after a long and painful 

zigzag, that Russia had gotten back on the right track. Following this political contingency, 

Western pundits were busy revealing the democratic tradition deeply imbedded in Russian 

history and blasted the Bolsheviks for their millenarian utopianism and brutality that 

separated Russia from the democratic and market-oriented West. At the same time, since 

the beginning of the Putin tenure (2000-__ ). when Russia once again reasserted its 

position vis-a-vis the West and acquired distinct authoritarian features, the Western 

pundits have changed their vision of Russia and the country's past. Some Western pundits 

just pause to find an explanation for the reversal of the "natural" drive for liberty; others, 

however. quickly rediscover Russia's authoritarian past. To them, this explains not just 

Putin's penchant for authoritarianism but also his flirtation with the Chinese, the Iranians 

and similar authoritarian Asiatics. instead of reaffirming his commitment to be a part of the 

European community with its entrenched democracy and market. The situation here is 

quite similar to what one could find in the beginning of modern history. 

In the 16th and 17th centuries Europeans had discovered that Russians were barbarians 

who lived under a despotic government. One could assume that in the eyes of the 

Europeans of that ere1 Russians were even worse than Turks. The Turks, while also seen 

as brutal, despotic Asiatics, had at least <1 powerful military machine that Europeans envied. 

The Russians did not have even this, and for this reason were deeply despised. The dislike 

of Russia was related not just with the assertion of the European self-image-which had 

emerged by the beginning of the modern era-and the beginning of colonial expanswn, 

where Europeans as a whole had confronted the rest of the globe, but also had other, 

internal implications. Indeed, in a way, the Russians as a whole were seen as the low 

masses of the European countries. European aristocracy and the emerging middle class 

regarded the European populace as dirty, promiscuous, lazy and obsessed with a love for 

strong liquor. While viewing Russians, in fact, all non-Europeans with contempt, the 

European elite pretended that they feared neither external barbarians (e .g., Russians) nor 

internal barbarians-the European masses. Indeed, the European elite believed that while 

brutish by their very nature, the Russians as a whole-similar to the European populace

could be easily suppressed/controlled by a "civilized," organized force of European elite. 

By the 18th century, when Russia had engaged in a long process of at least external 
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Westernization, the VIew of Europeans had changed, at le<lst for some of them. It W<ls 

acknowledged now th<lt while the Russian populace still lived in a state of barbarism, the 

Russian elite h<ld been engaged in the hard labor of civilizing the Asiatic/barbarian masses. 

However, the reason for such a benevolent approach W<lS not the external Westernization 

of the regime. As <l matter of fact, the m<ljor aspect of Russian life was serfdom, which was 

distinctly non-Western, for this institution had almost completely disappeared in Western 

Europe by the 18th century. Serfdom not only had been preserved but also had expanded 

throughout the entire 18th century; and during all of this period, conditions of the Russian 

peas<lnts worsened. Indeed, by the end of the 18th century the condition of the Russian 

peasantry was not much different from that of slaves. Thus, the position of Western 

observers toward Russia, often positive, or at least neutral, was due not so much to the 

external Westernization of the Russian elite and a fa\;ade of Russian statehood but was due 

to pr<lgm<ltic geopolitic<ll consider<ltion. Not only W<lS Russi<l not <l thre<lt to Europe <lS a 

whole but also was even helpful to some European states. The situation, however, had 

changed by the beginning of the 19th century. Russia had become <l m<ljor force th<lt had 

led to the Napoleonic collapse; or, in <lny case, Russia had emerged as a major milit<lry 

power in Europe, and, bec<luse of the nature of European global domination, the world. In 

f<lct, only Engl<lnd, with its s trong navy W<lS definitely out of reach of the armies of the tsar. 

And it W<lS this rise of Russia in Europe that hCid led to the change in the Russi<ln image. 

Russia W<lS no longer a part of Europe, and its political alienation from Europe was 

immediately tr<lnsl<lted into civilizational <llien<ltion. Russia was thus once again releg<lted 

to Asia <lnd received <lll the <lttributes of the nasty Asiatics-brut<llity, a pench<lnt for 

despotism, etc., images harkening back to the 16th and 1 th centuries. Still, these were new 

elements in Russi<l's im<lge, the images of the Oriental powers in general. In this new 

interpretation, the Orient's political tradition, despotism and brutality were not just 

cultural/geo-cultural traits so to speak, e.g., the assumption that anyone outside of Europe 

should be brutal and despotic , but also racial characteristics. The Russians thus, as all 

Asiatics, were brutish beasts because of their biology; and it was this that made their 

acculturation impossible. Europeans could not transform Russians into Europeans in the 

same way as one could not transform monkeys into humans. The monkeys, of course, 

could be taught to perform various tricks and be dressed in human's clothes. Still, 

regardless of all of this, they remained beasts and could easily forsake their human-like 

actions. The same could be said of Russians. Their Westernization/ Europeanization was 

skin-deep; and the pundits had implicitly supported Napoleon's statement that one should 

look at Russians the better to find Tat<~rs-e.g., brutal Asiatics under a European veneer. 
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There were other differences in the Russian image in the 16th and 1 ih centuries and that 

of the Russian image in the 18th century. In the imaginary picture of Russia in the 16th_1 7th 

centuries, Russians were disgusting Asiatics but of no match for the European military 

machine. The situation had changed by the beginning of the 19th century. 

The Asiatics/Russians received not just the trappings of Western culture but also 

assimilated all the advantages of modern Western technology. And it was this that made 

them deadly dangerous for the West, especially if one would remember that the Russians 

had acquired ambitions for global predominance. While being brutal to all Europeans, 

Russians were especially so in dealing with those Europeans who were in the confinement 

of the borders of the Russian empire-the Poles. 

These views of Russians had become circulated among travelers and social scientists 

with a sort of general interest and fin<lllY had become the framework for discussion among 

those who reg<lrded the study of Russia as the focus of their scholarly interest or at least 

an import<lnt p<lrt of it. 

It was the Marquis de Custin 0790-1857), whose book on Russia, composed on the 

basis of his tr<lvels to the country. th<lt was the most important in this respect; and was 

wh<lt laid the found<ltion for the further works. especially those authored by the Frenchman. 

The works of Slavic scholars. especi<llly Poles, who had grudges against Russians for 

centuries, provided West Europeans-mostly French scholars-with the argument that 

Russians were Asiatics who just pretended to be Europeans. 

Schnitzler: the Early Follower 

Jean-Henri Schnitzler (1802-1871) was among the first professional scholars who 

followed in Custin's footsteps and elaborated on Russia's non-European and, implicitly, its 

Asian nature early on, in the 1830s and 1840s. Schnitzler pointed out one could easily 

trace the non-European nature of Russians if one would look at the Russians' origin. 

Indeed, it was the region around the city of Suzdal' that became the nucleus of the Russian 

nation. and Schnitzler stated that the people around Suzdal were Finns who plainly had 

adopted Christianity and the Slavic language. 1 

Following this vision of Russians as Finns, Schnitzler did not see Russians as 

1 Viquesnel, l\1. Auguste, Coup d'Oei Sur Quelques Points de l'Historie Geneale die Peuples Slavs et 

de Leurs Voisins les Tures et les Finnois, Lyon Imprimerie et Lithographie de Pinier, 1865, p. 31. 
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Europeans, 2 and, therefore, foreign to the benign aspects of European civilization. For 

ex<lmple. according to Schnitzler, the Russi<lns' politic<ll culture had nothing to do with the 

European tradition of liberty, \Vhich could be found, for example, e1mong the Germans. 

Schnitzler had pointed out th<1t the Russian spirit was e1bsolutely different from that of the 

Germ<ln spirit, which was implicitly Europe<ln <1nd thus embedded in the ide<1 of liberty. In 

she1rp contrast to Germe1ny. in fact to <1ll Europeans, Russians were drenched in the spirit 

of "Asiatic despotism and communism." :1 And the spirit of communism and Asiatic 

despotism, just as implied, had reinforced each other. The inability to hold on to their own 

W<ls another Russian characteristic. 

Schnitzler had supported Custine's vision of Russians as barbarians who were just 

regulated by power. and who would invariably le1pse into brutal anarchy without the power 

of Oriental autocrats. As true Asiatics. Russians lacked any creative abilities and had no 

talent for developing a culture on their own. 1 At the same time, the Russians did have a 

t<llent for imit<ltion; this t<1lent W<ls used by Peter the Gre<1t. This imitating skill was not 

t<1ken in <1ccount. <1s Schnitzler implied. by Europeans who could not believe that Asi<1tics 

with their intellectual dullness. <tbsence of creativity, and debilitating orient<ll power could 

<1bsorb the e1chievements of Europe<m civiliz<ltions. But the Russians under Peter had 

demonstrated that this was possible; and <lS a result they were able to create an tmmense 

empire th<lt combined Europe and Asia. '' 

Later in his career, Schnitzler also ele1borated on Russie1's quest for the cree1tion of a 

global empire <1nd saw the building of a Pan-Slavic empire as an essential path to 

achieving world domimtion. Russi<l h<1d <1lready created the ideological justification for this 

by hammering on the ide<1 of Pan-Sle1vism. Schnitzler pointed out that the idea of Pan

Slavism w<ts, in many ways. the imit<1tion of Pan-Hellnism and implied the unification of all 

under the aegis of the Russian tse1r. The idea, however, Schnitzler pointed out, was 

Utopian.'; 

Pan-Siavism could not be regarded as a viable political design. Slavs could not live in 

~ 1\lartin. Henri, La Russie et I 'Europe, Paris: Furne. Jouvet etC, Libbraires-Editeurs, 1866 p. 126. 

:l p. 128 

'
1 Schnitzler, J.H., Histoire fntime de Je Russie Sous fes Empereurs. Alexandre et Nicolas, 2 vols. 

Paris: Jules Henouard, et Cie. 1847. 2, p. 44. 

;; p. 35 

ti Schnitzler, J. H., De !-Units Germanique on de Regenesation de !'Alleman. Paris/Strausbourg: Chez 

Treuttel et Wuatz, Chez Frederic-Charles Heitz, 1832, p. 397 
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one state. The unity of the Slavs could just be reduced to cultural similarities. 7 At the 

same time , Schnitzle r believed that the Russian elite had understood that the Slavs would 

never voluntarily band togethe r with Russians and, for this reason, they used Pan--Slavic 

arguments more as an ideological propaganda ploy rather than as a tool of real politics. It 

was not an appeal to the common Slavic bond but force that the Russian tsar saw as the 

way to build up his P<m-Slavic empire and that led Russia to subjugate other nations, 

including Poland, H with horrible brutality. !I Here. Schnitzler, of course, pointed to the 

Russians' brutal suppression of Poland in 1830-31 when the Poles rose up against Russian 

hegemony. Russians could suppress a Polish uprising , but they would never be able to 

make Poles obedient subjects of the tsar. Thus. Schnitzler supported the view of those 

Polish nationalists who regarded the unity of Poland and Russia as being impossible. 10 

Thus. he viewed Russia as essentially not just non- Western but actually as an anti

European , power. This has been elaborated on even more by a new generation of French 

historians who had published his works in the second half of the 19th century. 

The New Realities and Russia's Image 

The views of Russia, as. of course, all other countries, have been shaped by political 

reality. And here the situation was in m<my ways different for those French historians who 

started to publish on Russian subjects by the middle of the 19th century. They, as well as 

Schnitzler, who dabbled in Russian subjects in the first h<llf of the 19th century, did not 

have much of a direct problem with Russia. It was clear that for these generations the 

memory of the Napoleons' wars with Russia were fresh, and veterans could easily depict 

to youngsters everything that was horrible that they had faced in Russia-from 

unimaginable cold to ferocious attacks by guerrillas and mounted non-Europe<ln-looking 

cavalrymen. 11 

Nicholas I was defined as the policeman of Europe, and the French were probably 

; Schnitzler, Histoire In time dele Russie Sous les Empereurs, Alexandre et Nicolas . p. 402 

!I Schnitzler, De /-Units Germanique on de Regenesation de !'Alleman. p. 8 

!l p . 8 

10 Schnitzler, Histoire Jntiine de le Russie Sous Jes Empereurs. Alexandre et Nicolas, p. 399 
11 (The Russians, of course. had their own groups of veterans who had conveyed their vision of the 

war to a young generation of Russians . They often, of course, proclaimed the glory of Russia's 

victory. one of the best examples could be the poems of Lermontov-the classic Russian poet. 
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aware of his intentions to intervene in their affairs during the 1830 Revolution. And, with 

their romantic imagination, they were probably terrified by the image of De Iacroix' s 

Liberty ravished by savage Russi;:m Cossacks on the very barricade from which she called 

the people for final liberation. They were also aware of the poor Poles suffering under the 

boots of Russian autocracy. Still, they had no immediate contract with Russians, and their 

apprehensions about Russia were of a rather theoretical nature. Finally, their actual 

knowledge of Russia and. in fact, of the entire world outside of West Europe was 

extremely limited and almost anecdotal. The situation had changed by the second half of 

the 19Lh century. More or less abstract antipathy toward Russia had been replaced by real 

conflicts. In 1848, when the revolutions h<1d swept across Europe, Russian troops had 

played an active role in putting the revolts down. Later, the coalition of power, with the 

French and British playing the leading role, had engaged in open war with Russia, known 

as the Crimean War. A new uprising in Poland also played quite an important role in the 

shaping of this image of Russians as Asiatic beasts. One could assume that the new Polish 

uprising had played an even more important role in maintaining the negative vision of 

Russia than did the Crimean W?.r. Indeed. the Crimean W?.r h?.d been i?.Lmched by Nichol?.s 

I. \Vhom, the M?.rquis de Custin in his celebrated book, 12 had presented ?.s a harsh 

authorit?.ri?.n; but, in f<~ct. despite his European veneer, Nichol?.s, ?.nd certainly the 

bure?.ucratic system that supported his power. was more Asiatic than European. His brut?.! 

suppression of the Polish uprising of 1830-31 was just another manifestation of the 

Russi?.n regime's brutality and w?.s almost to be expected. 

The story with his successor. Alexander II. could h?.ve been different: at least, it could 

have been expected to be so. Indeed, Alex?.nder had launched a variety of changes aimed 

at transforming Russian society in the most radical way since the time of Peter the Great. 

Both Alexander and Peter had engaged in the Westernization of Russian society. Still, the 

nature of Westernization W?.s different. Peter, while creating a modern western-type army, 

n?.vy and education?.! institutions. had dr?.matically increased the power of the state: and. 

in fact, ?.fter his reign, serfdom did not decline but started to prolifer?.te. 

The story with Alexander's Westernization was altogether different: Alexander was 

the first Russian ruler who h?.d not increased by decree the power of the state. In the 

course of what was called, the Great Reforms, he had freed Russian serfs-the peasants 

who constituted the vast majority of the Russian population-and, mostly for these deeds, 

12 Marquis de Custine, Empire of the Czar: A Journey Through Eternal Russia, New York: Doubleday, 

1989. 
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had gone down in Russian history as the tsar liberator. Europeans who watched this 

process-or, at best, could have concluded-that after suffering a humiliating defeat in the 

Crimean War, the Russians had understood that despotic Asiatism would hardly make them 

strong. And that they would be defeated in the same way as all other Asiatics who had 

never been able to stand against first-rate European powers. Having understood this, the 

weakened and more humble Russian tsar would try genuine Western-type reforms and 

more humane treatment of his subjects. 

Alexander's brutal suppression of the Polish uprising-in a fashion that was hardly 

different from that of his father, Nicholas I-had confirmed to European observers that a 

change of reign and even more so an element of western-looking liberalization of the 

country's life-did not me~m much. And Russia preserved not just a streak of what 

Europeans had regarded as Asiatic brutishness-of course, their own unsavory treatment 

of non-Europeans was conveniently overlooked-but also. and this was implied albeit not 

elaborated upon. had preserved its geopolitical vitality. Thus. even after a humiliating 

defeat. Russia constituted a danger for Europe as a whole. 

The European powers' relationship with the Asian n<ltions had also played a role in 

shaping the image of Russia and in placing it in a broad historical/geo-political context. On 

one hand the European global predominance was not challenged. and no Asian power could 

defeat Europeans in direct confrontation. This had led to the image of Asia, which Edward 

Said (1935-2003) called "Orientalism" in his seminal work. This was the image of the 

Orient, mostly Middle East, which corresponded with Europeans' feelings of domination 

over the non-European world. 

In this vision the Orient was loaded with images of erotica and mystery: it was a 

source of pleasure and entertainment. Still, European dealings with Asia were not always 

smooth. at least from the European point of view. Asians had always resented European 

encroachments. And for these reasons, the image of Asia as a place of pleasure and 

mystery had co-existed with the older image of Asia and Asians. This image implied that 

Asians are a brutal and destructive force that would bring much harm to civilized Europe. 

There is also another dimension of this negative image of Asia; it was related with the 

internal problems of European society, albeit European intellectuals did not always 

acknowledge this. The point is that the image of the revolution started to change in the 

minds of a considerable part of the middle class, and this change was related to the 

changes of the images of the masses. This new trend, of course, was just one among 

many; and, to be sure, it co-existed with the old one, which often saw revolution as a 

positive phenomenon and the people as a noble force that had the right to fight against 
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tyranny. The new image of revolution was related with the rise of the "fourth estate"-the 

urban proletariat that puts forward its own demands-<md a rise in revolutions in which it 

openly opposed the middle class. This was the c<~se in the 1848 Revolution in Paris. In this 

new reading, the noble free-loving people of romantic legend of the early 19th century 

have been transformed into a vicious mob. This image of the populace as dirty, drunk and 

promiscuous had, of course, a very long history. It could be traced to the beginning of the 

modern era, when the aristocracy, together with the middle cl<Jss, started to undergo what 

Norbert Elias (1897-1990) c<Jlled the civilizational process. i.e., accepting self-restraint in 

daily life. Still, there were substantial differences between the old. negative vision of the 

masses and the new negative images; the old implied that the masses were, of course, ugly 

and brutal but they were not much of <m organized force. The new negative image implied 

that the masses were not just brutal <md destructive but they could not be easily subdued. 

In this later image, the masses bec<Jme "mobs," not just unpleasant but also quite 

dangerous animals not easily t<Jmed. And it was this negative image of the masses that 

became fused with the im<Jge of the dangerous Asiatics. And this image of dangerous 

Asiatics was fused with the Image of Russia. Russi<1. in this context, bec<1me the 

embodiment of all the evils of Asi<1; and these evils were often mutually exclusive. Russia 

as Asia was the symbol of brutal despotism. which suppressed liberty in Europe-the drive 

of the Europe middle classes-<1nd m<1intaining int8ct multi-national empires such as 

Austria-Hung<Jry. It was Russi<Jn Asiatic despotism that had prevented the European 

proletariat from rising, and this was the reason why Marx directed numerous invectives 

against not just Russian czarism but Russia in general. These statements of the supposed 

founder of "proletariat intern<ltionalism" and the f<lther of the famous slogan, "the 

proletariat of all countries. unite!' was so anti-Russi<m and, in fact, openly racist that 

Soviet scholars have tried to avoid these passages. And. of course, Nazis in the future 

would quote them with special enthusiasm. While Russia had emerged as the symbol of 

Asiatic despotism. it had another. negative, side opposite to the previous one: it manifested 

destructive Asiatic anarchy, the unruly behavior of the Asi<ltic beast. Thus. all of these 

aspects of internationalism and external European developments shaped European and 

French scholars' vision of Russia as a non-Europe<m and dangerous Asiatic force. There 

were other aspects of this approach to Russia: by the middle of the 19th century, European 

pundits could employ an emerging racism framed in the context of the developed studies of 

non-European civilization. The French intellectuals could also appeal to the authority of 

Polish pundits who more than anybody else were anxious to help Frenchmen-actually all 

Europeans-to develop the notion that Russia was not just a danger for Poland but for all 
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of Europe. 

The View of Professional Historians: Auguste Viquesnel 

Auguste Viquesnel (1800-1867) was one of the French scholars , a specialist on the 

Ottoman Empire, who could be a good example of the new generation of scholars who 

looked at Russia CIS a solidly Asian power and who related all the problems of Russia with 

the country's Asi<ltic n<lture. The major frctme>vork of his view of Russians was the 

<lssumption that Russians were not Slavs but people close to Turks t:l and could well have 

the blood of other Asiatics such as the Chinese and others 1'
1 

And it was these Asiatic roots of Russi<ln ethnicity/culture that was the very reason for 

the Russi<lns' problems. El<lbor<lting on these 8ssumptions, Viquesnel pointed out that 

"Moscovites had nothing to do with Europe and belong to Asia." tG Consequently, the idea 

of Russia belonging to Europe should be dismissed. <lnd the geographical and cultural/racial 

definition of Europe should be reconsidered. In connection with this, Viquesnel stated that 

Europe was defined by Martin both CIS <l geographical and ethnographical entity, but it was 

wrong to assume that Europe ended at the Urals. And Viquesnel fully supported Martin's 

ctssumption that Europe actually ended rt!ong the Dnepr. 11
; 

Elaborating on Russia's Asiatic position. Viquesnel stated that this notion of being 

Asiatic was not pleasing for Russi8ns. and they discarded the notion of being Asiatics and 

pointed out that it was their ctttachment to Christi<lnity that attested to their belonging to 

European civilization. Still, their attachment to Christianity could be questioned, for they 

had 200 various sects and, as Viquesnel implied, the very "Christianity" of these sects 

could well be questioned. 11 

While Russians could well be displeCised by their relegation to Asia, Viquesnel pointed 

out that his views on Russia should not be seen as an exception and that they were in 

accord with the views of the other savCints. He especially praised Duchinksi, the Pole, as 

one of the most important scholars who revealed the Asiatic nature of Russians. 

1
:
1 Viquesnel. I'd. Auguste, Coup d'Oei Sur Quelques Po1i1ts de l'Historie Geneale die Peuples Slavs et 

de Leurs Voisins les Tures et les F1imois, Lyon lmprimerie et Lithographie de Pinier, 1865, p. 1. 

H p. 84 

~~ p. 85 
lli p. 85 

17 p. 35 
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Franciszek Duchinski was certainly not the only one, Viquesnel believed, who understood 

the nature of Russian ethnicity and political culture; and Viquesnel quoted a variety of 

pundits who supported his view that Russians were not actually a Slavic people. 1
H Thus, 

Viquesnel implied, he just followed and elaborated on what had been discovered by others, 

Duchinski first of all. 

Elaborating on the Russian's Asiatic nature, Viquesnel stated that one could not 

understand that Russia belonged to Asia unless one would look at Russian history and 

explore it from the very beginning. Following Duchinski's outline of Russian history, 

Viquesnel discarded the idea that the Kievan state had anything to do with Russia. The 

Kievan state was Slavic by its nature, but there was no relationship between it and the 

Rusian state in the future. 

Viquesnel regarded Vladimir Dolgorukii as the founder of the Russian state, and a 

close analysis of this state would reveal its non-Slavic and. therefore, non-European 

origin. To start with. the territory that he controlled was a territory occupied not by Slavs 

but by Turkic and Finnish people who professed Islc:tm and Judaism. The very name 

"Moscow" is not of Slavic origin (this has been proven by Russian savants). A close look at 

Dolgorukii' s dynastic lineage also revealed th3t even the elite of the early Russian state 

h3d nothing to do with Slavs and Europeans in general. It is clear from Viquesnel's 

perspective that the dynasty that had created the principality around Moscow should not 

be related with the dym1sty of Kievan princes at all or had experienced a strong infusion of 

Asiatic blood. Dolgorukii's name revealed that he had been connected with "Khitan" whom 

Viquesnel related with Polovtsy and the Chinese. And, Viquesnel believed, it was these 

Asiatic roots of the earlier Russian rulers that had strongly influenced his political behavior. 

He became quite autocratic. Elaborating on the actual Asiatic roots of Russian statehood, 

and, therefore, not the European n3ture of the Vladimir-Suzdal' principality, Viquesnel had 

appealed to the views of those specialists on Russia who discarded the notion that Russia's 

origin could be found in Europe. It was the Asiatic ethnicity and the despotic political 

culture that had been derived from this ethnicity that implied the W3Y that the later Russia 

had been created upon the rise of Moscow, the legitimate heir, as Viquesnel suggested, of 

the Vladimir-Suzdal principality. The widespread notion among Russian historians who 

studied the rise of Moscow was the idea that Moscow had been a "unified" Russian state. 

This process of unification is usually related to the 14th_ 15th centuries when Moscow had 

been able to forge a unified state out of many Russian principalities. 

lH p. 76 
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The word "unification" implies voluntarism or at least natural gravitation of the other 

Russian states to Moscow. This notion of almost voluntary union has been discarded. In 

Viquesnel's view. there was actually no unification of Russia. Moscow had conquered 

various Russian principalities. 1!
1 Force was clearly in the foundation of the Asiatic Russian 

state. Still. this Asiatic principle of unification. e.g., the principle based not on the free 

unity of people but the domination one political center over others-did not lead, as 

Viquesnel implied, to too much resentment among the majority of the subject of Russian 

rulers. The point here is that most of the people who lived in Russia were not actually 
20 Slavic people. It was thought here that these people were Asiatic Turanians who 

accepted despotism as the normal way of ruling. Thus, a unified Russia, as Viquesnel 

believed, was not so much European but Asiatic. 

The future expansion of Moscow's realm was also much facilitated by the fact that the 

Russian neighbors were also often non-Europeans who could easily accept Russian 

conquest for a v<~riety of reasons. First. they <~ccepted violence/conquest as the normal 

way of political interaction. Secondly, they did not resist too much because they found in 

the Russians their Asiatic kin. As a result of these conquests. Russia as a great Asiatic 

emptre WCIS formed. This demonstrated the possibility of the creation of great 

alliances/empires that included a variety of people who shared similar racial/cultural 

origins. These grand empires of Turanians. unified by despotic governments, it was 

implied. had created problems for Aryan Europeans. 

Indeed. the threat from the Asiatic hordes was a constant problem. And Viquesnel 

proclaimed that "Cossacks. Tatars and Mongols are eternal enemies of our race." 21 

Europeans. while engaged in political arrangements and intern<~tional alliances always take 

into account that primordial threat to Europe came from the East. And it was this that had 

shaped the nature of many European alliances early on. The fear of Mongols/Tatars and 

Kipchaks (Cumans or Polovtsy) drove the Slavs of Kievan Russia, as well as the 

Lithuanians, to create a volunteer union with the Poles. From Viquesnel's view, it was the 

Mongol mvas10ns that were the most serious threat for Europeans: and he placed the 

Mongol onslaught in the context of his general vision of global history, particularly the 

relationship between Russia and the rest of Europe. Elaboroting on the Mongol invosions , 

Viquesnel implicitly attacked the Russion interpretation of events. In this interpretation, 

1!1 p. 32 

20 p. 33 

21 p. 83 
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Mongols were brutal Asiatic hordes that attacked Russia, seen here as an essentially 

European nation. Moreover. in this interpretation, it was Russia that shielded Europe from 

the Mongols and sacrificed itself to make it possible for Europeans to flourish. Alexander 

Pushkin, Russian seminal poet. saw events from this perspective. Viquesnel had discarded 

this theory. In his view, the Mongols were definitely an Asiatic menace for Europe, but 

actually not, for Russians. Russians had actually fused themselves with the Mongols. 22 and 

actually became part of the Mongols who fell upon Europe. This fear of Asiatics from the 

East had been a powerful shaper of European politics in the past and, now, also in the 

present. In the past, Europeans formed powerful alliances and started the trend for 

unification of Europe, the only efficient way to save themselves from the Asiatic menace. 

The same trend, Viquesnel insisted, should speed up at present and should require a truly 

all-European dimension for the threat from present-day Asian colossuses is much greater 

than it had been from the Mongols. Indeed. while the Mongols were simple Asiatics, 

Russians were Asiatics with modern technology, as he implied, and this is what made them 

especially dangerous. And while the creation of a united Europe could stand against the 

Russian threat. it was absolutely essential for Europe's very survival to forge one grand 

alliance. or to be precise. one state-which would be something that Europeans could not 

do. As a matter of fact, this union could be easy, for all Europeans shared common racial 

and cultural roots. Indeed. Viquesnel emphasized that Martin pointed out that Euroepans 

belonged to the Aryan ntce and should finally create a great pan-European confederation. 

He said, that while this model "is not Utopia," it is the logical consequence of European 

development. Elaborating on the great push to unity, he pointed to the USA where many 

different people were unified. And, while the analogy with the USA was appropriate, he 

implicitly discarded the notion that this alliance should have anything in common with a 

"Holy Alliance" in which Russia would play the leading role. One could assume that the 

logic here was as follows: the people who compose the USA. those, who had merged in a 

new nation of Americans, were all of European extraction. All of them had belonged to 

similar racial stock; and this would make their assimilation in the melting pot natural. The 

situation with a "Holy Alliance," as was clearly implied, was altogether different. Here 

Europeans would be m alliance with racial foreign entities-Russians; and the 

amalgamation of these groups-Aryan-Europeans and Asiatic Russians-was impossible. 

Moreover, even their peaceful coexistence was out of the question; and a collision 

between Europeans and Asiatic Russians was almost inevitable as a conflict between the 

22 p. 32 
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races/species. And while Viquesnel, who had explicitly framed the conflict between Russia 

and Europe in the context of racial theories, it was Henri Martin who had developed this 

theory to its almost logical end. 

Henri Martin: Russians and Europeans as Battle of the Races 

Henri Martin was probably the most important among all described intellectuals, and 

for several reasons. It was not just that he was the well-known author of many books on 

various subjects of European/French history, but for other reasons. First, he had stayed on 

top of the pyramid of scholarly or quasi-scholarly investigations. He could easily build 

what one could describe as a sort of defense line and also easily support/justify his 

st<1tements for reference to his peers of both the West and East Europeans. Secondly, he. 

m<1ybe more than anybody else, could frame his views in the context of racial theories. 

which besome increasingly popular in France and. in f<1ct. throughout Europe. While quite a 

few Europeans-both West and East-entertained the notion that Russians were nothing 

but Asiatics and had nothing to do with Europe<m civilization. it was Henri Martin who 

seemed to be mostly responsible for the popul<1rity of such views in the wake of the 

Crimean War <md a new Polish uprising. 

The Importance of Race 

Similar to Duchinski. scores of French and other Europeans believed that Russians 

were a race that had ultimately defined the nature of the nation's history. It was race that 

primarily shaped the course of national history; national characteristics had played the 
• ')'j 

secondary role m the process. -· 

As one of a score of scholars who studied the problems of race, Martin did not 

approach race from the position common in present-day American academies and, in fact, 

in most Western academies, where race is usually connected with the color of one's skin. 

For him and the majority of other Europeans who were interested in these problems

including those who actually could be regarded as the fathers of racism (e.g. Arthur 

Gobineau (1816-1882) skin color was not of great importance. The definition of race was 

2
:
1 !VIartin, Henri, La Russie et I 'Europe, Paris: Furne, Jouvet etC, Libbraires-Editeurs, 1866, p, 2 
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much broader; and people with the same skin color-e.g., white/Caucasians, actually 

belonged to different races, which defined the course of their history, and, consequently, 

of global history. 

Similar to many European racists m the future-German National-Socialists were, of 

course the best example-Martin had paid great attention to facial features, which, besides 

the color of the skin, clearly distinguish one racial group from another. For Martin, the 

different facial characteristics of the various nations, actually, races, did not just imply that 

the nations were different. The facial features are indicative of the race to which the 

individual belongs-have actually defined one's position in the hierarchical order of the 

human species. And keeping this idea in mind, Martin had approached those nations/races 

that had interested him most. While there are many races in humanity, it was the Aryans 

and Turanians that attracted Martin's attention most of all. In his view, it was the conflict 

between Aryans and Turanians that defined the nature of human history. 

Most, if not all, Europeans are Aryans. Aryans. in Martin's view. are definitely superior 

members of the human race. and they are endowed with a variety of positive attributes. 

The Aryans are a creative people 2
'
1 who are responsible for the building of European 

society, which became the beacon for the rest of humanity. The European society rested 

upon personal liberty, family and property and. of course, respect for the law. he 

concluded. 2~ At the same time. Asians seemed to be placed at the bottom of the racial 

hierarchical ladder. The Turanians were a people of intermediate position; and he placed 

them between Aryans and Chinese and the people of Indo-China. In his view, Turanians 

were close to the Chinese in their social systems and values. 21
; In fact, Turanians were 

Caucasian-looking Asiatics who, while having the artificial external appearance of 

Caucasian-Aryans. were almost Asian in their essence. 27 Or. at least they had much more 

in common with Asiatics than with Europeans. Still, with all of their closeness to Asiatics, 

Turanians were not 100 percent Asiatic and had an intermediary position in the pecking 

order of the races. While the pure Asiatics, and implicitly Blacks, had no positive 

characteristics and became a clear wasteland of the historical process, the story was 

different with Turanians; they had some positive faculties and made a contribution to 

2•1 p. 10. 
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global history. For example, Turanians had a penchant for religion2
H and had been quite 

creative in this area. Still, despite some positive characteristics, Turanians had actually 

quite neg<ltive features, which made their overall contributions in world history 

questionable. The most important difference was the Turanians' penchant for arbitrary 

despotism, which h<ld led to their confrontation with Aryans. 

Martin acknowledged that Europeans had not always been ruled by democratic 

governments throughout their history. Europeans had also experienced rule by one man, 

but European Caesarism had never become the rule of absolute arbitrariness 2
!
1 as was the 

CC\se with Turanian/Asiatic despotism, which required "absolute submission." It was thus 

implied that the rule of Caesar and Napoleon had still provided their subjects with a sort of 

autonomy and with rights, whereas in the case of Turanians/ Asiatics such an arrangement 

did not exist and a person here was nothing but a slave of the ruler. It was also suggested 

here that the Turanians' racial characteristics denoted aggressiveness, brutality and drive 

for global predominance. And. consequently, this also led to inevitable conflict between 

Turanians <md Europe<ms; the geopolitical/political conflict was here actually nothing but 

racial/biological and could not be resolved by negotiation. Despotic as they were, 

Tur<mians were able to build a grand empire founded on global conquest. With a talent for 

building a military m<1chine, as a sort of compens<1tion for the Turanians' lack of any real 

creative abilities. they had created a mortal threat for Europeans since the dawn of 

Europe<1n history. And it was these Turanians who had finally created the most powerful 

empire-the Russian Empire.:m 

Russians as Turanians 

The very fact that the Russians were not Slavs-the benevolent branch of Aryan 

people-was Martin's unshakeable axiom. Elaborating on his view that Russians actually 

were not Slavs, M<1rtin pointed out that he was hardly the only one who espoused this sort 

of theory. This view of Russians was supported, Martin insisted, by leading Slavic 

scholars,:n such as Pavel Schafarik, (1795-1861):l2 and Duchinski:l:l 
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European savants in general and French in particular also had no doubt that Russians 

did not belong to Slavs <md, therefore, Europeans. In fact, the view that Russians were not 

<tctually Slavs was widespread elmong the pundits in Austri<1 elnd France.:; 1 It was the 

French who had elaborated on this in detail. For example, Melrtin stated that M. Auguste 

Viquesnel, a specialist on the Ottoman Empire, held come to the conclusion similar to that 

of Duchinski , i.e. that Russians were more close to Turkic people theln to Slavs.:;~ Other 

scholelrs supported this idea. :Hi And it was this belonging to Asieltic /Turanian stock that 

predestined their historical development and their relationship with neighboring Europe<m 

nations. Russian "spirit" was absolutely different from that of Aryans. Russians had no 

sense of personality. Logically, Russia was a society without personal liberties elnd was 

based on arbitrariness.:17 which provide d the opportunity for a despotic ruler to create the 

great Turanieln Empire, which WelS <t greater threat to Aryeln Europeans more than any 

other empire. This mortal threat for Europeans, actually for the entire global community, 

we1s not <1n invention. as Me1rtin believed. 

In order to understand the nature of the Russian threat and substantielte his assumption 

that Russians were not Slavs-Aryans but Turani<ms. who constituted a mortal threat to 

Europe, Martin had turned to history. And here he held followed in the footsteps of other 

similar-minded scholars of Russia from East elnd West Europe. 

Russians as Turanians: Historical Roots 

The point of Martin's views of Russians was thelt they held never been a Slavic people 

but CICtually had been a Turanieln folk. elbsolutely different from European. And Martin 

believed one could easily reveal this TuraniCin core of Russian civilizeltion if one would look 

closely <1t the very beginning of the country's history. Following the view of other 

specialists in Russi<1, Martin had discarded the notion that Kievan Russia had anything to 

do with Russian history or that Kiev could be seen elS a Russian city. 
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Yuri Dolgorukii was the founder of Moscow. and this event could be seen as the actual 

beginning of Russian history. Dolgorukii did not rule over Slavs; his state was nothing but a 

state of "Russo-Finns." :lN Still, Martin assumed that the fact that Russians were non

Slavic, actually not the European natives of Dolgorukii's realm, did not preclude a tiny elite 

of being of Slavic or Scandinavian origin. At least one could assume that Martin implied 

this. Dolgorukii did not just collect tribute from the conquered tribes but also spread new 

religious beliefs; and it was him who spread "Christianity among the Finns.":l!' Christianity 

could not spread without the Slavic language, and this was the reason why the Slavic 

language had spread among the Finnish tribes of Dolgorukii' s realm."'10 

This artificial "Slavoniz<ltion" and, therefore. "Europeanization," manifested in the 

Russians' acceptance of the Slavic language and Christianity, did not make them Slavs and 

Europeans. And, therefore. this did not instill them with love for liberty, which was 

essentially <1 ch<m1cteristic of Europeans. And here. MC1rtin pointed out, it was not just his 

<1ssumption but was shared by other savants. Schnitzler's view could here be seen as an 

example. 

It was from that time on, Martin believed, that the peculiar nature of Russians h<1d been 

shClped. Externally, they looked like SIClvs-because of their Christianity and Slavic 

language-and. therefore. could be taken for European. Yet they were not European by 

their very nature and u:ere Asians, or at least they were much closer to Asians than to 

Europe;:ms. 

The Mongol invasion in the 13th century thus did not constitute a break with the past 

but <1ctually the reinforcement of the old Asi<~tic-Turanian tradition. There was actually 

only one novelty that the Mongols had brought to Russia: Mongols had made Russians 

more aggressive; and, after being "Mongolized," Russians had adopted the Mongol dream 

of creating a worldwide empire.'11 Upon liberation from Mongol rule, the Russian elite had 

proceeded in the context of the model that they had shaped long before. At the same time, 

while preserving their Asiatic nature. they acquired the trappings of European civilization 

and its material achievements. It was this combination of Asiatic ruthlessness. Mongolian 

drive for global conquest and the desire to acquire the materi<1l achievements of European 
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civilization that had actually made Russians so dangerous for Europe, actually for the 

entire world. 

While the Russians' attempt to appeal to the cultural/material achievements of 

European civilization had started early on, it was only in the l6 1
h century when it had 

begun in earnest. Since the time of Ivan the Terrible, the Russian state had tried to adopt 

and use the material achievements of European civilization. This attempt culminated in the 

reforms of Peter the first.'12 Peter I had replaced the huge, bureaucratic machinery of Ivan 

with scientific and military copies of the West, which had been implemented with the 

rigorous logic of despotism. 1:1 And it was since his rule that Russia had become the true 

and major menace of European civilizations. In this capacity, Russians became the true 

successors of the Turanian/Asiatic threat that had created problems for Europeans since 

the dawn of Europe;:m history. And, in fact, Martin had insisted that the Russian empire was 

more dangerous to Europe th<m any Asiatic empires of the past. 

Russians were different from other Asiatics of the past. who could not combine 

modern technology with ruthless determination <md one-man will. The acceleration of the 

acquisition of modern technology for globe-d conquest had been started by Peter the Great 

who had acquired modern technology and other 8chievements of the West to establish 

Russia's glob8l domination. and Peter elaborated on these plans in his testament. '1'
1 Peter 

had set in motion quite a dangerous pl8n, and it threatened not just continental Europe but 

even such maritime empires as England. Indeed, Russia's drive to dominate the world 

would leave no room for other empires. In their drive to global conquest, Russians poised 

to conquer India, and this certainly alarmed the British.'1'1 who remember well that plans to 

invade India had been entertained already by Peter the Great.~~; This plan for global 

conquest designed by Peter had been executed by those rulers who had followed him and 

had been accelerated even more by the late 191
h century. At that time. the Russian quest 

for global domination hCid been mCinifested <1mong other things in the drive to conquer 

Central AsiCI and Constantinople. '17 

In its drive for global predominance, Russia wished to be the emptre that actually 

would be not one but several empires combined. It wanted to be "Pan-Turanian," which 
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implied domination over Asia. a "Pan Slavic" empire that would have domination over Asia, 

and a Pan-Greek-Slavic empire that would have domination over the West.~H 

The Defense of Europe 

While Russia had a sort of aggregate force of Asiatic despotism, which aimed for world 

domination, Europe had also acquired cohesiveness and stamina that made it possible for 

Europeans to defend themselves from the Asiatics/Russians. And here two countries stood 

as the leaders of European civilization: France and Poland. 

According to Martin, Europe acquired the sense of a common identity at the dawn of 

history. This formation of a common identity had started early on when Europeans had 

formed a "Christian republic" against a Muslim inv<1sion.'1!' It was largely formed by the 

Renaiss<mce rulers and later by the politic<1l activities of such great le<1ders as Richelieu 

and Henry the IV. In fact. it was Fr<1nce that became the leader of the Europeans. Fr<1nce 

h<1d acquired this le<1ding position because its leader understood. as Martin implied, that all 

nations of Europe should be independent <1nd Europe<ms could m<1intain their civilizational 

unity only through and by preserving the political individuality of each European nation. 

This was not understood by Austria. which wanted to subject Europeans to its rule. As 

Martin implied. Austria had actually followed in Russia's footsteps and was a traitor to 

Europeans. It was the defense of Europeans ag<1inst Austri<1n encroachment that made 

France the acknowledged leader of the European community. While the Austrians could not 

have been regarded as reliable partners in the fighting against Asiatic Russians, this job 

could be done by the British. And Martin pointed out here th<lt France and England should 

be together to stop Russia's encroachments.';0 And here he, of course, evoked the memory 

of the Crimean War when the British and French were allies in fighting Russia. While the 

alliance with Britain was important to defend Europe, it was the Slavs, especially the Poles, 

who. besides the French, became the most valiant defenders of European civilization from 

the Russian-Asiatic onslaught. 
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The Role of Poland 

The primordial racially/biologically-based conflict between Russians/Turanians 

(actually Caucasian-looking Asiatics) and Aryan- Europeans explained the reason for the 

conflict between Russians and European, especially the Poles. Slavs are European people, 

and they enjoyed the characteristics of these Europeans. They were characterized by 

individualism, desire for progress, drive for democracl 1 and loved liberty.~2 And they are 

the ones who had laid the foundation of a democratic, freedom-loving European/Aryan 

state in East Europe. Not only Poles and other Slavic nations of the region were important 

because they were a beacon for liberty in the area but for more important reasons. It was 

these people who were on the eastern edge of European civilization, and it was them who, 

since the dawn of European history, h<1d been the first who had faced an onslaught from 

the Asi<1tic East. 

The Poles were close to Europe. an integr<ll p<lrt of Europe. because of their special 

service to Europe. According to Martin, Poland was the most Eastern among all European 

nations. This could easily be understood if one would remember that Martin believed it 

was the Poles who had built Kievan Russia. 

Russi<1 claims that it was Kievan Russia th<1t W<ls the beginning of Russian history. In 

fact, Russians had nothing to do with the Kievan state. It W<lS the Poles who had been the 

founders of Kiev.'':l While Kievan Russia was one of the best examples of a Slavic-Aryan 

state that had emerged on the eastern edge of Europe. it was not the only one. 

Slavs, and, therefore. Aryan Europeans, were also responsible for the creation of the 

state in the north of present-day Russia. Indeed, Slavs had not only populated the Dnepr 

River but also the region near Valdai. Volkhov and Ladoga,'-''1 where they also created 

states with Novgorod and Pskov as their center. All of them h<1d looked on the Polish 

states of the south and southwest as their nature1l allies. And in the North, the Sl<1vic 

Republics of Novgorod and Pskov had recognized the supremacy of Lithuanians '':' 

The Kieve1n state was just one among Polish st<1tes that had emerged in the dawn of 

European history. And--with due importance to the Kievan state-it was Poland that 
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emerged in the early modern era as the major state of Polish people and the major bulwark 

of European civilization on the East. And in manifestation of their fine European qualities, 

the Poles w·ere quite different from their eastern neighbors and future masters-the 

Russians. 

Elaborating on the Poles' national character, Martin pointed out that Poles were 

genuine European people with a genuine love for individualliberty.sli The Polish soul was a 

Slavic soul. and for this reason it could not stand the despotism of Moscow. This 

attachment to liberty had manifested itself in the principle "liberum veto" which had 

developed this principle to the extreme. ~ 7 

It was not just the feudal liberties of the elite that made the Poles quite different from 

the Russian elite, the virtual slaves of the Russian tsar. The position of Polish peasants, 

the majority of the population, was absolutely different. Serfdom, at least what one codd 

find in Russia. had never existed in Poland. The peasants in Poland were mostly free and 

proprietors. The European. freedom-loving nature of Poles made their peaceful 

coexistence with Asiatics from the East impossible. And at the same time, the Poles, while 

fighting against tyrannical forces from the East. had played a great role for Europe: it was 

the Poles and other Eastern Slavs who were the first who took the heaviest brunt of 

invasion from the Asiatic East. Poland actually protected Europe from invasion from the 

East. whether it was Mongols. Turks or Russians. ~H 

Poles hild started their heroic feilt of protecting Europeans from the Tunmic-Asiatic 

threat early on. It was Slavic Poles who had defended Europe from the Mongol horde in the 

13lh century. According to Martin, the Galicians had rendered them courageous 

resistance.'-·!• After the conflict with the Mongols, the Poles hild engaged in a century-long 

conflict with other Turcmians-Russians. This conflict Wi'IS inevitable because of the bio

social/politiclll incompiltibility of Polish-Aryans llnd Turanian-Russians; it was not just an 

episode in European history but the central part of it.r;o And the centrality of the Polish 

experience for the entire European history lay not just in the fact that Poles had 

demonstrated that freedom-loving Europeans could render the heroic resistance to much 

stronger Asiatic force. But it was also because Poles and other Slavic Aryans of East 
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Europe had provided the example of broad geopolitical thinking. Indeed, as Martin implied, 

it was the Poles who demonstrated to the Europeans early on that individual European 

countries would not be able to stand alone against Asiatic monsters such as the Mongol 

Empire or its successor, the Russian Empire. European nations should be united to stand 

against the threat, and Poland had shown the example early on. By the 161
h century, Poland 

and Lithuania had feared Russia's encroachment and had been united to defend their 

independence .1; 1 

In the 171
h century, the conflict between freedom-loving Poles and Russians, drenched 

m the culture of despotism, had resumed with even greater intensity. And from this 

position, Martin approached the struggle for Ukraine. Ukraine had been a part of the Rechi 

Pospolitna until the middle of the 171
h century, and it was the Bogdan Khmelnitskii uprising 

that had marked the beginning of the crumbling of Polish control over mostly Orthodox 

Ukrainians. The uprising was a combination of religious, ethnic, political and social protest 

for most Ukrainian peasants were Orthodox, whereas their landlords were often Catholic 

Poles. The uprising was also enmeshed in horrific anti-Jewish pogroms. 

While Khmelnitsky most likely had entertained dreams of creating an independent 

Ukrainian state. it seems that he soon understood that he alone would not be able to beat 

the Poles, and he swore allegiance to the Russian tsars. the Orthodox rulers. Upon 

accepting Ukraine under the aegis of the tsar, Russia had entered the war and WClS finally 

able to beat the Poles. And at least one part of Ukraine became part of the Russian 

Commonwealth. The event has had, of course, different interpretations by historians. 

Russian historians, pre-revolution and Soviet, invariably saw in Ukraine the incorporation 

in Russia the marriage/fusion of two brotherly Slavic people, ethnically, culturally, and 

religiously close to each other. Ukrainian nationalist-minded historians have seen the 

event from a different point of view. There was no free unification of Ukraine with Russia; 

force and deception were implicitly used to incorporate Ukraine into the Russian empire. 

Martin has brought his own interpretation of events. The problem for Martin was the fact 

that he regarded Ukrainians as Slavs and, therefore, ethnic/racial kin to Poles but not to 

Asiatic Russians. And here he needs to explain why Ukrainians, in the majority, were on 

the side of Russians rather than Poles. Martin had found a convenient explanation of this. 

According to Martin, Cossacks were not Slavic but rather people with Turkic blood. 112 Thus 

they were more close to Russians, and this explains why the Cossacks had joined Russians 
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in fighting against Aryans-both Poles and Ukrainians. Thus, Cossacks were racial-cultural 

kin of Russians and Mongols, and the fighting for Ukraine was actually the continuation of 

the centuries-old struggle of the Europeans-Aryans and Asiatic Turani<m hordes. 

Russi<ms-Turanians had finally succeeded in defeating the Poles. Finally, by the 181
h 

century, Poland was not just defeated but partitioned, with most of Poland absorbed, as 

Martin implied, by Russians. Freedom-loving Poles could not reconcile themselves with 

being enslaved by Asiatic Russians and rose endlessly against their masters. Still. they 

were not able to stand against the Russians, and the Russians had suppressed the Polish 

uprising with the ruthlessness of Tatars.r;:! 

This was done, as Martin implied, because the rest of Europe had not defended the 

Poles from Russian encroachment; and this brutal treatment of Poles has lasted up to the 

present. This image of Russians as the Asiatic horde against which Europeans should be 

united-<md Jed, of course, by France-had persisted in French thought for most of the 191
h 

century. But by the end of the century, it had started to crumble. The major strike, of 

course. was inflicted in the battle when the Prussians had delivered a humiliating defeat to 

the cockish French. A unified Germany emerged as the major threat to France for coming 

generations, and the idea of an all- European alliance against Russia had disappeared from 

the minds of not just French but seemingly to the majority of European politicians. By the 

end of the 19th century, France had embraced Russia in alliance; and by that time, all 

discussions about Russians as "unholy Asiatics" against whom France should protect 

Europe had ceased. 

As WWI struck, it was the Germans who were dubbed "Huns"-the Asiatics who 

somehow emerged in the middle of Europe. In the future, Hitler would try again to 

resurrect the image of Russians as the Mongols reincarnated from his Reich's need to save 

Aryan Europe. But, of course, besides Germans, no one took these comparisons seriously. 

And, in addition, Hitler was not consistent in his views on Mongols and in some instances 

tried to equate himself with not just roman or Greek leaders but with Genghis Khan. 

"To a certain extent, Hitler's policies in the east were designed to remedy the 'Mongol 

problem'-not as salient as the Jewish question, but perceived as a long-term danger 

nonetheless. In other ways, however, Hitler was consciously following what he had learned 

about Genghis Khan's methods." 1 ;~ 
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THE LINGUISTIC CONNECTION IN ASIAN COMMUNITY 
CommunicatJ"on in Asian world: Linguistic aspects 

Lady and Gentlemen. 

Prof. SARANTUYA Dagvadorj, National Uiversity of Mongolia, Mongolia 

ZSSZ _3@yahoo.com 

Introduction 

Dear professors <md colleClgues. 

The organizers of the Second InternationCll Conference of the Asian PhilosophicCll 

AssociCltion, m particular Professor Choi Woo-Won. the President of DaeDong 

Philosophical AssociCltion. kindly invited me to p<lrticipClte in this Conference. 

These dClys people tCllk on social sc1ences m relation to the new age of Asian 

Community. Mongolia. the country I represent, is today among those countries that have 

been successfully achieving democratic reforms. MongoliCl is somehow told stepped over 

the line of developing country, which is still subject matter in debates. Anyway, nowadays 

when globalization of the world community has become Cl major subject of interest in both 

developing and developed countries, the process doesn't avoid our country. Although the 

process of the globalization is mainly mentioned in relation to the economic matters. the 

process has spread to ideology, culture and all aspects of social life. Globalization has 

already been criticized. Its advocates see not only the increases in incomes but also the 

spread of democratic values. Opponents worry not just about loss of jobs but about the 

loss of local culture. Supporters of globalization point out that it enables each country to 

learn from the lessons of others. 

In my presentation I join those who are optimistically seeking a rationality in the whole 

process of globalization. 

The presentation will concern some linguistic aspects of communication between 

peoples of Asian World. 
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People conduct each other with the help of many factors existing in the society. Asia 

1s a community of people ruled by different political ideologies, speaking different 

l<mguages. having different cultures and traditions, practicing different religions. For better 

communication one should respect the other's native culture, believes and laws. Generally, 

people conduct through various organizations, associations and business entities. 

Unfortunately, in practice not every conduct is successful and effective. The reason of this 

usually addresses to language barrier and legal aspects or regulations. 

1. English as an international language in Asian Community 

UNESCO has identified 6,500 languages in the world. And yet only around 40 of these 

are economically significant. Among them English is an official language of all international 

organizations of world concern such as the United Nations Organization, World Trade 

Orgrmization, World Labor Organization. etc. Today, the participants of this International 

Conference also talk in English. Many countries have accepted English as the second 

official language of the nation. In Mongolia English has been taught in secondary schools 

and universities' programs, English is required in government institutions. The Government 

has Clccepted English as the second official language. For Mongolian students who apply to 

foreign either western. or eastern universities certain knowledge of English is a primary 

requirement. In global concern, English is essential everywhere when an international 

relation is established. 

English is spoken m various international youth and professional unwns and 

associations that have become very popular in Mongolia in recent years. In comparison 

with the past when we could communicate with representatives from socialist countries 

only in Russian, today English prevail in our communication. Of course, it does not 

dimension the importance of use of other languages, but English is usually required by the 

other party. 

Thus, in Mongolia, English is taught in all pre-academic and academic levels. Teaching 

English in local communities, mean in separate national scope, varies. For Mongolian pre

academic level it is approved by the Ministry of Science and Education an English teaching 

Program at the secondary schools. The Program includes necessary grammar, text and 

practice books of all levels and covers teacher training courses and facilities. But private 

foreign languages and English oriented secondary schools have had their own special 

programs, mainly dictated by the sponsor institutions. 
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The situation is a bit different in the academic level. Unfortunately , linguistic 

institutions where English is a major or one of the major disciplines have different English 

teaching programs which depend on the policy of the professors' staff. Although the 

program of the department of Great Britain and American studies of the National 

University of Mongolia include country, history, culture, language and other relevant 

disciplines, British English is a major subject. The English teaching of Non-linguistic 

universities and schools mostly depend on the knowledge of the professional staff. As a 

rule, their English programs include beside basic English knowledge, the professionally 

oriented vocabulary and terminology in texts. 

2. The significance of legal translation in communication 

As societies became more complex, governments took over the role of codifying 

appropriate behavior before disputes developed. In a democracy, legislators are expected 

to provide protection from those who wish to take advantage of others. In an international 

relation justice and equality are the primary principle s. People make all kinds of contracts 

everyday. In brief, contracts can be oral and written, and unilateral and bilateral. To deal 

successfully with foreign partners one should have clear understanding of every word in 

such a contract. How to know is the action of the partner fair, or does he take advantage, 

especially if the contract is made in foreign language? People may face this question at any 

time. Of course, it is difficult to predict the future, but it is better if you consider all 

matters before the deal. To avoid any disputes can mean to keep friendly and peaceful 

relations. 

In any society laws, or legal regulations, describe what is allowed, how rule breakers 

will be dealt with and what procedures are to be followed in enforcing the rules. The goal 

is to provide ways to resolve or avoid disputes peacefully, predictably and with limited 

confusion. Laws define relationships among individuals and groups and serve as guides for 

people in planning and carrying out their individual and collective affairs. Nobody can 

argue that in today 's litigious society, being involved in a lawsuit is complex, time 

consuming, stressful and expensive. The above ideas are said to emphasize briefly the role 

of law in the society. We can talk on law related matters endlessly. 

I intend to focus upon the importance of translation of legal terms in communication. 

According to the information by the UNESCO, 40 000 official translations published every 

year, which means about hundred books are published every day. The number seems to 
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mcrease more and more. Translation of literary texts have been the priority of linguists 

and poets for ages. I think, the audience will not argue that philosophers have ever been 

very good translators, they are considered the most experienced in translation of 

humanitarian sciences' theoretical matters. Years passed and the societies have become 

more complicated, hence people have become more practical. Practice has been 

engendering various problems, overwhelming part of which is related to legal regulations. 

Generally, problems arise when people don't do what they should do. People don't fulfill 

their promises and duties intentionally or unintentionally. Intentionally means they don't 

want to do something for some reasons , or there is a fact of unwillingness. Meanwhile, 

misunderstanding can be the reason for an unintentional failure to fulfill the promise. 

Misunderstanding occurs when the word, which is the main means of the communication, is 

understood in wrong way. 

I believe that the Lexical fund of every nation has been enriching as the society 

progresses. New words appear in the vocabulary everyday. They appear as due 

consequence of the development and are conveyed straightly to the communication. 

Sometimes new words have specific links to the national culture and traditions. And now 

the question arises. How to translate them correctly? Regular popular dictiom.'lries are to 

facilitate the translation, but in practice sometimes there are situations when neither 

bilingual. nor monolingual dictionaries can provide with the necessary definition. Thus, 

people have to apply to professionals for the explicit explanation and use of the word. In 

Mongolia the linguistic services companies, or translation services agencies are not 

developed in such a level as they have become common in western and other countries. 

But translation bureaus and licensed legal translators provide with official translations. 

Nevertheless, the quality of the translation is left for discussions. The knowledge of legal 

terms will certainly protect you, your business and your family from everyday legal 

problems. But sometimes the explicit definition of an unfamiliar word is found not in the 

dictionary, but in the explanation of the professionals of that field as well as in that branch 

of dictionary they recommend. 

We should acknowledge that professional explanations require certain experience m 

the field, knowledge of the national specifics, local traditions and internal relations. Many 

lexical items and special terms make sense only in one language and cannot transfer to 

others. Especially in cases when the word or term originates from ancient legal norms or 

traditions. 

I think, students who learn English, or any other foreign language will need to know 

something about translation. Translation classes can help develop three characteristics 
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essential for language learning: flexibility, accuracy and clarity. An acquisition of new 

words and terms is always followed by discussion, thus the communication occurs. In legal 

translation classes of the School of Law, National University of Mongolia, legal terms are 

taught to law students in legal environment. In other words, students learn terms in legal 

surrounding: legal sources, such as written laws, codes, international conventions, and 

model court rooms. It is clear that the best quality translation will be achieved in practice, 

in communication. 

Conclusion 

Countries of Asian world are generally divided into two major legal systems: Romano

Germanic or Civil Law system and Anglo-Saxon or Common Law system. Basically, legal 

norms of different law branches of these two systems have the same philosophical 

background. However, they differ in the concept of law making process and legal 

procedure. Some countries of Asian world are pertained to the Common Law system, 

others to the Civil Law system. As laws can be based on moral. economic, political, or 

social values of the nation, misunderstanding of legal terms by representatives of other 

nations are expected to arise in the communication. So a good translation of any legal term 

will help to avoid problems. There is a wide arena for researchers of all branches of 

sciences to do in this field. The topic "Translation as a sign of communication" will 

probably encourage researcher to conduct each other, cooperate in working out on the 

drafting dictionaries and unite in the conference rooms. 

Thank you for attention. 
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Beyond the Altaic horizons 

Contents: 

0. 1. The true story of Korean languages 

0. 2. Our feeling of linguistic distance 

0. 3 Comparative methodology and some key words 

a. Glocalism: local and global as stages of linguistic descent 

b. Adamica/Nostratic. and other stages of linguistic descent 

c. From look-alikes to cognates 

d. Retention and innovation in root morphemes 

e. Genetic cognates or loan words? 

Ex.l 

Ex.2 

pA •mal 'a 

PAl *mAr-i 

1. Uralic roots in Altaic 

'mass/measure' 

'a horse' 

Ex.3 PAl •an-i-a 'mother. sister. wife' 

Ex.4 PAL •da-rt. •dM-rt ; Proto-Ural ic•niaT 'four'' 

2. Sino-Tibetan, and Macro-Mongolian 

Ex.5 PAL *mbngw- 'wheat' 

3. Germanic and Indo-European family as a whole 

Ex.6 pA *3igu 'go' 

Ex.7 pA •anY' 'not' 

Ex.S PAl •mpos-; pA •maori. -•maar 
, 'water' 

Ex.9 PAL •kal- 'whale' 

4. Niger-Congo and Afro-Asiatic, and Adamica/Nostratic 

Ex.lO PAL *Ynag- 'cow' 

Ex.ll PAL *Ykyz- 'bull, ox' 

Ex.12 pA -*n- 'of (genitival linker)' 

Ex.13 PA •tyal 2 'stone' 

5. Concluding remarks 

Kiyoshi Shimizu* 

*A guest professor of Soonchunhyang University; Vice President, Park Myoung'Mi's Institute 
of Comparative Korean, Seoul and Kumamoto. 
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0.1. The true story of Korean languages 

In ICAPA 2005 held in Fat ih University, Istanbul, we were able to present data enough 

to prove that Korean and Japanese belong to the AI taic family of languages 1
. Nine months 

since then, through further comparison of these two sister languages, technically called 

Peninsular *,(,'; and Insular 71tl::; Korean ngg, with AI taic languages, the following four 

important facts have become apparent: 

a. Insular Korean 71tl;,;~¥gg, or Japanese, retains the old phonological and morphological 

felltures of Altaic lexicon much better than Peninsular Korean *);:;n~g, or Korean, while 

the latter. a typical innovating language, has drifted m its own particular direction and 

diverted very much from the general AI taic, especially m its phonological features. 

b. The languages of Ancient Korea ir!jiJJ.~ and Koguryo ~1tJJi. technically called 

Continental Korean .AJJ.i~fj:gg. now seem to be more or less the same as the oldest stratum 

of Insular Korean, which can technically be clllled proto-Japanese ifill.E3*gg, In other 

words Insular Korelln can be said to retain not only the linguistic features of Continental 

Korean but also the word roots themselves . in cases they are lost, or not documented, in 

Continental or Peninsular Korean. 

c. Proto-Korean f!l:l.n~g can now be set up in pllrllllel to three other branches of AI taic 

family, i.e . Mongol ian, Turkic and Tungusic. This hypothetical ancestor language, proto

Korean, very soon develops into Continental Korean, whose speakers migrated down the 

Korean Peninsular as far as the present-day Japanese Islands, around B.C. 400 or even 

ear 1 ier. Thus what we call Peninsular and Insular Korean languages developed out of the 

Continental Korean. 

d. The four branches of AI taic family were very close to each other. Once the basic 

fllcts concerning the Korean brllnch as stated in a through c above have been grasped, and 

the fact that proto-Korean was much more similar to general Altaic in phonology as well as 

in other linguistic aspects than to modern Peninsular Korean, the Altaic family can be 

considered to be much more compact and easily comprehensible than some other larger and 

more complex language families in the world such as Indo-European or Niger-Congo or 

Afro-Asiatic. 

0.2. Our feeling of linguistic distance 

Having thus come to know more exactly what Altaic family is, we are now ready to have 

a look at the scenery beyond the Altaic horizons. To the west beyond the Altaic horizons 
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we see the Uralic languages including Hungarian and Finish. On the same Eurasian Continent 

we also have the Germanic and Slavic branches of Indo-European family. Down south we meet 

the Semitic branch of Afro-Asiatic family, and further south in the African continent 

there was the Ancient Egyptian, and in West African Sahel Hausa language of Chadic branch 

of the same family is still spoken now. The largest language family spreading in West, 

East and South Africa is the Niger--congo family, including the whole of 500 Bantu 

languages. 

Thus it IS not difficult to grasp the geographical spread of languages, but it seems 

generally considered as much more difficult to grasp the linguistic distance in time. But 

this is not so. Thus as we all know, any of us can learn to speak and read any of the old 

and new languages on the earth. Even classical languages such as Greek, Latin and Sanskrit 

can be learnt. The dead language of Ancient Egypt is being taught and newly discovered 

hieroglyphic texts of over 5,000 years ago are actually read and translated. Japanese 

children can learn to understand and memorize 8th century Manyoushuu songs and easily 

recite them. Many Koreans know the word "video", even if they might never have read Julius 

Caesar's famous sentence in Latin original: vlnl, vldi vlkl. 

If we can all do that, linguistic distance in time should also be comprehensible as 

easily as that in space, that is, if only we stop to think about it, or if we are 

informed, or even get trained in comparing languages. For instance, if we realize that 

the famous Brazilian name ~Y.~.!f- Honaudu is originally the same name as US President 

Reagan's name Ronald, we have already come to witness the linguistic changes due to 

weakening: r >hand l > u. One way to measure the linguistic distance is to do so by the 

degree of linguistic changes. Since understanding comparative linguistics needs long 

experience of observing actual linguistic changes, we are going to write the following 

pages using as much actual materials comparative linguists have gathered from Altaic and 

other families of the world languages as possible. 

0.3 Comparative methodology and some key words 

a. Glocalism2
: local and global as stages of linguistic descent 

As we compared Peninsular and Insular Korean, each of these two language areas 

constituted a local area, and Proto-Korean is the global area including the two local 

areas. We try to reconstruct Proto-Korean on the basis of local information and then work 

out the I inguist ic descent on the basis of this proto-language. Concerning levels of 

linguistic diversification (classification), without knowing local situation well, global 
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situation cannot be grasped, and vice versa. This should be how "glocalism" in linguistics 

works. 

"Local and global areas" can a! so be called "local and global stages", when we talk 

about I inguist ic descent and time depth. As we next compare Korean branch with the other 

three branches of Altaic family, each of the four branches is the local area/stage and the 

reconstructed language Proto-Altaic is the global area/stage. Here again "glocalism' works 

in the same way. Our paper for ICAPA 2005, "New horizons in Altaic linguistics", was 

written from the point of view of Proto-Altiaic area/stage of linguistic descent. 

We wrote at the beginning of 0. 2. above: we would like to have a look at the scenery 

beyond the Altaic horizons. This becomes possible, only if we consider that the language 

Proto-A! taic, too, has descended from another ancestor language. Indeed we think that 

linguistic descent and diversification accompany the descent and diversification of homo 

sapiens, and that our linguistic descent goes as far back as the beginning of human 

history3
• 

b. Adamica, or Nostratic, and other stages of linguistic descent 

The final proto-language to which we should arrive at in the 1 inguist ic history of 

homo sapiens is called Adamica or Nostratic, the first human language, which is supposed 

to have been spoken by Adam and Eve. How exactly we descended from there to the stage of 

Proto-Altaic is not yet known. But it is well-known that the linguistic family closest to 

Altaic is the Uralic. The next closest should be the Sino-Tibetan family, and then should 

come other groups of Asian languages such as Mon-Kumer and Malaya-Polynesian , and finally 

the ancestor language spoken by the forefathers of all Mongoloid population, which could 

be called Macro-Mongolian, perhaps including the American Indian languages. 

Next to the Macro-Mongolian in Eurasian continent must have lived the speakers of the 

Indo-European family as a whole. We can talk of Eurasian roots, if woi·d roots are found to 

be spread over the whole of Eurasian Continent. And when we go down to African continent, 

the largest linguistic families are called Niger-congo and Afro-Asiatic (over 800 and 300 

languages each), as mentioned in 0.2. 

c. Look-alikes to cognates with established sound correspondences 

Comparative linguists work from look-likes to cognates step by step. Though it may 

seem very speculative at first, without gathering look-alikes, we cannot proceed to 

finding out regular sotmd correspondences. On the basis of regular sound correspondences 

we work out the phonological system of the proto- language. 
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d. Retention and innovation in root morphemes 

Old features are constantly renewed in a language. If in a language otherwise obsolete 

features still rema1n, this is called retention and the new features are called 

innovation. For instance English word 'hound', which is cognate with German 'Hund' is a 

retention of old Germanic root, which in turn is cognate with Latin 'canis' >Fr. 'chien' 

and is an Indo-European root. The word 'dog'. which has almost replaced 'hound' in modern 

English is an innovation. 

But, the moment we become aware of the similarity between Lat. 'canis' [kan-is] and 

Chinese :;k7,'!7ij gi:m [ki:m], the possibility arises that both Latin and Chinese words (and 

even the AI taic Korean 7ij gai ) could be retentions of an older, perhaps a Eurasian, root. 

e. Genetic cognates or loan words (transmission without migration?) 

How to define a linguistic "loan" is not so easy as generally considered. Let us look 

at the word list below to think about this. 

Example 1 

German 

Eng! ish 

pA (StaDB191) 

pMo, WMo 

pTk 

OTk 

pTg, Li t.Ma. 

Pen ~ 

OJ (Mi. JJS 1976) 

Ins +11· i-t 

Ma(3 <Math /messen 

mass/measure 

*mal 'a (*maiL KS) 

malu 

*b( i )al '-gan 

basyan 

miali-

mar <~(4) 

mar-i 

mas-u A187 

'mass, measure' 

'to measure, a measure' . 

'vessel, basket (for grain)' 

'a measure' 

'a measure' 

'to measure, a measure of weight' 

'a measure (about 181 i ters)' 

'a cup shaped container' 

'a measuring box' 

This is one of the words , in whi ch Germanic and Altaic roots are similar, or they look 

alike and linguists call them 'look-alikes'. A culture word such as this can be easily 

borrowed . But this might as well turn out to be a 'genetic cognates' , once sound 

correspondences should be established between the Altaic and Indo-European families. In 

the following case of 'a horse' linguists' consensus seems to consider it 'a loan', but 

"who borrowed from whom?" is not yet known. 
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Example 2 

PAl 

Xalx 

(Yak 

Pen 

Ins 

*IDAr-i 

MOPb 

W: <12 c.l 
,1~-) i 

'a horse' (Sidorov p. ??) 

mx-i 'a horse' 

?at 'a horse' V. PAL *agt-

mar <IDAr-i 'a horse' 

u-ma 

Chn .~: *mag, ~t}'jl;ma; ~u} mal rna; ~13'- ima, /l)me, i~13'-Lf ba. 

Eng mare 'a fully mature female horse'. cognate with <OHG mar(i)ha. 

Cited below are eleven further items of widely distributed roots. They are 

"look-a! ikes" at this stage of our research, but we cannot ignore them. Rather than 

offering a solution we would I ike to pose quest ions about how to deal with comparative 

linguistic problems such as these. 

1. Uralic roots in Altaic 

First , the following Uralic comparative list of two items is from 

James Forsyth's History of the people of Siberia (Cambridge 1992): 

English Mansi llungarian Finnish Proto-Ur<llic 

womanne ne no nainen *nai-

four nyate ni Ia negy nelya *niaT 

It is not difficult to see that the Uralic 'woman' root given above are similar to 

'mother, sister, wife' root in AI taic in Example 3 below. Only difference is that the former 

has the syllable structure CV-whereas the latter VC-, the consonant being the same -n-. 
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Example 3 

PAl *<m-i-a 'mother, sister, wife' (Sidorov p.34; StaDB72) 

pA *en a 'mother. elder sister' 

OMo (-

Yak HPf3, HHb3 iy-e, in-ye 'mother' 

Turk -

pTg 

Ev. 

Lit .Man. 

Pen '?it-J 
-Tol 

an-a 

*eni-

eni-n 

en en 

:m-nl 

n-ui 

'mother' 

'mother. female' 

'mother, female' 

'mother, female' 

an elder sibling of the same sex' 

'boy's sister' 
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T-Y- n-un-a 'boy's elder sister' 

o}l-}j an-at 'wife' 

Ins Mli.EMi~-Z an-e <•ana- i , on-ee +saN 'a sister, my sister' 

The problem for Altiac linguists with the numeral 'four' is how to derive Korean form 

')! n::>i-s from PAL*d;:}-rt, *dM-rt . Here it should be easier and safer if we connected the 

Korean form with the Ural ic form *niaT. Then this should be a retention from the 

Urai-Altaic stage. But this root has even wider distribution in Africa: Niger-Congo*nai. 

For example in Swahili 'four' is nne <•n-nai and 'eight is nane (<•nai nai 4+4=8). In Fula 

in Senegal 'four' is nai and 'nine' is jowe nai (5+4=9). 

Example 4 

PAL *d;:}-rt. *dM-rt 'four' (Ozawa p. 154/70; Mil. pp. 78-)) 

Mo. (mo.) 

Kha I A e p e B - A e p B e H 

TUrkic 

Turk (Mi I.) 

Tungus ~*~:g (ftlll) 

Tung.(Mil.) 

Man 

Ewenki (Lamut) 

Pen t.)! 

OJ 3 

Ins VLI3 / 

------

Proto-Uralic 

Fin 

Niger-Congo. 

d~-rbe(n) <*d~-rt-be(n) 

d~-cin <*d;:}-rt-in 

da-rab-da-rab(an) 

•d5-rt (<•t50rt Poppe) 

•tort 

*d~-gin (<*dM-rt Ozawa/Poppe 

du-g in 

du-jn (<*d~~-gQn Poppe)) 

di-gin, di-gen 

nJi-s 

yO VLI <~c. n. fiH) 

yo-N 

*niaT 

ne-lya 

•nai 

2. Sino-Tibetan, and Macro-Mongolian 

'four' 

'forty' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

'four' 

Is it a historical contradiction, if a word root for 'wheat' or 'barely' originated in 

the languages of nomadic peoples and went into the agriculturalists' languages? This seems 

to be the case as shown In Example 5 below. Or were we all originally nomadic? 

Interchange of b and m seen In this i tern, and for which proto-A! taic sound *mb- is here 
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postulated, is one of the very wide-spread phonological features of Altaic languages. 

Certainly the Chinese forms ~.!ic.]~bori maig and .$.!ic.].2.bori moA:k are very similar to 

this AltClic root. Further, Korean lie.] bari and English 'barley' are similar, too. 

Example 5 

PAL •mbYrgw- 'wheat' (Ozawa p. 150/66; StaDB206) 

pA *mfirgu 'wheat' 

Mo. (mo.) buyu-dai <Tk 'wheat' 

Khal 6yy,a;att buud-ay 'wheat' 

pTk *bagu <•borgu 'wheat' 

Tur bug-day 'wheat' 

Chuv. powri 'wheat' 

pTg •murgi 'wheat' 

Lit. Ma. mu3i 'wheat' 

Jur. mir-yei 'product of agriculture' 

pK, MK •mfr(h) 'wheat' 

Pen ol mir 'wheat' 2. 

pJ •mllnki 'wheat' 

OJ .L 5( mugi ,t( ~c.. 1:) 'wheat' 

Chn ~.!2_ t:.l u.J1 bar i maig 'wheat' 

.$ .!i t:.l.£ bar i mo A:k 'bar ley') 

Eng . barley 

3. Germanic and Indo-European family as a whole 

From a very naive Korean-speakers' point of view, Eng! ish might be seen as almost 

Korean! For instance , Eng! ish: one, two, three! is almost Korean : cS"tL.t, %. ~! han( a) , 

tu(r), se(t)! There are many such cases, and the verb 'to go' is only one of such items: 

Example 6. a . 

pA *3fgu 'to hurry, run' (StaDB396- 97) 

PMo *3iyi- 'run, gallop' 

WMo 3iyi- 'run, gallop' 

Khal. 3I-ge 'run, gallop' 

PTk *jOg-ur- 'to hurry, run' 

OTk jOg-ur- 'to hurry, run' 

Yak sor- 'to hurry, run' 
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pTg *3ig- 'running fast, race horse; 

Ev. 3iyar 'running fast, race horse' 

Pen 7}q g-a-da 'to go' 

Ins ff((I<P() ik-u, yuk-u 'to go' 

*~ k-ur-u 'to come' 

Cf. PAl *dg- 'to go' v. jp -1?. jp J: -) . 

Cf. English go German gehen etc. 

to streak' 

< ~ 

Honourable Altaic comparative linguists such as Starostin, actually none of them, wants 

to place Peninsular Korean *X!i 7}q g-a-da and Insular Korean 71J,(!i ff (UP ( ) ik-u. yuk-u 

together. But we have a reason to put them together: there are -ka/ga- forms as auxiliary 

verbs in Insular Korean: 

Example 6. b. (reproduced from Park Chtmg-Su/Jung Jay-Kyum's 

Research Report: 2006 No.5, 2006.2.22: Example 22. Auxiliary verbs) 

7}q ga-

a. fh, <. v~ < ik-u, yuk-u 'to go' 

b.7'J<"-)<7'J<"~~, - ga-u <ga-hu oJl. fiHsita(*o})-ga-u 'follow' 

c. tl/.17J· ~ -ka-r-u oJl. ~ ~-· iJ• ~ too-za-ka-ru 'go away' 

d. i"J·-9 -ka-s-u oJl. L -c·7J·Tsi -de-ka-su AlA]2 q 'commit' 

e. -7Jr -ga 'go'. ex. W.tl~na-ga-r-er-u, mE-tna-ga-su, 

<L..}7}q 'flow'; ~-9sa-ga-s-u < ~0}7}q 'look for'. 

f. :;K ~ k-ur-u 'come' . ~~sa-g-ur-u 'search' . v. f*-t in e. 

Actually the Insular roots of VC- syllable structure corresponds to Peninsular CV- in 

many items (v. Example 7 below). One of the Altaic solutions to this problem is the Altaic 

initial *ji-/di-, from which the consonant j-/d- has disappeared in the Korean branch, as 

shown in above in Example 6.a. 

When speakers of Korean languages see the English words such as no! or no- in 'nothing, 

nobody', or naught (v. German nicht, Hindi nehiin), or nil, he may not be aware that the 

same negative -n- is in Korean, both in Peninsular *,1;& and Insular 71Ji:u Korean ~~~ilL 

And this -n- is not only proto-Korean but Proto-Altaic: 
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Example 7 

pA 

pTk. Chu. 

pTg 

NCi. 

Ole, Orok 

Neg . Ev. 

Ud 

Li t.Ma. 

Ma . 

pK,MK 

Pen otyq 
OJ 

Ins 7j: ~' 
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*anY 'not' .(Negative Verb] (StaDBll) 

an 'not' (prohibitive particle) 

a(n), a(n) 'not' 

ana 

ana 

ac in 

anci 

aku <*anku (Vo,JSF01997) 

aqu 

an-

'an- . not 

-(a)n-, na

az- <*-an-s(e) 

'Negative' 

na- 1 • 3" : ~ n-u. A278 

na-ka (cf. Ma.) 

Cf. Uralisch-Indogerm<misch Negativum ne ( Menges 1975, 96-110) 

The Insular VC-: Peninsular CV- correspondence is observed here agam (v . Example 6 

above). If this n-or ne is Uralic and Indo-European as Menges says , it is more or less a 

Eurasian root. 

For the life of homo sapiens, and life itself on earth, the most important element 

would be 'water'. It changes form and meaning from 'rain' to 'river, lake, sea; tears, 

urine' etc .. For this reason it is difficult to come to agreement as to which forms to be 

included or dismissed , out of chaotic array of forms in oder to reconstruct a proto-root 

'water'. So far as we take the initial labial consonant p/b/m- and the second dental or 

alveolar consonant -s/r- as permissible, including the deletion of p/b/m-, this root IS 

certainly Eurasian , and can even be Adamica. 
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Example 8 

PAl *mpos- 'water' (Sidorov p. 26, 41; Ozawa p.90 , 143/63) 

Xalx y c (a H) ?os(an) 'water' 

monguwor 

mo . 

usu(n) <*husun <*busun(<*bulsun <*bil) 'water' 

ni lbusu(n) <ni I 

fudzu 

+busu(n) 

'water' 

'tears (eyes +water)' 
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Yak y y ?uu 

Turk su su 

'water' 

'water' 

pA *mi.ii.ir i , -*mi.ii.ir ' 'water' (APPJ255,268,278; StaDB207) 

pMo 

WMo 

Khal. 

MTk. 

*mi.ire-n 

moren 

moron 

mi.iran <Mo. 

'river' 

'river' 

'river' 

'river' 

------------------------- --

pTg, Ev.Orok,Olc.Neg. 

Lit.M. Ma.Na. 

(Man 

Pen % <~ 

Ins 

mo 

muke(e) 

fusu 

mur <mwr 

miz-u <mid-u 

o-buu <-buw-u 

(o)-yu 

(8)7}(( L 0)-H-9 sir-a +od-u(family name=SJIJ) 

Cf. Chn l-1: .£.± -"i mo-so SJ Rhinoceros (*water buffalo) 

Finland C~IB-tFm) ves-t 

Hungary (~IB-*m) viz 

'water' 

'water' 

'sprinkle water') 

'water' 

'water' 

'hot water' 

'hot water' 

'white water 

'water' 

'water' 

Eng 

Rus 

water: OHG wazzar, akin to Hittite watar, Gk hYdor. 

Arb 

voda 

maa?-

Niger-Congo: >Swahil ma-ji 'water'; Jukun ja-pe; Yoruba ;)mi. 

'water' 

'water' 

This root has been discussed in : Park ChungSu/Jung Jay-Kyum's Research Report: 2006 

No.17 (2006.6.6) 3. 'Amur' river ~~i[ may include the Altaic 'water/river' root. 

Starostin places the M(ongol)/T(urkic) *mfire-n 'river' root under proto-Altaic 'water' 

root, but we prefer the MIT *pos-u. 

We thought that fish names were not original AI taic, for there is no sea tn the real 

sense of the word in Siberia. But Professor Lee Hong-Kyu was not of the opinion. He was 

right, for we have found the Altaic root for 'whale' tn Ozawa's Mongolian-Japanese 

comparison. We have supplemented the word list from various other languages in Eurasia. 
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Our conclusion is: the root •kwal 'whale' is almost Proto-Eurasian, spreading to Russian, 

Germanic (cf. 'what': wh-/w-/hv- < *qu-/•k-) and Arabic, and Chinese word may also be 

related to this root. 

Example 9 (Reproduced from: Research Report: 2005 No.2. 2005.11.16) 

PAL •kal- 'whale' Ozawa(p. 114) 

Mo. 

(Tur 

Pen Jli'.jj 

kal-im tB-, 

bal-ina 

kor-ai 

OJ (in Hitati Fudoki)kuzi, kuzi-ri 

Jp. kudira ~.8- kud-i-ra 

Rus K n T kid 

'a whale' 

'Walfisch, a whale' Cf. bal-r k 'fish') 

'a whale' 

'a whale' (Whit.l985,223) 

'a whale' 

'a whale' 

Arb khut, pl. khiit-aan 'a big fish, a whale' 

Eng whale[bef. 900; ME; OE hwael. cognate with OHG wal, ON hvalr] 

(Cf. what [bef. 900; ME; OE hwaet. cognate with OHG(h)waz. ON hvat] 

Latin quod, Skt kad) 

Proto- Eurasian *kwal- >*kal-( -*bal-?) 

gi:>u (~tR:~# >jing) 'a whale' 

4. Niger-Gongo and Afro-Asiatic and Adamica/Nostratic 

Africa may be well known only to those who study Africa as a whole, and this may be 

the same for Altaic area. Here as an Africanist we would like to emphasize the sheer size 

of the Niger-:Congo family of over 800 languages including 500 Bantu languages, and 

Afro-Asiatic family with Ancient Hieroglyphic Egyptian, Semitic, Berber, Kushitic, Omotic 

and 150 Chadic languages including Hausa in Nigeria and Niger. 

Example 10 

PAL *Ynag- 'a cow' (Sidorov p. 59) 

OMo yH ll r 3 H, yH ll :tt 3 H rnig-en, Yniy-en 

Yak I>r H a x wnax 

'a cow' 

'a cow' 

Chn. 'I"· *nrj;)g > *urj;)w> jaw (~tR,:) niu; 'l·Jf- 'u; 'I:~.:L'/ gyuu 'a cow'. 

Miyanma nwaa 

Niger-Congo *nak-a ' a cow' . 

The *nak-a root is found very widely among Niger-Congo languages of Sub-Saharan 

Africa, from East Africa to West Africa. Not only Homo Sapiens came from Africa, but they 
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also seem to have brought word-roots for cows, bulls and oxen from Africa. 

Example 11 

PAL *YkYz- 'bull, ox' 

pA *USU (-o-,-i) 

OMo y Ky p , y K Ky 3 YkY r , YkkYz 

Yak ooY c oyus 

(Sidorov p. 59; Sta,DB382-83) 

'animal, cow' 

'bull, ox' 

'bull, ox' 

(PAL *quru- y a 'a lamb' (Ozawa p.47)) 

(Mo. *quru-y a 

(Yak 

(Tur 

(Tur 

pTg 

Ev. 

Na. Ole, Orok 

Proto-Korean 

Pen y<A 

Ins 'I·· 1 L 

Cf. Chn 

Tibet yak 

Arb. eaur 

-T~ 'a lamb' 

? 

kuzu 

kiZ 

us-u o a 

us-e! te 

so <sio 

USI 

mo-so s:> 

'a lamb') 

'lamb'? ) 

'herd, flock; game, wild animal' 

'herd, flock' 

'game, wild animal' 

'cattle(cow, bull, ox, calf etc.) ' 

'cattle(cow, bull, ox, calf etc.) ' 

'Rhinoceros (*water buffalo) 

'a bull' (cf. Latin taurus). 

Hausa: saa f. saaniyaa, pl. shaanuu 'cattle' 

Eng. ox, German Ochse, OHG ohso, ON uxi, oxi. 

It is surprising that the words for cattle in the languages of nomadic peoples m 

Africa and Eurasia are so similar. The *Y- prefix for animals are found, for example in 

'dog' (PAl *YnYg- 'fox, wolf, dog' , where =;c]j nwg +da-i 'wolf' is cognate with*~' 

6b. inu 'dog'). In both cases, the prefix *Y- is dropped from the Peninsular *·';!j forms 

and is retained in the Insular jlj,1;,~ forms. 

In the following example, Professor Itabashi explains how the genitival markers -n

and -ga- go back to the two forms of Altaic structures. 

Example 12 

pA *n genitive case suffix (ltabashi CAJ 1991,233-78) 

pA *n genitive case suffix <?pA oder pUr-A *n (Me,1960,15-20) 

pM,Mo. n 'genitive case suffix' 
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n-ki 

yin/un/u 

'genitive suffix +adjectival suffix' 

'genitive case suffix' 

p1k,Chuv,1k,Az.Kirg.Nog n 'genitive case suffix' 

the rest of Tmkic lags. o <n+q/ki 

OTk 

pTk, OTk 

pTg,Tg. 

pNorthTg.Lam 

pSouthTg, 

Ma. 

Na. 

Ole 

Pen -l-i] 

~ 

pJ ,OJ 

OJ<pJ 

'genitive suffix +adjectival suffix' 

In, 1 o 'genitive case suffix' 

n-ki 'genitive suffix +adjectival suffix' 

n 'genitive case suffix' 

ogi <n-ki 'genitive suffix +adjectival suffix' 

oga <n-ka 'genitive suffix +adjectival suffix' 

u ga/ u ge/ u go 'possessive case suffix' 

o go/ u gu 'possessive case suffix' 

o gu 'possessive case suffix' 

wi <MK ui/Ai 

n, n5, na 

tJ ga <n-ka 

'genitive case suffix' 

'genitive case suffix' 

'genitive case suffix' 

Further details: (from: Park Chungsu/Jung Jay-Kyum's Research 

Report: 2006 No.8. 2006.4.4). 

(1)-0 no A279.-Ll] n:>-i a:J]: <iJo}l-i] ~fB:0;j( 'mother's house' A280. 

-1J: -na- ex . 7.K 1·. h 1J: ;lp hm i -na-kam i , IW: i 1J: .:. ma-na-ko. 

(2) .£.-9->.£.~ mod-u-n. t 0 t 0 0 moro-moro-( =subete) -no A279. 

u~{} bbarg-a-n. ~0aka-no . .R~7J:makka-na.~,C!JJaka-n-boo A279. 

~~jo-h-wnA279. ljftj suki-:na . ~7J:A.hen-na hito . . ~Ill!. baka-na. 

The genitival linker *-n- has the form t.·l] n:>l m *~and there are two forms in 7U 

~: old form 7J: na, and new form 0 no as in (1). If a relative clause, or <?:!j~l~i!!Ml 

7f3·h;\.J_:~,tfl..,)ili{1>:7f3 , qualifies a noun as (2) above, the Peninsular *~ form is ~ wn 

or L-n. In modern Insular Korean 7U~ this relative form h;\J:~,tt~,J1H1>:M has been 

lost, showing some similarity to the case of English, where the relative marker that or 

which or where is often dropped: the book that I saw= the book 01 saw. 

A verb, adjective, or adjectival noun, or so-called (fi..,J: -5 c.··-5 L 7f3~l!VJ,iiiJ, has m 

general a predicative and a qualificative use. In the former the Subject of a sentence 1s 
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the main word or head of the structure, and in the latter a Substantive (a noun) is the 

head. In the latter use the element which connect the head and the qualifier i s called a 

genitival linker t radi tiona II y or an associative marker, as stated be I ow. 

This point can be conveniently explained, if we took a series of Chinese sentences as 

1n (3) below. 

(3) Chinese ~~<>-1: :t!<:l¥.1 I~ 'my book' . :t!<:G?* 'my house' ( 0a zero marker) 

:J:Xi[ I~ 'I read a book' 

:J:!<:l[U:I¥.1 I~ 'the book that I have read' 

llHtt¥1 I~ 'a very good book' 

Here the associative marker is obviously 1¥.1 de. The word order does not matter. But 

this element is in general -*n- in many other languages. Hence the mistakes such as ** 

1 fl,l.l ~' ,b'U.:-(J)*J etc. 

This genitival linker *-n- is clearly Proto-Ural-Altaic. As this is so well known that 

do not need to cite any proof from Ural-Altaic languages. It is also Proto-Afroasiatic , 

for it appears in Ancient hieroglyphic Egyptian as well as in Chadic. 

(4) Hausa(Chadic) : gida-n ubaa 

saabo-n gidaa 

sai-row-wn jib. 

'father's house' 

'a new house' 

'a new house' 

1here is a whole group of Russian adjectives which has the suffix -n-. 

(5) Russian: 

Cf. Insular yiJ,I;:j: 

(End of citation) 

q e p Hb!:tl: jior-n-wy 'black' 

kuro no 'black< of black (colour)' 

Finally, we come to an item, whose Proto-Aitaic and Niger-Congo roots are more or less 

the same both in form and meaning. 

Example 13 

pA *tyal 2 'stone' (Mil. p . 95-96; Ozawa p. 88; StaDB344) 

Niger-Congo *tali, *tade 

pA 

.pMo 

OM on 

(mo.) 

Khal qyJiyy(H) 

pTh 

*tiol'-i, 

*Ci 1-a- ¥ u 

ci 1-a- ¥ un 

ci 1-a- ¥ un 

cul-uu(n) 

*dial 

'stone' 

*tl} '1- 'i ' s tone ' 

's t one' 

' s tone, rock' 

' a stone ' 

' a s tone' 

' s t one' 
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Chuv. 

Yak qyJiyy 

Yak 

Turk, , Tk 

pTg 

Ev. 

=j;_,- )-

.:r..r~f'~/~etc. 

pK 

MK 

Pen 

pJ 

Ins 

£ 
C! 

%~. Jl~% 

E ~' L isi 

"£<7) I: 

~~' .f 

i&. ,J,E 

cf. Chin. ~HE) 

col 'stone' 

cul-uu <Mo 'better, best' 

tas 'stone' 

*tyas, tas 'stone' 

*3ol-a 'stone' 

3ol-o 'stone' 

jol 'stone, rock' (p. 

jol-o 'stone, rock' 

•tior 

tor(h) 'a stone' 

tor 'a stone' 

tor-m:>in 'a dolmen' 

•(d)fsi 'a stone' 

(<•yisi Pre-oJ) 'stone, rock' 

iso (<isu) no kami 'on the stone' 

lSO 

isa-go 

s:>g 

;~.}if c5H!). a stony sea-shore 

'sand, small stone' 

'a stone'A230 

96) 

This i tern seems to have been noted by the scholars doing AI taic comparison rather 

early, with its second consonant - 12
-, which turns up as (or technically, whose reflex 

is) -s-in a part of Turkic and Korean branches. Miller believes this global Altaic 

sound correspondence can be applicable to this i tern, not a local development occurring 

repeatedly in widely separated individual languages. Cf. Ex.l. pA •mal 'a (*mal 2
- KS) 

'mass/ measure' 

The Niger-Congo root •tali, •tade 'stone' belongs to ri-/ma- noun class (with nouns 

denoting round things such as 'egg' ). For this reason its reflexes are often similar to 

pA •tyat2 'stone' due to the assimilation of root initial t- to the prefix vowel -i: ex. 

ri-tyali etc. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we gathered together 13 look-a! ikes of wider distribution than just 1n 

AI taic. These and many others came to our not ice in the process of AI taic comparison by 

chance. A lot more should be found if we did a systematic, exhaustive comparison of whole 

vocabulary in all the human languages, if that is possible. 

Beyond the Altaic horizons till we arrive at the Adamica or Nostratic stage, the way 
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seems to be long and fairly complicated. How many stages can be set up in between? Exact 

numbers are not yet known but some sugges tions have been made in this paper. 

What are the linguistic criteria that can effectively define such stages? Point of 

articulation of plos ives could provide a fairly reliable guide. The nasal *n seems 

particularly s table and its correspondence among many languages in different language 

fami 1 ies is almost regular as can be seen from the look-a! ikes introduced in this paper: 

Ex. 3-4: Proto-Ural ic *niaT 'four' , *nai- 'woman' ; ex. 7: negative- *n-; ex. 10: 

PAL *Ynag- 'a cow'; ex. 12 genitive -n-. 

N.B.l. Kiyoshi Shimizu and Park Myoung Mi; "New horizons in Altaic linguistics. 

presenting lexical . phonological and semantic features enough to include 

Korean and Japanese into the Altaic language family." ICAPA, Istanbul, 2005. 

N.B.2 . "Glocal(i sm)" is a term coined by Professor Choi Woo-Won as a motto for I C A P A 

2005. 

N.B.3. This IS the reverse direction I took as I wrot e the following paper: Kiyoshi 

Shimizu. "From Africa over Siberia to Far East: [aspiration] and [voice] features 

in the consonantal systems of human languages" AI tai Forum, University of Seoul. 

2004. Readable at //www.bongwoo.org//. Translation: "o~E.el:ttoll"'i .AjllJ]e.lo~~ 7-~~ 
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The Need for a Pluralistic Attitude towards Ethical Problems 

in a Globalized World 

Sengul aecik Fatih Unviersity, Turkey

scelik@fatih.edu. tr 

One of the major problems in history is the question of "What is morality?" and "Where 

does it come from?" Through the history of thought, the answers given to this question 

have varied according to the worldviews. In the present paper after a brief survey on 

these given <mswers about the morality, it will be stated that to encompass all the different 

and rival the ories we need a plurclli s tic view of morality. To derive such an embracing 

theory of morality we need to know both western <1nd eastern attitudes towards morality. 

The assumptions of globalization of the world became more acceptable after the 

globalization of the media. However it is a re<Jiity that one third of the world popul<Jtion has 

no connection with modern communication tools . We have all become familiar with live 

scenes from sports events, concerts, meetings and unfortunately the wars. So the word 

"globalization" is meaningful for the users of communication. On the other hand, there is a 

great population who has no idea of what is going on in the world other than their 

homeland. Globalization has led to the basic problem of the stronger and richer countries' 

hegemony over the underdeveloped and developing countries not only in economics but 

also in cultural issues. I intend to draw attention to the ethical needs of a globalized world. 

The discussions between universalists and relativists being well-known, my aim is not to 

arise a new debate. It is, on the contrary, to give a new solution by referring to glocalized 

ethics, which I will present alongside a pluralist attitude of ethics. 

My aim in this paper is to show that to look at the attitudes towards human nature will 

help to build a new glocal understanding of ethics. I chose two famous names -Hume and 

Mencius- who have very similar tendencies towards ethics which are both characterized 

on human nature. 

Although ethics have a variety of definitions, I will define it in short as a body of 

principles or standards of human .conduct that helps us to examine the difference and 
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causal relation between "right" and "wrong" or "virtuous" and "vicious" behaviors of 

individuals or groups. There is a consensus on the onset of ethics: the humankind's 

appearance on the Earth. However. its source has led to debates. Therefore, the goals 

which shape the ethical rules and principles are various. If we find the basic cause of the 

difference of goals, it will also show the reason why the foundations of ethics vary. 

In the history of ethics there have been diverse answers to what morality is and where 

it comes from. Some believe that moral values are derived from God commands. Some 

argued that moral values are the products of human reason which are based on some 

objective truths of universe. Some think that moral values are a result of human nature. or 

human desires. And some assume that moral values <1re only some social conventions. It is 

my point of view that these various thoughts ,are a result of different worldviews. To count 

all answers is not plausible so I will pin on most common ones which I think will be also 

helpful to show the relation between worldviews and ethics. 

The relation between religion and ethics is one of the most common issues for 

philosophers, since both of the areas are aimed at to find the ways how to promote human 

flourishing. It is obvious that a big sum of believers asserts that religion is the most 

appropriate place for morality. On the contrary there 8re some philosophers who support 

the independence of ethics from religious teaching. Plato is a good example who called 

attention to the possibility of independency of goodness and obligation from the divine will. 

Moreover. there are some philosophers who argued that the acceptance of religious basis . 
for ethics is compatible with a more generally accepted philosophical perspective. Jeremy 

Bentham, J. Stuart Mill. Immanuel Kant. and William Frankena are some examples to these 

compatibilist philosophers. 

Indeed Frankena claims that morality is autonomous phenomenon from religion in his 

Ideal Observer theory of moral justification he assumes our position when making moral 

judgments -to say whether something is right or good- is similar to the position of a 

person acting as if he is being observed by the "Ideal Observer" that will question him on 

"the Day of Judgment". Of course this assumption may not prove the existence of a Divine 

Judge. However it points the fact that the best position to determine the moral values can 

be held by a wise, omniscient, and benevolent deity. 

On the other hand there are some philosophers who built their theories on religious 
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bases. In this kind of religious ethics there are some contemporary names like Eleonore 

Stump and Norman Kretzmann who supported Thomas Aquinas' thesis that God is the 

essential goodness. Stump asserts that we h<we a faculty or an ability to know evil and 

goodness which functions in a similar way that we are able to recognize people's faces. 

She believes that our experiences with evil can prepare us for the tastes of true goodness 

which will lead to the source of all goodness. She clarifies it as: "The mirror of evil 

becomes translucent, and we can see through it to the goodness of God." 1 This kind of 

theory, I think, concerns a type of human nature basis ethics. The main assertion of 

mirroring can be done by a human ability or a faculty which should have some common 

characteristics through all human beings. A symmetric thought can be found in Islamic 

ethics. The Prophet Mohammed says that "All human beings born in !Jtrat" which means all 

human beings have ability to differentiate right and wrong at the basic level. 

On the other hand, there are some moral philosophers who argue for the autonomy of 

ethics in a wider sense. Patrick Nowell-Smith. Karl Marx. and Erich Fromm, Simone de 

Beauvoir are some of these philosophers who see the obedience of a will of a higher or 

external being as an obstruction to human flourishing. 

One of the most famous attitudes towards the foundation of ethics is called as the 

cosmological or rational basis, which means that moral values arise from the rational 

reflections on objective truths about the universe. 

Kant bases the ethical norms on reason. To him, to have any moral worth, the 

subjective principle, the maxim, must coincide with the objective principle, which is the 

moral law in the absolute sense. 

According to Kant, the conception of an objective principle which is necessitating for a 

will is called an imperative; and an imperative is a moral law because it is unconditioned. 

He claims "So act that the maxim of your will could always hold at the same time as a 

principle establishing universal law." 2 He maintained that only categorical imperative 

formulated in universal moral law is moral law. He says "···, through reason we are 

1 E. Stump, "The 1\Iirror of Evil" in God and the Phliosophers, ed. Thomas Morris (Oxford: Oxford 

University Pree, 1994), p.242 
2 I. Kant, Critique of Practical Reason: translated by Lewis White Beck (Indianapolis: Bobbs-1\Ierrill 

Educational Publishing, 1978), p.30 
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conscious of a law to which a ll our maxims are s ubj ect as though through our will a natural 

oder mus t Ctrise . There fore, this law mu s t be the idea of Cl supersensuous nature , a nature 

not e mpirically given yet possible through fre edom; to this nature we give objective reztlity , 

at leCtst in a practical context, becCtuse we regard it as the object of our will as pure 

rational be ings" .:1 Bluntly, in KCtntian tradition, the foundation of ethics is reason. 

On the other hand, Kantian e thics has been Ctttacked as being ill-founded by some 

modern moral philosophers such as Anscombe, Mcintyre, and Williams. Considering the 

Ctgent' s social sphere s including familie s, friends and societies, they offer returning to 

Aristotelian ethics, which is virtue ethics centered on agent's character, dispositions and 

emotions. Moreover Anscombe offers to do "moral psychology" instead of philosophy. 

Since human nature is one of the mos t popular issues in philosophy, there are a lot of 

philosophers who based their theories on it. It is well-known that Hobbes was accused of 

the "selfish human" portrait. Hi s social assertions depend upon the assumption of his 

"selfish human". The life in the stCtte of n<lture is "nasty, brutish and. short". However, 

there are some positive theories of hum;:m mtture. Having no idea about each other, both 

Mencius and Hume had a positive attitude tow·ard s human nature. Hume Ctnd Mencius 

Ctrgued thCtt human nature is not all selfish. On the contrary, they believe we can draw 

some mor<1l judgments from our sense of sympathy, which is a basic characteristic of 

human nature. Mencius 1s famous for his claim that hum<1n nature is good because it has 

some good seeds inside . 

According to Hume , sympathy is a lively idea that is converted into an impression. It 

can occur when we consider the future possible or probable condition of any person. If we 

visualize the probable outcomes of an act so vividly in our thoughts in such a way that we 

become concerned and feel the pleasure or the pain of another agent even before its 

happening with a supposed position and without any real occurrence, we convert the vivid 

idea into an impression. To illustrate this moral notion of sympathy, he gives an example. 

He claims that when we see a person who is unknown to us sleeping in the fields under the 

danger of being trod by foot of horses, we should immediately run to help him. The reason 

for such a reaction is that our idea of feeling the probable pain of being trod by foot of 

horses causes an impression, which results in sympathy to a stranger under the threat of 

:l Ibid., 45 
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th<~t pain. The feeling of sympathy, from which our moral judgments anse, IS the basic 

char<~cter of human nature. 

There are some naturalist views of ethics in accordance with the goodness of human 

nature; however, I want to mention that whether moral v<~lues are learnt by education or 

arise from human nature is not important in this sense because in either way human beings 

have to have ability or a tendency to choose and learn good or right. Therefore to 

concentrate on human n<~ture will le<~d to finding the sources of morality in each case. 

Moreover, it is human nature that can give us the most common moral values. Hume was 

aware th<~t Hobbes was not <~bsolutely wrong when pointing on the selfishness of human 

nature. He accepts that we are not certainly born saints but we are not born sinners either. 

He says: 

there is some benevolence, however small. infused into our bosom; some sp<~rk of 

friendship for human kind; some particle of the dove kneaded into our frame. along with 

the elements of the wolf and serpent."'1 

He believes that how small the good p<~rt of human nature is is not important. In either 

case it has the determination power to be good. He continues saying: 

"Let these generous sentiments be supposed ever so weak; let them be insufficient to 

move even a hand or finger of our body, they must still direct the determinations of our 

mind, and where everything else is equal, produce a cool preference of what is useful and 

serviceable to mankind. above what is pernicious and dangerous".:; 

It is obvious that human nature concerns both Hobbesian and Humean characteristics. 

However, I think Hume is right when <~ssuming the power of the supposed small part which 

can result in goodness. 

Similarly, Mencius established four seeds of moral virtue about twenty centuries 

before Hume. He is also famous like Hume for his positive claim that human nature is good. 

'
1 D. Hume, EnqLdries Concermi1g Human Understanding and Concermng the Pnnciples of 11/orals, 

reprinted from the posthumous edition of 1777and edited with introduction. comparative table of 

contents, and analytical index by L.A. Selby-Bigge, third edition with text revised and notes by P. 

H. Nidditch, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), p. 272. 

''Ibid., 271 
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He was a defender of the doctrines of Confucius but Mencius is known to have advanced 

his master's doctrines. He was against the egoist attitudes of Yang Zhu. Mencius assumed 

that humans have innately budding tendencies toward virtue. He asserts there are sprouts 

in human which correspond to his four seeds. Each virtue has an emotion; or, in other 

words, is characterized by certain attitudes. To him, benevolence is characterized by 

compassion. Shame and disdain are the emotions of righteousness. Approval and 

disapproval are the emotions of wisdom. Respect is for ritual propriety. He exemplifies the 

sprout of benevolence by his famous example of well. He asserts that when we suddenly 

see a child in danger of falling to a well, a spontaneous feeling of alarm and compasston 

occur in us because of the sprout of benevolence and we run to help the child. 

Here we can analyze some examples from different cultures but I want to concentrate 

on similar tendencies of human nature towards virtues. Of course an example about a 

horse is sympathetic in Britain and a child in danger of falling to a well is more sensible to 

people living in China. The pictures Mencius and Hume draw seem different but the theme 

is the same: Therefore, it is the cultural differences and the variety of worldviews which 

veil the general characteristics of human nature. If we purify these cultural differences we 

will reveal the common feature of human nature which Hume mentions. He believes that: 

"The notion of morals implies some sentiment common to all mankind , which recommends 

the sctme object to general ctpprobation, and makes every man, or most men, agree in the 

sctme opinion or decision concerning it" 1
; 

After a brief survey of foundation of ethics, I want to mention worldview as a factor, 

which I suppose, any foundation of ethics considers. A worldview is a set of assumptions, 

perspectives, and beliefs which we use consciously or unconsciously to interpret and 

evaluate the universe. Alparslan A<;tkgenr;; claims that "A worldview is an architectonic 

whole, which usually arises in the mind throughout our daily life out of a natural process." 
7 Therefore, whatever we are- whether a believer or a non-believer or moral, immoral, 

virtuous or vicious- we have our own worldviews throughout our life spans. However, it is 

inevitable that we have some multi-cultural worldviews if we are the members of the 

n D. Hume, Enquin'es Concermng Human Understanding and Concerning the Pnnciples of 11/orals. 

reprinted from the posthumous edition of 1777and edited with introduction, comparative table of 

contents, and analytical index by L.A. Selby-Bigge, third euilion with text revised and notes by P. 

H. Nidditch, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), p. 272. 
7 A. Ar,;Ikgenr,;, Scientific Thought and its Burdens (Istanbul: Fatih University Publications, 2000) p. 67. 
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modern communication willingly or unwillingly. As we can see, foundations of ethics are 

various. It is not an easy task to make them one -because e~s I mentioned e~ll these more~! 

attitudes are the results of different worldviews- but it is not impossible. 

From the beginning of hume~nity, there he~ve always been believers e~nd non-believers. 

The history of philosophy is like history of the we~r between ree~son and emotions. We live 

in an ere~ which is full of ethical dilemmas. The moral problems become really complicated. 

I never support relativist assumptions, which I believe will make problems more 

complicated but I believe that we should be tolerant of pluralist view. It is not a monster to 

be e~fre~id of. I chose two different names from two different eras and from two different 

parts of the world but they basically he~ve a common idea of human being and virtue. It is 

not ee~sy to derive a universal law from the simile~rities of Hume and Mencius; however. we 

can assert the~t without any modern communice~tion tools and completely unaware of the 

existence of ee~ch other, the different local pictures of these two people draw Cl glocal 

picture of ethics. which permits any kind of worldview- whether Confucian or Ce~lvinist. 

Gloce~lism is mentioned as the e~ttitude towards the phenomenon of globe~! re~pprochement 

among all societies and civilizations, which, at the same time, sustain their loce~l 

che~racteristics and identity by the founders of this seminar. However I think glocalism is 

the most appropriate way of globalization or, rather, it is the positive side of globalization. 

Therefore glocalism is not a new thing to invent but it needs to be rediscovered in the 

history of thought. Human is a social being and open to e~ny kind of interaction with all 

kinds of beings and even climates, which makes people local beings who e~re e~ffected e~t 

first hand by their families, cities, e~nd home countries. That is to se~y, it is a being that 

lives in a pe~rticular space and in a particular time. On the other hand, human being has 

reason, emotions, desires and beliefs which make it possible to travel in space and time 

with the power of imagination. Human can always go further from his particular space and 

time. We have different traditions, different customs, different opportunities but we all 

he~ve some similar natures. If we describe our local attitudes towards morality we will 

reach different pictures which tell the same story indeed. This is what glocal ethics is. 

As mentioned earlier, globalization is inevitable in a communication ere~. We should find 

ways to eliminate the negative aspects such as the hegemony of the developed countries 

over developing countries. That is why we need a pluralist attitude towards ethics. We 

should be tolerable to cultural differences. It will be a sign of the loss of humanity if we 

disregard the multiplicity of cultures. According to moral pluralism, moral values, norms, 
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ideals, duties and virtues are varied. Still, it is different from moral relativism. Moral 

pluralism insists that there are rational constraints on what a moral value is. Glocal ethics 

offers to convene the common points which usually stem from. human nature. Therefore, it 

is glocal ethics' job to find out the similarities between the ethical theories and attitudes 

towards human being as well as state an acceptable definition of moral value on the basis 

of human nature. 
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A Reasonable Approach to Pluralist Religious Society 

SangHyong SHIN, Andong National University 

Sshin 1264@hanmail.net 

Many people complain about religious conflicts happening in the world, while ignoring 

any other kind of debates. For those people, religious problems seem to lead to wars but 

the other problems are some sorts of the states of affairs easily resolved. In other words, 

the other problems can be easily re/solved when both parts can agree if given a good 

visible condition. while religious ones cannot be given such a condition. Is it really 

impossible that conflicts between religions are solved? 

To this question. those who believe that religious conflicts are so ideological that 

solving such things is impossible. will definitely say, "Yes. it is." In a sense. we will agree. 

as we can see in "religious wars" here and there in the world. with them. In fact, where 

more than two religious people live together. we can see any kind of conflicts between 

them. M<my of us suppose that such conflicts will become "wars" before long. Is this only 

the way we c<m expect to go? Isn't there <my other reasonable way by which many 

religions go together? 

From One To Many 

Many theories have been so far suggested to solve religious conflicts by western 

thinkers. However, those come to failures in the end, for they have been done in western 

countries which are not plural in religion <md by western thinkers who are used to a uni

coded I Judea-Christian religion. So they could not find any reasonable way to deal with 

plural religions, only to distinguish right from wrong about religions. As a result, those 

theories have never succeeded in solving problems among people or cultures of different 

religious backgrounds. 

Asia is a great land where most religions began, and it might bring into a somewhat 

reliable way that they agree to keep company with. Each country might have a religion as 

a main stream of letting its people go. But as time passed, cultures have been mixed this 

way in one country and that way in another so that one cannot articulate where the origins 
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were, finally making religions live at the same space(so-called a plural religious society). 

South Korea, for instance, is a representative of such countries, where many religions are 

alive <1l the same price. 

From War To Competition 

It seems that there are few conflicts between different religions or even 

denominations of one religion nowadays; to Koreans recent news or long history of 

western countries of religious problems or wars <1re regarded as some ironies. To turn to 

Korea even tens of years, it was quite easy to find such conflicts between religious people. 

Among families they did easily become wars. Coming closer to scrutinize them, people 

took them to be ideologic<1l rather than different ideas or styles or forms of life. As well 

known, ideologies tend to be tied blindly to one's own interest while ignoring the others' 

concern. 

People addicted to <1 certain ideology would reject any productive discourse, finally to 

be seduced to m<1ke w<1rs. Since they think their own opinions to be true, they regard as 

enemies those who disagree with themselves. They declare war with ease against those 

disagreeing. breaking into other forms of life. Wars break down everything, deliberately 

destroying both parties. Wars invite <1s a result another, making vicious circles. Wars occur 

when a people or country accepts anther one as a part with the equivalent, i.e., the one 

with right to compete for a success. A religion needs to consider another religion a 

reasonable competitive partner, rather than a war partner. 

From Outer To Inner 

Re<1sonable competitions <1re quite different from ugly wars m the sense that the 

former have good processs while the latter only focuses on the final victory. To be 

reasonable, a competition must have a cert<1in rule or regulator by which it is measured to 

be right or wrong; in this sense its good process is a reliable cause of successive effects. 

Otherwise one's success would be cancelled. On the other hand, wars do not have any rule 

or regulator to follow or measure, only trying to get the final victory. Good processes are 

ignored bnt tricky methods or strategies are investigated. Thus hostility or antagonism has 

been used to serve that victory. 
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Naturally this kind of misleading happened to exist in relation to religions. To have 

success or victory among religious wars, eRch religion hRs made use of many kinds of 

negRtive processes so that it has never hRd a good production of religious fertility. All this 

kind of Rttempts are concerned with outer figures of religions, while anything inner needs 

to be deepened Rnd investigated to serve the religious fertility. Basically religious values, 

if any, are or more over should be concerned with INNER rather than OUTER part. In a 

word, to change a religious conflict into religious, it should be screened from a perspective 

of inner part by religion. 

From Subjective To Objective 

Normally religious values come true when religious people act or behave silently 

following their rules. As used to, once a religious practice works well. people, within or 

without, are satisfied by what it does, disregarding what it is shown to be. However, once 

it goes RstrRy, people with- and without begin to complain agRinst that religion: people 

within start to propagate whRt their religion is and how right they are ... etc., while people 

without argue against its disorders. Before long they fight against each other, naturally 

making their diRlogues nothing. 

To say that something is about values of inner part is not the same as to say that 

something is subjective. Good trees bring Rbout good fruit. Likewise 8 good religion shows 

how good it is by objective rules. regulations AND good practices. People in it must show 

good behaviors and custom and forms of life whoever outside will see and follow in one. 

Then it is to be a good religion. That is, it should have anything objective as a criterion by 

which others can measure it. Otherwise, it can be called an ideology rather than a (high) 

religion. 

As a result, to resolve serious conflicts between religions, as it were in a pluralist 

society, religious people belonging to a religion needs to: take them to be competition 

rather than war by focusing on their own inner content of practice; make a goal expressed 

in its own regulation or rule for its own success; attempt to bring about good objective 

fruit so that outsiders and even rival religious believers might follow its own satisfactorily. 

It is happy that in Korea, pluralist religious societies, we can see think that kind of 

religious believers nowadays. Korean believes begin to succeed in their faith. 
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A REA SEARCH ON THE ATTITUDE OF THE ELDERLY 

TOWARDS OLD AGE 

Yrd.Do9. Dr. Ay~e CANATAN, Gazi University 

canatan@gazi.edu.tr 

Abstract in Turksih 

Ya$1rlarrn Ya$lrlrkla llgili Tutumlarr Ozerine Sir Ara$trrma 

TUrkiye' de ya~ It nUfus oram iyile~ en ya~ am ko~ ullan na bag h olarak artmaktadt r . 

Gene! nlifus i<;indeki oram giderek artan bu nUfus grubtmLm gereksinimlerini ve beklentilerini 

kar~ t Jarnak Uzere sosyal ve politik temel <;alt ~ mal<m n yap! lmasi m n zonmlu oldug u 

ger<;ektir. Tlirkiye' de h<liihazi rda aile yapt st ve ku~ <lklar aras1 iii~ kiler yoluyla Y<l~ h i<ln n 

ihtiya<;l<ln k<m;~ I l<lnmaktadi r.Ancak ya~ h h g t n ne oldug tmLm <lnl<l~ t lmasi ve komi ile 

ilgili f<lrki ndalt k k<lz<lm !mast . toplumsal kah p yargi lara dayalt oldug u h<lllerde konuya 

iii~ kin yeniliklerin toplumsal ya~ am<l akt<ln !mast gU<;IUg Uni't getirir. 2025 ' de nlifustm %20' sini 

olu~ turClcak olan 60 Y<l~ ve UstO nUfusa hazi rlt k yapmak zonmlu hale gelmi~ tir. Bu <;alt ~ mada, 

60 ve i'tstii ya~ gmbtmda ol<ln Dniversite de akademisyen olar<lk gorev y<lpan ve emekli olmu~ 

ki~ ilerin ya~ h It kla ilgili tutumlan m n ve beklentilerinin neler oldug u <lra~ t1 n Iacakt1 r. 

C,:ah ~ m<lm n omeklemini AnkClra' da Dniversite og retim Uyesi olan ve ula~ I labilen 60 Y<l~ ve 

UsUindeki hocalar olu~ turacaktJ r. Palmore' I n (FAQ) " ya~ lanma testi" nin uygulanm<lSI ndan 

elde edilen veriler SPSS ile deg erlendirilecektir. 
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On the Formation of Mongolian and the Origins of Koreans 

Hong Kyu Lee, Seoul National University College of Medicine 

Advances in molecular genetics and its application to the anthropologic investigations 

throughout the world made it possible to reconstruct fascinating history of human 

migration. Proposed by late Alan Wilson m 1980s, theory of African origin of modern 

human is now well established. It says all the extant humans living on earth now are sons 

and daughters of small group of people lived somewhere eastern Africa 150,000 years ago. 

Following years. studies of various population around the world revealed evirlences that 

people migrated out of Africa 80,000 years ago, then dispersed to Asia. Australia. Europe 

and then lastly to new world, 15,000 BP. 

Because American indians were evidently have genetic fingerprint of Mongolians. and 

had close relationship with Mongolians or native Siberians. and as they showed closer 

gene tic linkage to Europeans than southern Asians, it became clear that Mongolians were 

formed from common Eurasian ancestors. As anthropologic features of Mongolians shows 

the evidences of cold adaptation. it was clear that these features should have acquired 

during an adaptive process to cold temperature. 

When and where this adaptation had occured? Y chromosome analysis of Mongolians 

showed that representative marker of Mongolian is haplotype 0, and its distribution is 

compatible with north to southward flow. Closely related Y chromosome haplotypes R goes 

to America. Formation of Mongoli<m ancestor in Siberia. coming from west, from common 

ancestor sharing with Europeans, is only plausible explanation for these patterns. 

Archaeologic research last 40 yaers in Siberia revelaed that modern human arrived 

trans-Baikal region about 40-50,000 years ago, replacing Neandelthals, and making rise 

of.upper paleolithic culture. I want to point out that neolithic microblade industry first 

found at this region, from nowhere, coincide with the formation of proto-Mongolian. In 

summary, proto-Mongolian was formed sometime during last glacial period and migrated 

out after meltdown of ice barriers present at northern China and Bering strait. 

However, as people had lived in mainland China, Korean peninsula and Japan islands 

before the arrival of proto-Monglians for millenia. Analysis of mitochondrial DNA 

distribution. which trace maternal lineage, are compatible with a scenario that these people 

arrived 70,000 BP through southern route, via India and Malay peninsula. Many 
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archaeologic studies, particularly from Japan, clearly support this notion. 

Genetic<llly , Koreans, Chinese <md Japanese are mixed populations of northern proto

Mongolians and southern As ians, only slightly diffe rent in their composition. 
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Heuristics, autonomy and English teaching: 

An experimentation in the Web-based English classes 

Masayuki KATO, Kobe University, Japan 

masakato@kobe-u.ac.jp 

Introduction 

Using technology in the English cl<1ss h<1s been one of the staple approaches in English 

education since the introduction of Audio-lingual method. which made it possible to use the 

n<1tive speaker's voc<1l m<1terials in <1n EFL environment. With the <1dvent of the Internet and 

the high Rvailability of personRI computers todRy. there hils been <1 dr<1stic development in 

utilizing technology in an electronic WRY. In this presentation. I would like <1lso to focus on 

how technology can assist the heuristic and Rutonomous skills on the students by introducing 

my English classes. 

By heuristic, I mean the ability for the student to find a problem themselves, r<1ther than 

to respond passively to the problem provided by the instructor. Autonomy of the student 

refers to the ability to self educate in a lee1rner community environment 1 • which can take 

place in the physical classroom and/or a virtu<tl setting in the cyberspace. Thanks to the 

rapid progress of the web technology, our t<1sk h<1s become WRY more feasible in making this 

happen. 

A few pedagogical appropriations 

My approach here suggested falls in general into the categories of the Silent way, 

Community Language LeRrning and Communicative LanguRge Teaching outlined, for example, 

by Jack C. Richards and Theodore S. Rodgers, but is not quite identical to any of them, for I 

try to appropriate such features as can be integrated into my style. I emphasizes on the 

IeHmer autonomy in the s<1me sense that the Silent way does: "Learning is facilitated if the 

learner discovers or creates rather than remembers and repeats what is to be learned." 

(Richards and Rodgers 81) Community Language Learning is attractive to me in its focus 

both on the interactive practices in language learning and on the holistic approach, which can 

be aptly termed "whole-person learning." (92) Group and pair works are duly often 
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involved in my class. I think these concepts are especially important for a college learner, 

whose linguistic skills are deemed to have reached a workable label thanks to the intense 

grammatical and translational trainings at junior high and high schools. As the community is 

at the core of this method, learners and teachers will assume a slightly different role 

compared to other traditional approach, that is, they "socialized" in the way they do in an 

actual society. Communicative Language Teaching focuses on the communicative and 

contextual elements in the language learning. Departing from its predecessors of 

Situational Language Teaching and Audiolingualism, it maintains that the leaning can take 

place in communication: its aim being "(a) make communicative competence the goal of 

language teaching and (b) develop procedures for the teaching of the four language skills that 

acknowledge the interdependence of language and communication." (155) It is no wonder 

that the teacher's role be changed to be mainly that of the facilitator of communication here, 

which makes more sense in the current classroom environment where a self-access study 

ofte n takes place in the computer assisted language learning (CALL). 

Overview of the experimentation courses 

The university I belong to has the mandatory English courses for all the students, who 

respectively belong to eleven faculties of Letters, Law, Economics, Business Administration, 

Human Development, Cross-Cultural Studies, Technology, Science, Agriculture, Medicine, 

Health Science and Maritime Science. In general they take six courses (Reading1-3 and 

Oral 1-3) in three semesters, each of which meet once a week in a 90 minute lesson. It is 

regarded as a part of general education 

to help them smoothly land in the 

pursuit of the ir major studies. Class 

s1ze 1s 40 to 45 in average and the 

instruction language is both Japanese 

and English. 

I have introduced a web-based 

support for these several years, and 

one of the most useful ones is a mail 

form (refer to the figure right), which is 

a form to be filled and sent on the web 

site. It is useful in that we can get a 

Dictation Report 2005s 

:8M<·t·;ft) '1 

WebName<~llll!ll>< ·t·iJJ :1' _______ -_ .- .-... .. -..... -. -.. ... ............. ... .... _ _____ .... ... .... ... ....... .. ... __ 
' ;j;1@ll'lov.,H'iilll4/13~. 7j(BII4/1~tlJ> r ~@1News2(4/2 
: r ~@JOz2(5/11 161!i!t}J) r~@JHPH5/18 2J*I!lt})) r ~@ 
:at~Jtlllt]J) r~@JHP4(6/813II!lt}J) r;j!g@JBCH6/15 2~1!lo1J 
!BC3(6/29 7 /-'lftiltJJ) 

csv format file to be handled by Microsoft Excel. (Fig. 1 Mail form) 
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Class specifications are as follows: 

Experimentation (1) 

Class titles: Productive. Practical English, Speaking 

Faculty: Law, Cross-Cultural Studies and Technology 

Size: 10 to 30 students 

Period: First semester from April to July in 2005 

Experimentation (2) 

Class title: English Reading IIA 

Faculty: Economics 

Size: 45 students 

Period: First semester from April to July in 2005 and 2006 

Experimentation (3) 

Class title: English Reading IIA 

Faculty: Literature and Economics 

Size: 30 to 45 students 

Period: First semester from April to July in 2006 

Experimentation ( 1 ): Dictation practice in the Oral English class (Dictation) 2 

Dictation, so generally resorted to, is inefficient as orthographical exercise .... Dictation, 

so universally resorted to, only because it gives little trouble to the instructor and demands 

on his part neither talent not information. -Claude Marcel. 1853 (Davis 1988: 122) 

Dictation as a practice m language learning seems to have started as a way of the 

orthographical acquisition of the native tongue as we can see from the quotation above. 

According to Paul Davis and Mario Rinvolucri, who cites the following merits, it is not without 

the reason. Transplanted in the foreign language teaching, it has thrived as an efficient way 

of integrating the learner's skills of the target language. 

The students are active during the exercise 

Dictation leads to oral communicative activities 

Dictation fosters unconscious thinking 

Dictation copes with mixed-ability group 
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Dictation deals with large groups 

Dictation will often ce1lm groups 

Dictation is safe for the non-n<1tive teacher 

For English, it is <1 technically useful exercise 

Dictation gives access to interesting text (Davis and Rinvolucri 4-8) 

Saegusa suggests that the correlation of the e1chievement between dict<1tion and other 

skills like reading Clnd listening rates fe1irly high. 

Correle1tion figure between TOEIC Listening score and dictation score 

Correlation figure between TOEIC Reading score and dictation scores 

Correlation figure between TOEIC and dictation scores 

0.830 

0.825 

0.872 

(http://www. vo<~-study.net/SAEGUSA.htm 7/27/2006 ) 

Dictation test does not only rate the orthographical competency, for the learner can 

modify the data by resorting to their grammatical resources, too. When you miss the -s 

sound at the end of the verb. you can reconstruct it by applying the rule of accord in <1 

sentence like "He usually put(s) <1 hat on outside." Or they CCln use a contextual and 

commonsensical tip when they are not certain whether the word read was "rice" or "lice" . 

With these advantages, dictation can be a stCiple diet for English teaching. 

In my experimentation class, I have introduced a web-based data collection feedback 

system to utilize the student's heuristics in the following procedure. 

--Give the dictation material on MD in advance as homework 

--Students fill in dictated English in the mail form, which will be stored in a cvs format 

--Edit the above file in Microsoft Excel and highlight the mistakes (Fig. 2) 

--Discuss why the mistakes took place 

hqt the new rearmed ohoku Rakutsn Golden Ea Serx:l 
hat the newly form T ooku Rakuten Golden Eagle endal 
the nearly formed T hok11 R~kuten GQiden Eagle " who ake a £00 chee ng endal 

1e new reform Touho u CD ?n Gotden Eagles wl n1 . •he g~o~ p n. en 1 base t1 
w reforrn Tohoku Ra u 1 lden Eagles would make ~< )J"' Serrlai ll:lse teal ® 3le rt 

hat the reform Tohok Rakuten Go loon Eagles would make a good . Sendal based team 
hat new reformed To ku Rakuten Galden Eailes would make a ~od pin Sendai based · 

~~~~~·~"'""M~wm,;!lu Rakuten golden eagles will make a good j:Jin. Sendai base team' 
• · nks for the Rakuten Goldan eagle ? pin The Serx:lai b:lse team was clec; 

ns r::en the new reform Tohoku Rakuten Golden Eagles" who make a good showing. The send 
Fans< @ ncentrating there are attention on Hiroshi Iwal<.uma, a former ace litcher of the fan whc 
Funs ho~:e the new reform to Tohoku Rakuten Golden Eaales who make a iQOd showini . The send 
Fans hor:a the naw raforrned Tohoku Rakuten Golden Eagles to make a good j:Jin. Sandal t:ase team 

(Fig. 2 Feedback data) 
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By giving a feedback in the above format, you can easily identify the mistakes and can 

figure out how they came about. For example, you can notice variants of "newly formed" in 

the field of (l): newly form, nearly formed, new reform. new form, etc. It is also noticeable 

that [f) sound in the beginning of the sentence can be confused with [p] and [th] for some 

students (field 4). The point here is that not only the students can notice the mistake 

themselves, but they can think how those mistakes take place, either by the lack of their 

listening skill or grammatical competences. They are encouraged to talk with their partners 

to identify the mechanism the mistakes are generated. by which they can detect their own 

problems in a heuristic and autonomous way. The role of the teacher would, thus, be a 

facilitator rather than an instructor, for the problems can found by the students themselves in 

a learning community of the classroom. 

Experimentation (2): Reading practice in the Reading English class (Harry Potter) 3 

The students are asked in this class to choose three key sentences from the textbook of 

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets. The rationale here is that students read a whole 

book in the course paying the attention to the overall comprehension of the book rather than 

specific details such as grammatical difficulties and advanced-level vocabulary. Overall 

comprehension is to be checked in the practice of finding key sentences embedded in the 

text, for that search necessarily involves following the plot and relating to the story-telling 

devices. Key sentences are also chosen in term of the relevance to the theme of the story 

as a whole. 

The advantage of providing the feedback of the list of key sentences lies in that it 

becomes evident how their choices can be mutually related to each other. It is not hard to 

predict that some sentences are more favorably chosen for an obvious reason. By 

reviewing the results (Fig. 3), which are accompanied by the students' comments, they can 

share the feelings and perceptions in this reading community. 

At the outset of the story, Harry is down with no birthday cards from the friends of 

Hogwarts in a home he doesn't fit in. Attached to the key sentence of "Happy birthday to 

me ... happy birthday to me ... " are the following comments. 

1) I feel that he is very sorry, because he did not get a present on a birthday. 

2) Harry thought he has no friend in both Muggle's world and magician's world. 

3) Harry had wanted to someone celebrate his birthday, but anyone gave presents or 

cards.Harry would be so sad, I think. 
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4 He wore round glasses, and on his forehead waIt is very famous that he has that scar, so 1 know that refore 1 read this sentence 
4 It was this scar that made Harry so r:artticularly I thought that this scar has so imp:Jrtant key,but there are few imformations ab:Jut I 
4 This scar was the only hint of Harry's very mys After reading this sentence , the reader, who is 005ically interested in the e110lution 
5" Now, as we all know, today is avery imp:Jrtant Har;y aqmazed this word. But this word mean MrVerron Dursrey's busiress talks 
5 back to reing treated like a dog that had rolled iAt Dursley's house,Hally is treated so bad that I feel pity for him 
5 The Dursleys hadn't even rememrered that tod I think that this sentence foretell what happen in this story 
6" I'll be in my redroom , making no noise and pr It is clear for the reader that Harry is excluded from the DurEiey family . He's consic 
6 "And you?" Contempt is included in this word, you 
6 " I'll re In my redroom, making no noise and pr Harry says these three times of lines, and spirit gradually lose. 
6" I' II reIn my redroo m, makin2 no noise and pre This phrase Is repeated, and finally Harry said the same line three times. This scene 
6" This was too much fo r roth Aunt Petunia and I think this sentence mean Dudley's flattery made shocking impression on Aunt Pet 
6 "My perfect little gentleman."sniffed Aunt Petu I think this sentence Is mean that Aunt Petunia dotes and indulge her son. 
7" Happy birthday to me_, happy birthday to me ... " I feel that he Is very sorry because he dk:l not get a present on a birthday. 
7"Happy birthday to me .. happy birthday to me •. " Harry thought he has no friend In b:Jth Muggle's world and magician's world 
7" Happy birthday to me ... happy birtj:Jay to me ." Harry had wanted to someone celebrate his birhday, but anyone gave presents or ca 
7 " Harry hadn't told the urEieys thls;heknew it wa I think the Dursleys hate and fear Harry. 1 feel their feelings are often too inte nse. 
7Happy birthday to me ... happy birthday to me. This sentence is very sorrowful. Harry is lonely in this family. The family wound him 
'>To . OL ' T o 

Fig.3 Feedback of the key sentences 

4) This sentence is very sorrowful. Harry is lonely in this family. The family wound him 

deeply. 

They may have picked up this sentence primarily for its interesting expression of 

"Happy birthday to me" and added their comments about how they read Harry's sad line. 

Their comment is diverse in the style and form but the understanding is of the same nature: 

they are all sympathetic to this lightening-scarred, wizard. We can use these comments to 

elicit the students' opinion about how they would feel if they were in Harry's position or what 

their saddest birthday like. 

And here are diverse comments put to the last line of the first chapter, "The trouble was. 

there was already someone." 
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1) This sentence fascinates us with mystery. This author is very clever at fascinating 

readers. 

2) A tale begins to move from here. 

3) When I wrote it, I feel what happen to Harry who is very unhappy and lonely. 

4) This sentence was warning of the next chapter. When I read this sentence, I was 

excited. 

5) This sentence means an appearance of new important character. 

6) I think this will be connected with next story. 

7) The KS2 lead this sentence and the "Two green eyes" appeared this time. 

8) This sentence hints that he situation of this moment is willing to change quite a lot. 

wish that the person is his best fri end! I want his to help him rapidly! 
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10) This sentence is interesting and made me excited. 

Comment (1) and (6) refer to the author's technique in story telling, an indication that this 

commentator is aware of the construction of the story itself beyond a mere comprehension of 

the story. Commentator (8) is empathetically involved with Harry's fate while (3) and (10) 

express a mild interest in the story. Again we can use these comments in an interactive way 

to encourage discussion in the lesson. There feedbacks are put on the web page and they 

can read and print it down anytime they like. Some key sentences are more often quoted 

than others and it is interesting to ask them the reason of it. And when the sentence of their 

own is solitarily chosen by themselves only, they can think why it is so by browsing the list. 

This task is both heuristic and autonomous in the sense that they have to find a 

meaningful sentence by themselves. and is collaborative. too. because it presupposes all the 

involvement from the students. Also noteworthy is the fact that this kind of feedback would 

not be possible without using the web-based data collection system and the computer-based 

sorting device. 

Experimentation (3): Reading practice in the Reading English class (Newspaper) 4 

In this course, I used the same format as experimentation (2) with a change of the 

textbook from Harry Potter to an English newspaper Druly Yomiuri. Here again the focus 

was on the heuristic and autonomous procedure by the students. Newspaper in Education 

or NIE has been started in the United States in 1955 and spread to other regions of the world. 

Other than the obvious merits of it~ for the younger students in learning their own language, 

it is also beneficial for a language education at university. Also it is relevant to use a 

newspaper in the classroom in considering a changed role of the instructor as a facilitator as 

Kumaravadivelu lists ten macrostrategies in communicative language teaching as the role of 

the teacher: 1) Maximize learning opportunities, 2) Facilitate negotiated interaction, 3) 

Minimize perceptual mismatches, 4) Activate intuitive heuristics, 5) Foster language 

awareness, 6) Contextualize linguistic input, 7) Integrate language skills, 8) Promote learner 

autonomy, 9) Raise cultural consciousness, 10) Ensure social relevance. (Yoshida, Watanabe 

and Yamabe 110) Compared with the usage of a textbook of a traditional type (essays or 

short stories of a short volume) in a grammar-translation method, the task will involve more 

heuristic and autonomous nature such as skim reading and commenting activities. 

I have decided to use it in my class because it is the best authentic language material for 

the students: updated, fully informational and a lot of variety in topics and styles. It is not, 

though, without some difficulty in actually bringing them to the classroom. One of the hurdles 
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is obviously the sheer volume of it. It is rather too bulky to be read in one lesson. Yes, we 

c<m read one newspaper during the range of three or four lessons by close ly translating it and 

risk losing the updated-ness of the articles. Instead I decided to incorporate the web-based 

data collection and feedback system again here. 

The procedure being: 

--At each lesson, the latest newspaper is handed out to the students 

--They are asked to choose three articles of their interest and post the comments on it 

on the web 

--With the data being edited for feedback. the class will talk about those popular 

contents 

--Comments are utilized to encouraged the class discussion 

Daily Yomiuri2 
tttJJ ii~.F!SI8!f1.iti1Jt 

(':,;mrr>'!nt1"(;1~ /'li.,.,'Jl1 .(."')(,:, 

~7Al-t:.t) r.1<1 ~"'7f-2 

:8i'.h ·tJ <I) ~ 
2 a 1Heederl ·t:·< ll r-----------

ll*1ComMentrot.: ~l) 

IJ!I•t I l'kJO•~ I 

Feedback 

Avalanches leave 6 de~ , 4 
mrs'lini C2> 
Avalan~~es leaw 6 dead, 4 
m1nor12 • ) 

81ossomin2 knowlead!Ze 

Bbssomina knowlediit' p,3 

Cell P'lone safety stl.dy 
cr.s•tbood 
Cell ~ne safety stu:ty 
QJOsti:lne~ 

Cell ~ne safety stu:ty 
(l\li)Sibned I S 

Dlsenshrine' war 
crlminals.Ozawa says (3) 

Discussion and presentation 

Sn )Wy mountains are ~oery dan~rous There are many ace ide 
motJnlaln rn wintor ll we ollrnb thi! 8n:1WY r1'C)I.Jf'l~ln:,we have 

felt that natural phenomena is very terrible when I read th~ 
rf'l& when I walk on rrounttun road 

I think The Emperor and The Empress· s smile 
e Emper<r pron1oted war. But, now, really, I thinf 

lble but , to make up for pagl is possible. 

rhe Emp!ror ard Empress bak at a tree as they "'isit the Ko 
<I'J ..13"'"""" symb:lll think tt"'Y are busy 91.91\<lay 
It was easy to read this article A re~IJrt of a research organ 
In this or tl<:ill WliJt I can talk for all lf1\lllsthr.rtiJn Is " Too "" 
Sorro !EOPie say Cell P'lone is safe,but others say danger.! I 
know alx>UI this risk and take 0911! nol only I'C)\lO "'"' In tra 

W. might re113rd cellular P'lones as necessities I tellew tha 

rhls article says aoout vlsltin8 Yasukunl Shrine Ichlro Ozawa 
war crlminals shoukj not have teen enshrined at Yasukuni, v. 
m-.1 South Korea But I think It isn't wron~ to IUSIJ>c;( tre an 

By allowing the students to choose the headlines. we can focus on the few selected 

articles in the class and can compare various comments to each other, thus to involve other 

students in the discussions on the issue. The rationale here is that students will learn not 

only the contents of the news, but will develop a sense of skim the information to discern an 

interesting article to them. Also, by commenting on the article, they get the skill to respond 

to the news in a critical and ancdytic<li way. 

Here is a list of comments given to the article of "Hankyu set to buy Hanshin share" 

(April 25, 2006 Daily Yomiun): One of the major private railway company in Kansai region 

decided to its rival company which has a famous baseball team, Hanshin Tigers. This 

attracted many comments presumably for most students are from Kansai area. 

--I was just relieved to hear that Tigers won't change its name to "Hankyu Tigers" 

--I like Hanshin tigers, so I have bRd feel for this shares. Murakami thinks only his own 
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profit, but he IS always saymg he IS thinking social profit. So I hate Murakami and his 

company. 

--I am from Amagasaki city. This city has two faces, south and north. There are Hankyu 

in the north area, and there are Hanshin in the south area. Each have different atmosphere, 

so I can't think of Hankyu in the south area too. I want to keep Hanshin being what it has been. 

--I'm satisfied with this offer because I don't believe the Murakami Fund. 

--Major private railways at Kansai, how do they think this? I worry about it. If they 

quarrel. who will be disadvantaged are the passengers. 

--My impression is that Hankyu is high-class and Hanshin is folksy. So I'm reluctant to 

combine these companies. 

--I was very surprised when I heard of this news. But I think if I hadn't come to Kobe, 

would have taken little notice of this news. Only by this article, I couldn't understand this 

trouble well, because hanshin's opinion was not mentioned. however, I think 'unify' is as 

good as 'control'. (It is doubtful that these words are proper.) 

--At first, I thought Murakami Fund sells shares, gets money and it ends. But 

Mr.Murakmi is seeking Hanshin board majority. I don't know his intention well. 

--I'm not from the Kinki district, so I'm not a fan of Hanshin Tigers baseball team. 

However, I have lived Kobe City for a year, I came to like the team. Therefore, if the brand 

of Hanshin Tigers disappear, I'm sad. 

--About this subject, this article focuses on business. On the other hand, on TV they 

focus on changing name of "Hanshin" Tigers. Surely, changing name is big problem, but to 

trade is business. In fact, Hanshin Electric Railway Co. is in bad business situation, so this 

trade would be aid. For keeping name, is it good choice to refuse this suggestion? 

--In this area, Hankyu and Hanshin are at hand. The two corporation of electric railway 

have a strong image that they are public facilities for travel to me in fact they are not, so I 

think words of purchase or takeover oddly. 

The comments are diverse in volume and sophistication, but what counts most is how 

they express themselves. We can use them as a cue to elicit their opinions in the classroom 

about related topics: regionalism, baseball, economics and shares and so on. It is also 

beneficial that their comments are to be grammatically and pragmatically corrected by each 

other. The skill in presentation can be developed by asking them to make a verbal comment 

on the article of their choice in front of the peers. Four skills of reading, writing, listening 

and speaking are seamlessly integrated in this way. 

Making most of the students' autonomy, however, does not come without the weakness, 

that is, they tend to choose the articles based on their linguistic and conceptual competency. 
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In the lesson above most and least popular and headlines they chose were: 

[Most popular] 

Hankyu set to buy Hanshin shares 

Tokyo train halted due to building tracks 

Man crosses Japan in glider 

New version of old toys proving a hit with adults , kids 

Young athletes aim for pros 

[Least popular] 

Pension rates to be unified by '18 

Are Japan- U.S. ties fraying? 

Defective law behind fabricated data 

JR West must do more to dispel safety concerns (editorial) 

Socialists win new term in Hungary 

Israeli parties to sign coalition pact 

Polls open in Kashmir amid heavy security 

There is a tendency that the domestic and sensatiomd are more picked than the 

international and controversial. Sports are preferred to business. and accidents and crimes 

to opinions and essays. This suggests that an instructive guidance would be needed to 

assist the students in gaining various types of literacy in cultural. social and political arenas. 

Designating a few articles for the practice of translation and paraphrasing might be an idea 

here. 

Reflection 

I have shown how heuristics and autonomy could be utilized in the classroom by 

resorting to the technological device of electronic data collection. Although not all 

evaluation comments from the students were favorable, this can get fixed by creating a more 

sophisticated feedback system. It. i;; crucial to get plural voices in the lesson other than the 

teacher's authoritative instruction, by which they are to learn things themselves. They are 

also expected to find the problems themselves and be stimulated by their peer's views. To 

re-comment on the peers' comment as well as preparing for the comment on the articles is 

an indispensable activity hP.re. With the least intervention from the teacher to provide 

negative and corrective feedback, they will feel more relaxed and motivated to learn English 
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in a learning community of the tlassroom. 
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" "There is substantial evidence that using newspapers in schools contributes to students' reading 

skills , writing skills, and current event knowledge. The effects are most dramatic among minorities ." 

(Edward F. DeRoche, Dean, School of Education, University of San Diego) Literacy experts believe that 

adults with low level literacy skills lack a sufficient foundation of basic skills to function successfully in 

our society. By providing schools with newspapers, sponsors can help prevent illiteracy at time when 

young people have a support system of educators in place. Newspapers open the world to them and 

give them a chance to succeed." (http://www.press-enterprise .com/nie/more_about.html, 7/27 /2006) 
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Russian literary migration of the XXth century 

Tamara Gurtueva, Fatih University, Turkey 

For Russia, XXth century appeared extremely complicated, burdened set of a various 

sort of cataclysms: revolutionary, military, economic, etc. It is thought, that attempts to 

understand their causes and effects will make mainstreams of scientific and public idea of the 

come century. In the article, I address to that phenomenon, where the tragedy of the Russian 

culture of last XX century opens: Russian emigration of the beginning of century. Here the 

problem is not put to consider all aspects of this most complicated problem. In the center of 

attention there will be a Russian literary emigration. I shall try to present its general 

characteristic, and also I shall reveal those basic problems. that were reflected in creativity 

of one of its outstanding representatives - Zinaida Gippius. 

In work the methodological approach based on a principle of ' the uniform block' will 

be applied. It enables to track strategy of creative destiny of this. or that writer, dynamics of 

his creativity by the rather- typological analysis. to reveal those changes, that have taken 

place in his outlook during the migratory period, and to show, how they were reflected in 

poetics of his main products. What it for a historical phenomenon- Russian emigration after 

revolutionary accident? What type of culture it personified? 

Emigration from Russia in 1917 and emigration from the USSR in second half XX 

centuries has very little the general among themselves. Distinction is not in time of 

emigration, and in its cultural - historical sense. Left Russia as a result of revolution and 

Civil war has made abroad separate community. " Any emigration("·) did not receive so 

imperative order to develop business of native culture, as foreign Russia (Abdank-Kosovsky, 

1956)" . Preservation and development of Russian culture in traditions of' silver age' also 

puts emigration of this period in position of a cultural phenomenon. Outside Russia there was 

hardly probable not a most part of creatively active carriers of former culture. The unique 

situation was created: there is no state, there is no policy, and however, there is a culture. 

The history has put severe experiment which confirmed stated still figures of ' silver age' 

true: the main greatness of the national person is not the state and not economy, and culture. 

Disintegration of the states is equal itself to destruction of the nation. Only the destruction of 

culture means disappearance of the nation. This ' new Russia' , not having neither capitals, 
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nor the governments, laws. scattered on the different countries of the world, kept only one

preservation of former culture in an other national environment. In it emigration saw unique 

sense of the existence. " We are not in exile. We - in the message" , - spoke Dmitry 

Merezhkovsky. The problem of preservation of culture of the missed old Russia has 

developed into a problem of Russian emigration. The culture of the Russian abroad appeared 

phantom reflection of that century in which atmosphere its representatives had grown. 

Formation of the cultural centers around of libraries, publishing houses corresponded to 

cultural mission of Russian emigration; they provided some kind of a layer of other cultural 

environment, promoted preservation of own cultural traditions. Representation about the 

Russian literary emigration given to the world the whole galaxy of remarkable artists and 

without a name Zinaida Gippius will be the extremely incomplete. She is the biggest 

representative of the literature of' silver age' , the poet. the prose writer, the playwright. 

the critic and the publicist. " From a literary life, philosophiccll-aesthetic consciousness of 

an epoch of the beginning of a century ' the literary image' is integral Z.Gippius which 

influence on literary process admitted hardly probnble not all writers symbolical to 

orientation: ' the decadent madonna' . ' witch' . around of which arise hearings, gossips, 

legends and which actively multiplies them. She draws people unusual beauty, cultural 

refinement. an acuteness critical instinct (Biographical dictionary of Russian writers, 

1989)" . 

Still Pythagoras Samosky, the most ancient emigrant in a history of the European culture, 

being sent in exile to Sicily, explained the act rather simply: " it is immoral to Reasonable 

person to remain under authority of the tyrant" . The philosopher has found the true decision 

for itself is unique. Russian exiles of XX century this alternative (the native land or freedom) 

were solved where more difficultly. The feeling of loss of the native land and comprehension 

of all depth of the happened accident did their life bitter and painful. " Zina, what for you is 

more important: Russia without freedom or freedom without Russia?" She thought minute. 

- " Freedom without Russia, - answered she. - And consequently I' m here, instead of 

there" . - " I' m also here, instead of there because Russia without freedom for me is 

impossible. But ... , and it reflected, on anybody not looking,- on what freedom if there is no 

Russia, actually, is necessary for me? What shall I do with freedom without Russia?" 

In Taephy, you may read about sufferings of the compatriots who have run from Russia 

to Istanbul, Paris, Berlin or Prague: " there come our refugees emaciated, turned black from 
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famine and fear, to be eaten off, calm down, look round, as though to adjust a new life, and 

suddenly die. Eyes grow dull, languid hands fall <md the soul. the soul inverted on the east 

fades. In anything we do not trust, we wait for nothing. we want nothing. Have died ... we 

Think only that now there, instead of that comes there from. And in fact it is so many affairs. 

It is necessary to be rescued and to rescue others. But so remained both will, and force a 

little. Only at night when the weariness closes consciousness and will, the Great Grief 

conducts soul in its native land (Taephy, Novels and memoirs, 1989)" . Bitterness of exile 

adjoined to poverty and fear. Hope to return sometime home has helped them to survive. For 

it during long exile years prayed also Zinaida Gippius. Addressing to this literary 

phenomenon. it is not necessary to forget about that role of the intellectual catalyst which 

has played Zinaida Gippius in a public life of emigration. And, it, first of all, was appreciable 

on the literary evenings which are carried out in the Parisian interiors. 

Emigration did not isolate Zinaida Gippius and has not closed in itself. She and Paris 

suited religious - philosophical assemblies which were continuation Petersburg, there was 

the inspirer of a known society the ' Green Lamp' . The atmosphere of discussions. the 

cultural creativity, reined in their house, brought here habits of lOth to disputes and searches 

new, the special attitude to value of individuality, originality, and a cult of creativity. Asserted, 

that at Sunday meetings it was forbidden to speak only about two things: about weather and 

about a life. The literary society the ' Green Lamp' appeared popular <md there were many 

years. At his sessions listened to reports on culture and the literature. read new products. On 

one of such sessions one young poet in enthusiasm has exclaimed, that the capital of Russian 

culture now is not in Moscow, but in Paris. 

Secular beauty and at the same time one of the most odious figures in the literature, the 

largest critic, whose ' man's' , rational mind threw into confusion, and even simply fear of 

authors, and scientific the le1dy - philosopher whose theosophical reasoning surprised world 

renowned philosophers, - all faces of one woman known more under a name 

" Petersburg' s Sapho" - Zinaida Gippius. The life of ' Russian Paris' was not imagining 

outside of her destiny. Gippius ' for herself' and ' for others' . What sort of the nature her 

division? Whether casually irony, laughter, and <1t times airs and graces and intrigues became 

the instrument of her protection, her belief? Secret searches, disappointing, doubts - ' for 

herself' , as if one half crying - an antique mask. In public disturber household, and moral 

foundations pretentious mistress. " And as she dominated over everything when in the 

center of drawing room of Vinover' s of her hardly gravelly voice covered other voices or 
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when spoke Dmitry Sergeevich, and she waited for the moment to attack him, either to 

support it. or to enter conversation between it, as his opponent. As she dominated over 

people and as she loved it, probably, above all, loved this' authority above souls' , and all 

its pleasures and torture have been connected to it authority above the small, unknown poet 

above whom she spread the dark wings to peck it; above editors of the magazines, increased 

to herself a thick leather at which she found sensitive places that up to blood to scratch 

them" (Berberova, N. A Silver Age. Memoirs, 1990). 

Behind all her spiritual impulses, creative both simply everyday good lucks and 

disappointments stood persevering desire of finding of that many-sided freedom identified 

by her with · Trembling Eternity' . Sergey Makovskiy's certificate supplements a portrait 

Gippius: " All she was provoking, not as all: mind shrill it is even more, than an exterior. 

Judged all self-confidently, frankly, not beginning from accepted by concepts, and liked to 

surprise with judgment on the contr<1ry" (Annensky, I. Modern lyric poetry, 1909). Eccentric 

cert<~inly, but also behind extern<ll extr<~vag<mce the deep person wishing thus to save secret 

hiding places the soul WCls hidden from human looks. At a meeting with it Pavel Florensky h<ls 

paid attention on strange, from his point of view. par8dox: that is capable to excite 

disappointment, is the result of known intern<1l cle8nliness. It is external deforming, display 

of internal fear to be false. There are such people which, being afraid of unnaturalness, put 

on a mask of unnaturalness which does not deform the original nature of the person, and 

simply hides her. 

What is the secret of a face of Zinaidy Gippius - the poet, the prose writer, criticism, 

philosopher and publisher? Ways on which its poetry developed, it is possible to tell, did not 

submit to logic, conscious outlook of the author. It is not surprising; that firstly she was under 

the strongest influence Bodler, Verlen and Nietzsche Practic8lly all ' senior' symbolists 

8Cted in the liter8ture m an <ltmosphere of their doctrines. Nietzsche' s motives in a 

combin<ltion with Verlen' s ' music <lbove 811' g<lve appreci<lble shoots on ground of 

Russian poetry. Having peered in Gippius's e8rly poetry, we shall see instead of the expected 

' platitudes' describing verses of the majority of beginning poets, original both on rhythms, 

and on language, and the main thing - on depth of ideas containing in them, the poems, 

declaring about exclusiveness of talent of their author. 

In emigration where Gippius appears in 1919, she has issued two collections of poems. 

Last ' Lights' (1939) in spite of the fact, that one of the best experts on poetry George 
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Adamovich will coldly consider his edition, and as a whole to its inheritance , were its best 

poetic book. It specifies numerous responses of its memoirists. ' Uniqueness' Gippius 

speaks. first of all, special shrillness of its mind. Whether not therefore products of the poet 

always were long-awaited in the best emigrant anthologies? Melancholy, languor, 

consciousness of dissociation with people- all this the themes dictated by complex attitudes 

with after revolutionary Russia. 

··· Who could th1i1k of the death? 

(Sleds at an entrance ... evemng"· snow). 

Nobody knew. But as was to th1nk. 

What it - absolutely? For ever? For ever? .. 

Be SJlent! It is not necessary your hope! 

(Street ... Evemng ... TVii1d. .. Home .. ). 

But how was to know. what there is no hope? 

(Evening ... A blizzard ... Darkness .. ). 

In comparison with the early poetic products carrying strongly pronounced symbolical 

character, in the subsequent poems it was possible to observe incessant dialogue between 

two ' n' her hero. Love herself and the need of belief, playful pathos, sensation of the God, 

but also the sinfulness too - are those poles attitudes Gippius. The spirit of fight with God 

contimwlly gives an up the place to the gained and realized feeling of being left by God. 

For a devil of you! ask. 

God! And he is your creation. 

!Jove a devil for that. 

That I see 1n it - my suffeni1g. 

Eo p JT c b and be1i1g tormented. it a network 

The carefully weaves ... 

Also I can regret 

The one who. as well as f suffer. 

When our flesh arise, 

In your court. for forgiven ess 

About. release to it. God. 

His madness for suffenng. 

Z.Gippius's lyric entirely 1s m authority ' mama of the contradiction' . " In mutinous 

ness and impudence - sanctity; in a pray - blasphemy; in arrogance - love" (Korney 

Chukovsky). The poetess emphasized, that dual there is already an attribute imperfection, 

incompleteness: " never tell me, that there are two truths and two Gods.( .. ·). And at whom 

two truths - are not present any" . Hypotheses about inadequacy of poetic individuality 

Gippius to themselves set, and all of them speak passionate aspiration of last to two opposite 
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metaphysical infinity. We shall recollect lines: " the God is close to me- but I can not pray 

I I W<mt love - and I can not love" . Question about her ' two universes' not an idle 

question . Proceeding from a duality of human consciousness. she considered the person as 

an essence forking and unambiguous, forking between despair and belief. " The person not 

only from this world, but also from the world of other; not only from necessity, but also from 

freedom; not only by nature, but also from the God" (Berdjaev. N. Philosophy of freedom. 

1989). As one of infinite symbols of the God the Love acts. From here often egoistical and 

ambitious immersing in itself meaning explosion of the person and the world. Thus the 

sensation of dissonance becomes <1 cert<1in spiritual engine Gippius and love - attribute of 

soul. the maximum astr<1l feeling bringing the human good luck. " In the Human it is made not 

only an image of the world, but <1lso an image of the God taken in aggregate of his infinite 

attributes. It divine presence on the Earth" (N.Berdjaev). The secret of the God- in soul of 

the poet, and soul of the last is developed in silence. " It is better to be silent. than to be to 

the world with not re<1dy ideas ... " , is <1 unity Googol' s <1ttitudes <1nd attitudes to creativity 

m<1de his separateness in the Russian liter<1ture. Th<1t ups to Zin<1ida Gippius. her silence

more likely <1 religious condition, r<1ther than a way of renunci<1tion of the world in the name 

of creativity. 

At everyone the magic words: they as though mean nothing. 

But will be recollected . will flnsh. will slip hardly- <111cl hc:>art will laugh and will begin to cry. 

I to repeat them I clo not like: I protect them for itself. purposely overlooking. 

They to me will meet on new coast: they are written on a door of paradise. 

Avaricious on emotional displays of feelings, but at the same time distinguished by depth 

of idea. this poetry was extremely original. Not casual statements. that on its verses it is 

possible to track a history of Russian modernism. The love, death, the maximum 

metaphysical measure and tragically impossibility of its achievement - are those themes 

Zinaida Gippius in which the art nature of its creativity has been designated. Verses Gippius 

- the quiet, cold ideas covered with breath of poetry. The shape of this unique creative 

person is those poetics. The alive, sharp idea bound with complex emotions, is pulled out 

from verses in searches of spiritual integrity and finding of a harmonious ideal. Zinaida 

Gippius beloiYged to a class which during two centuries created Russian culture. She 

understood, that the empire is doomed, and dreamed of the revived native land, but with 

arrival of revolution has seen wreck of culture, terrible moral run wilds. And, probably, 

therefore her creativity always expressed a pain of Russia. 
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Since the creation of humans as male and female individuals, marriage, which allows 

them to live together, has been established Clutomatically. The dynamics of marriage shows 

differences between cultures and may change depending on time. There are m<lny rules 

and traditions, which are different in each culture for the establishment of the family, 

which is the smallest part of even the most developed nations. The formation of these 

rules and tradition has taken a long time Clnd each of them has different meanings. These 

rules and traditions are formed in order to keep the duration of marriage long, to keep it 

peaceful, full of happiness and away from evil souls. The ancient cultural values, religious 

beliefs, regional effects etc. are the main factors affecting the formation of the traditions. 

Because of having close relations since ancient times, Korean and Turkish societies have 

many similarities probably as a result of cultural interaction. 

A. Marriage and Marriage Traditions in Turkish Culture 

1. Looking for a girl, asking for a girl and matchmaking 

In today's culture, while many couples meet each other according to their own choice 

and wish, the old traditions are still carried out in many regions of Turkey. The family and 

the relatives of the groom to be search for the best bride candidate and after finding her, 

they visit the bride candidate's house. They see the girl, and tell the family of the girl the 

main purpose of their visit. 

If the family accepts, the boy meets the girl. If they both like each other, the next step 

is the matchmaking step. In earlier times, the girl did not have the right to choose her 

husband. She would marry whoever her family wanted. But nowadays this situation has 

almost completely been removed. 

In the matchmaking step, the older members of the family and the boy visit the girl's 

house. They take dessert, chocolate, flowers etc. with them. The girl gives them Turkish 
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coffee. The oldest member of the family asks for the girl. The girl's family may not accept 

<1t once. The boy's family may come two or three times more. After matchmaking, the next 

step is promise. 

2. Promise 

After the girl's family accept the m<lrriage, m order to inform more people, that the 

boy and the girl are on the way to being married, the promise step is carried out in a more 

crowded environment. In the promise step, some gifts are given to the girl's family and the 

parents talk about the engagement and the wedding. A ring is given to the girl by the boy's 

family. The boy's f<1mily gives Turkish delight, biscuits etc. to visitors. 

3. Engagement 

The step <1fter promise is called the engagement. But in some regions, the promise and 

engagement <1re done at the same time. Eng<lgement may be carried out by the attendance 

of only members of both families or in C\ more exp<1nded manner similar to the wedding. 

Engagement is done in the girl's house but expenses are p<1id by the boy's family, Before 

the eng<1gement. f<1milies go shopping <1nd the girl's f<1mily buys some clothes for some 

members of boy's family who do the s<1me for the girl's f<1mily members. These gifts are 

sent to girl's house as an engagement p<1ckage. 

In the expanded engagements, visitors are invited to the engagement <lS if they are 

invited to a wedding. In some regions, the hosts serve food for the engagement. In some 

other regions, only biscuits and delights are served. The boy's and girl's relatives give 

money or jewelry to them as gifts. An old member of one of the families makes a short 

speech containing good expectations for the future. The girl and the boy wear rings that 

are tied to each other with a ribbon and then ribbon is cut. The boy and the girl kiss the 

hands of older family members. After that, entertainment with music or serving food is 

preferred. 

4. Wedding 

Wedding traditions are different in every region although some general traditions are 

as follows: In the old days, the weddings used to st<1rt on Tuesday and end on Thursday. 

However, today they st<1rt on Friday <1nd end on Sunday. In the week before the wedding, 

the girl's belongings are prepared and exhibited in the girl's house. During carrying the 

chest, containing the girl's belongings from the girl's house to boy's house, the boy's 
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family has to pay chest money and feed the people that carry the chest. 

In some regions, the girl's belongings are taken during wedding and m some regions 

before wedding. Some people who are invited to the wedding are informed by others that 

they are the reader and caller who visit all the houses in the area to share the time and the 

location of the wedding. 

a. Henna Night 

Henna night is carried out in the girl's house and it contains sorrow due to being the 

last night of the girl in her house. Applying henna is an old Islamic tradition. It is thought to 

have an effect on making the couple love each other and connecting them. Henna night is 

normally carried out only with the attendance of women, but the groom would attend the 

henna night sometimes. Henna is bought by the boy's family and sent to the girl's house 

together with some foods. The boy's women relatives meet and go to the girl's house 

together. After some entertainment, the henna application step is c<~rried out. In some 

regions, a piece of gold is put in the henna. This is done for <~bund<mce, fertility <~nd good 

luck. In addition, two candles are put in henn<~ one of which represents the girl and the 

other one the boy. Henna is applied to the girl's h<1nds and feet. But during this event, the 

girl does not open her hands, until her mother-in-law puts money or gold in her h<~nd, then 

she opens her hands. Her relatives cry while she is applied the henna. Some b<1llads that 

<~re special for henna night are sung and after the henn<~ application the girl is t<~ken to a 

room to sleep. In some regions, henna is <~lso applied to little finger of the boy. 

b. Wedding Day 

The wedding is the last stage of the period that has st<~rted with looking for a suitable 

girl. Marriage officially starts after this stage. As aforementioned, weddings last one week, 

three days and finally two days in recent ye<~rs. In the last day of the wedding, the bride is 

taken from her house to groom's house. This event generally occurs on Sunday. The boy's 

family and relatives meet at the boy's house and go to girl's house by cars, in old days 

with horses, in companion with drums and shrill pipes. The bride's group ask questions to 

the groom's group. If they know the answers they have fun together, if not the groom's 

group should give a tip to the bride's group. When the group come close to the bride's 

house some people may stop them and ask for money. If the groom's group came from a 

long distance, the group is divided and fed by neighbors. The groom's group plays outside. 

In old times, people used to wrestle and sometimes watch horse and javelin shows. After 

the entertainment is over, the bride kisses the hand of her father. Her father ties a red 
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ribbon around her waist. Then bride kisses the hands of other older people. When the girl 

le<~ves the house, people throw whe<1t, candy etc. over her head. These are done in order 

to give her new house fertility. 

When she leaves the house on a horse they take a trip inside the village, around some 

places like the mosque or cemetery. Sometimes people <~sk for money from the group. 

When the bride arrives at the groom's house she does not get out of or off the car or horse. 

After getting a valuable gift from her father-in-law or mother-in-law, she moves to a 

room with groom. In the room, they are served sweet drinks and after drinking, they go out 

together. The groom throws candies to the crowd from a bag full of candies that is given 

to him before. The bag also contains a small bag, which is full of money. The groom's 

friends take him and women visit the bride. 

In the evening, 8 religious marriage. \Vhich is 8S import8nt as the official marriage, is 

carried out. A religious qualified person. imam. declares them as husband and wife in front 

of witnesses. This religious marri<1ge c<m be c<~rried out earlier, so that the bride and 

groom can behave more comfort<~bly in the Islamic society. Then the groom's friends 

punch his back and take him to the room. The bride asks for face-appearance gift. 

otherwise she does not talk. The groom gives her Cl gift. Later, they pray. 

5. Traditions about Wedding and Different Applications 

Some of them h<we been mentioned e1bove but there are many other different traditions 

apart from those. Some are still applied but most of them have disappeared. Of course, 

these traditions may change from one region to another. Some of these are as follows: 
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• While leaving her family's house the bride kicks the door in order to leave her bad 

he~bits in her house. 

• When she goes to her new house some people show her a mirror, so the~t she ce~n 

have a bright fate and future. 

• Before she leaves her house, the groom's family has to pay door money to her 

brother. 

• Before she arrives at her new house, her pillow 1s taken to her new house and 

people are paid Cl tip. 

• She steps on a sheepskin while getting out of the car m order to be a calm and 

easygoing person. 

• In one hand, she holds the Koran and in the other, a loe~f of bread so that she can 

be a religious person. 
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• Peanut, dried grapes etc. are poured onto bride's head. This means symbolizes 

fertility. 

• She jumps over iron and fire so that se can be strong and stable and she can stay 

away from evil. 

• A male child sits on the bride's lap so that she can have a lot of children. 

• Her mother-in-law feeds the bride with fried eggs and oily bread so that her 

personality can be good. 

B. Marriage and Marriage Traditions in Korean Culture 

1. Before Wedding Ceremony 

a. Finding The Suitable Girl 

In the old days, when the girl and the boy are old enough to marry, their family used to 

ask people and friends for a suitable c<mdidate. When they found a suitable person, a 

negotiator that is accepted by both families used to tell the ideas of one family to the other 

and check the affairs and availability of the marriage. The boy's mother and some other 

women used to visit the girl's house and ask some questions to her and finally used to 

decide. But in recent years, young people find the person that they are going to marry 

themselves and afterwards their family meets the girl or the boy. Also nowadays there are 

marriage companies that are widely used. Candidates give some information about 

themselves and clarify what kind of a person they are looking for. When there is a suitable 

candidate, they mee t each other. 

b. Date Setting 

After getting the consent of the families, the next step is an application for an 

engagement. The boy's family sends a letter to the girl's family including the birth year, 

month, day and hour of the boy (90 em width and 40 em length). The letter is folded five 

times, put in a white envelope and tied with red and blue strings. The envelope is put in a 

blue box the inside of which is red and it is sent to the girl's family. The best wedding day 

that is determined by a fortuneteller is announced to the boy's family. In some regions, 

letter sending is assumed as the engagement, so this ceremony is carried out in girl's 

house or in a restaurant. 
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c. Exchanging Valuables 

Before the wedding, the family of the boy sends a chest that is full of gifts to the girl's 

family. This chest contains two clothes for the girl one of which is yellow and the other of 

which is red. If the boy's family is rich the number of clothes can be four. At the same time, 

the chest contains marriage documents and girl keeps them for life. Again if the boy's 

family is rich, the chest may contain rings, necklaces or earrings. In some regions, it 

contains hot pepper. cottonseed or charcoal, which means good luck and many offspring. 

"Ham" is brought to the girl's house by the groom, his friends and the "Ham" carrier. 

The "Ham" carrier stays apart from the girl's house and one of the girl's friends should 

give him a tip, drink or food in order to get the "Ham". The friends of the girl and the boy 

have fun all together. 

2. Wedding Ceremony 

In the old days, wedding ceremonies used to be carried out in the bride's house. The 

groom used to come to the girl's house on a horse. After the groom arrived. an older 

person that knew the traditions used to direct the ceremony with his loud voice. The 

ceremony used to start when the groom entered the girl's house. He used to go to the 

table beside the entrance. His friend used to bring wooden geese to the groom and he used 

to put them on the table. Then he bows to the geese four times. Later, the bride's mother 

takes the girls to the room inside which the bride sits. The groom sits on the east side of 

the table, which contains many foods including fruits and grains. The bride is prepared and 

she sits on the west side of the table. 

The bride and groom wash their hands. The bride bows to the groom twice and the 

groom greets her once. Then she greets him once more. They drink two cups of wine. 

They fill the third cup <md change the cups. The bride takes the cup to her mouth but she 

does not drink. The groom drinks the wine. Lastly, the bride and groom bow to the guests 

three times. The first time they greet their families. the second their ancestors and lastly 

the guests. 

In recent years. the wedding ceremonies are generally carried out in wedding halls. 

The guests come to these halls and they give money as a gift. These weddings are in a 

western style. First of all, the bride is brought by her father and given to the groom. A 

person makes a speech. Then the bride and groom bow each other and also the guests. 

Afterwards, they move to a room, wear traditional clothes and the ceremony that is 

mentioned above is carried out. The bride and groom bow to the groom's family and serve 
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them drinks. Then they do the same for the groom's relatives, the bride's family and 

relatives. At this moment both families throw chestnuts and small dates on the bride's skirt 

for fertility and many offspring. All the guests and families eat at a restaurant together and 

the wedding ceremony ends. 

3. After Wedding Ceremony 

The people who came to the bride's house leave the house without the groom. The 

groom spends his first night in the bride's house in a specially designed room. Because 

there are many guests, the bride comes very late to the room. First of all, they drink 

together. The bride is still in the ceremony dresses. The groom should take off her dress. 

Young relatives may observe the room. 

In the morning, the groom bows to the family of the bride. All the members of the 

family drink together. They ask some questions to the groom about the previous night. 

Symbolically, they hit the groom's feet with a stick. The groom serves food and drink to 

family members. 

On the third day, the bride and groom go to the groom's house. This tradition is 

carried out in recent years. In the past. the groom used to leave the bride and visit her 

later. Sometimes the bride went to the groom's house two years later. 

Nowadays, after completing the wedding ceremony, couples go on a honeymoon 

directly. After returning, they spend one night in the bride's house and then go to groom's 

house. 

a. Take The Bride to Groom's House 

Taking the bride to the groom's house is a very similar ceremony with the groom's 

arrival to the bride's house. The bride. one person from the bride's family, two women and 

many guys carrying the bride's chest go to the groom's house. In the old days, the groom 

used to go by horse and the bride was taken on a sedan chair. When the group arrived at 

the house, a woman threw red beans and cottonseeds onto the sedan chair in order to 

make the evil souls stay away. Also in some villages the bride jumped over a fire at the 

doorstep of the house for the same reason. When the bride enters the house, she sits on a 

cushion and always stares at the ground. Later, the bride's servant prepares a small table 

containing fruit, chicken and drink for the groom's family. The bride greets the groom's 

family members. They reply to her greeting and get a glass of drink. The groom's family 
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g1ves gifts to the bride. The bride greets all the family members. Later, senior members 

drink. 

The next morning the bride has to get up early and greet her new family until they say 

stop. This situation may last three days sometimes one week. The bride does not enter the 

kitchen in the first three days. Her mother in law takes her to the relatives and introduces 

her. They prepare meals for her. Because some relatives do not have the chance to attend 

the wedding ceremony, they are informed about the bride in this way. After the third day, 

she starts to work in the kitchen. 

Nowadays, the bride visits her family one-week later and stays there for three days 

<md te~kes her family many gifts. ln the past, the bride used to prepare cakes and drinks 

and visit her family after the harvest time. Tr<1ditiomd marriage customs may last for two 

years. 

4. Beliefs about the Marriage 

a. Kireogi: (Wild geese): Wooden geese represent the bride and the groom from the 

past until now; they <1re definitely used in all traditional wedding ceremonies. In Korean 

marriage culture, this is <1 very old tr<~dition. Normally this bride is not exactly a duck or <1 

goose. it is a different one. In <1ncient Korean culture. only this bird re<1ches god by flying. 

It <1lso means that the couple is going to live together, if one them dies the other one will 

not look for someone else. It also h<1s meanings to obey the rules and to inherit and p<1ss 

on the heritance to their children. which they took from their ancestors. 

b. Chickens: On the tradition<~! wedding table there is one chicken and one rooster, 

which have been covered with blue and red clothes. The rooster represents the new days. 

The sound of the rooster keeps the evil souls <1way from the house of the bride and groom. 

Also the sound of the rooster means the st<1rt of a new day. Marriage is like a new day. 

The spawning of the chicken represents the hope th<1t the couple may have many children. 

c. Eum-yang : Eum resembles the female and the darkness, whereas Yang resembles 

daylight. The marriage ceremonies are generally carried out before evening so the 

couples can reach each other. 

d. Others: In the past and now for a good marnage it 1s important to go to a 

fortuneteller who uses the birth dates of the boy and girl, and gets the best wedding day. 

This tradition has been influenced by shaman culture. The pictures of a crane and stork 
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are hung on the wall, which is at the back of table on which the marriage ceremony ts 

carried out. These pictures resemble long life. 

C. Similarities Between Two Cultures about Marriage Traditions 

First of all, it should be stated that the old traditions are being lost day by day in both 

cultures. The main reason for this is that western culture deeply influences both cultures. 

For example in Korean culture. the honeymoon is one of the most important parts of a 

marriage. But in the past. there was not such a tradition. Maybe in the past. there were 

many more similarities between the two cultures than we have determined but most of 

them have vanished. The ones we have determined do not cover the whole society but it 

may change from region to region. 

• One of the most important determinations is the "sad' tradition in Turkish and 

"saju" in Korec:m. They are similar functionally and also phonetically. In both 

cultures, this is an important part of the wedding that is carried out before the 

wedding. "Sact" is the name of the properties (food. clothes. money, jewellery etc.) 

that is sent to the bride's house by the groom's family. "Saju's" content is a bit 

different, in Korean culture. "saju" is the name of the documents about the groom 

that is sent to the girl's house by the groom's family. However, in addition it 

includes a gift. which is "sact". 

• In Turkey, in order to protect the bride from evil souls and to be stable, she jumps 

over the fire or iron at the gate of the house. In Korea, for the same purposes, the 

bride jumps over fire or a sack of grain. 

• When the bride enters the groom's house m Turkey, people throw roasted chick 

peas, dried grapes, pe<mut etc. at the groom's and bride's head in order to wish 

them to be fertile and have many children. The same tradition is carried out in 

Korea by using red beans and cottonseeds. It also is to keep evil souls away from 

the house. 

• The Bride Price (Asking a big amount of money from the groom's family) is a 

tradition that is still applied in some regions of Anatolia. In the past, the same 

tradition could be seen in especially southeastern parts of Korea. This tradition 

also could be carried out not only asking for money, but also asking for meat, rice 

or clothes. Some people think that this tradition is a part of the culture. 
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• In Turkish culture, the bride's chest is not given easily. Generally the bride's 

brother sits on the chest and he receives "the chest money". In Korea, the "Ham" 

carrier receives money for giving "Ham". 

• Traditionally, looking for the right girl for the boy is in the same style in both 

cultures. The boy's mother used to search for the suitable girl by asking the 

neighbors and the relatives. When they found a candidate, they used to visit the 

girl's house and talk to her and her mother. If they liked her, they would allow the 

boy and girl to see each other. In Korea, in some regions this happens in the same 

way. But in the past, both families agreed on a person and that person 

communicated with the families. 

• In Turkey, after the first day of the marriage, a party ts organized with the 

attendance of women and young girl. In Korea also the same kind of party is 

organized and some questions are asked to the groom about the night. 

• Drinking something in the weddings can be seen in the weddings of both Turkish 

and Korean cultures. In Turkish tradition. after the bride is taken to the groom's 

house, the bride and groom drink a kind of sweet drink together. In Korea, the 

bride and groom serve drinks to eClch other Clnd to their families. This is Cln 

important part of Korean weddings. 

• In the old Turkish society, only the parents could decide on marriage. The person 

to get married did not have the right to choose. Sometimes the boy and girl did not 

see each other before marriage. Also in old Korean weddings, sometimes the bride 

and the groom used to see each other for the first time in the wedding. 

• In the past, both countries used to be highly agricultural, so that having many 

children was important for both societies. So in Turkey, a male child sits on the 

bride's lap. In Korea, a chicken and a rooster are put on the table in the wedding. 

This is carried out in order to have many children. 

• In Turkish culture, the promise and the engagement ceremonies are carried out 

with the attendance of families and close relatives. Even though there is not a 

complete engagement in Korea, the sending of "saju" to the girl's house, going to 

the fortuneteller a·nd getting the best wedding date and telling this to the groom's 

family can be seen as an engagement. And sometimes this event is done in the 

girl's house or in a restaurant. But nowadays, with the influence of western culture, 

wedding-like engagement ceremonies can easily be observed. 

• Especially in Korean culture, the marriage of two young people means to combine 

the families as well. Families see each other very often. This is the same in 
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Turkish culture. In the past, the adaptation of the families was much more 

important them the adaptation of the bride and groom. 

• In Turkish society, one week after the wedding, the bride gets a present or a 

dessert and visits her family. They eat together. The same tradition can be seen in 

the Korean culture. 

• In Turkey, the hairstyle of the bride is different in every region. This is the same in 

Korean culture. 

• In Turkey, especially in Edirne and K1rklareli regions, some play with animal skulls 

were played in the past. In Korea. while bringing the "Ham" similar kinds of play 

can be observed. 

• In Turkish society, during the wedding while the bride leaves her house a red 

ribbon is tied to her wrist by her father. This is called an effort ribbon. In Korea. 

red and blue ribbons are used to tie or cover the gifts. 

D. Conclusion 

As aforementioned. marriage and its customs are very important regarding the social 

life in both of the societies. In both of the societies, from the beginning to the end of the 

marriage, everything goes in a parallel way and some steps are even performed almost the 

same. Considering the fact that customs are born wirhin communities and developed over 

time, we can clearly state that both communities must have had close relationships with 

one another in the past. And if we extended our analysis of similar customs for other 

communities, it would definitely much more solidify the relationship of the Turkish and 

Korean communities. 
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Conflict Management in Islam: The Qur'anic Truth about Struggle, 

War and Terror 

Introduction 

Wisam Mansour, Fatih University 

wmansour@fatih .edu.tr 

In this paper I want to elucidate the concept of Jihad in Islam and briefly trace its 

conceptual development through out history to the present. For centuries, the West viewed 

Islam as a threat to itself and did not miss the slightest opportunity to equate Islam with 

violence, belligerence and terror. In doing so, m<my Western scholars tended to support 

their arguments by zooming on some Qur'anic texts detaching them from their contexts 

and thus they paved the way and gave legitimacy to the misinformed discourses of so 

many western opinion leaders and lobbyist. For instance, such scholars tend to regard the 

Qur'anic concept of Jihad (Struggle) as a call for belligerence that informs all Muslims 

subsequent behavior and culture at large. 

In the words of Maxime Rodinson "Western Christendom perceived the Muslim World 

as a menace long before it began to be seen as a real problem." 1 This view is reiterated by 

the British historian Albert Hourani who maintains that Islam from the moment of its 

inception was a problem for Christian Europe. Christians believed that "Islam is a false 

religion, Allah is not God, Muhammad was not a prophet; Islam was invented by men whose 

motives and character were so deplored, and propagated by the sword." 2 Oliver of 

Paderborn, a thirteenth century crusader and polemicist asserts, "Islam began by the 

sword, was maintained by the sword, and by the sword would be ended." :l Such 

pessimistic and antagonistic perception of Islam is still prevalent in the post-enlightenment 

and post-modern west: Professor Richard Bulliet of Columbia University maintains that 

Americans have quite readily accepted the notion that acts of violence committed by some 

Muslims "are representative of a fanatic and terroristic culture that can not be tolerated or 

reasoned with."~ Obviously, ages of interaction have left astringent legacy between the 

Islamic world and the Christian West, stemming mainly from the fact that both civilizations 
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claim a universal message and mission and share much of the same Judea-Christian and 

Greco-Roman heritage. 

The Traditional Concept of Jihad 

Derived from the Arabic word Jahada, the word Jihad literally means "to struggle" or 

"to strive" or to work for a noble cause with determination.:; Ibn Rushd describes jihad as 

an effort directed against any object of disapprobation by use of the heart, the tongue, the 

hands and the sword. 1
; .!Jhad does not mean, as many western scholars assumed, "holy 

war". "Holy war" in Arabic means al-harb al-muquadassa, and there is a great semantic 

difference between the two terms. 

In the Qur'an ;ihad (considered by some jurists as the "sixth pilletr" of Islam) is only 

one of several duties incumbent upon the Muslim. Ann Lambton maint<1ins that the duty of 

;ihad was so much exalted in the traditions as a result of the "Arab conquests that gave a 

psychologicetl twist to Islamic thought. "7 

As a matter of fact. Muslim scholars have disagreed throughout their history about the 

me<ming of the term ;ihad. In the Qur'an .!Jhad is more than often mentioned in the context 

of fighting in the path of God, Ui sabil Allah).H In the sayings of the Prophet (Hadith) Jihad 

is occasionally used to mean armed combat, and a good number of Islamic theologians and 

jurists in the early Islamic period perceived this commitment to be in a military sense.~~ 

Bernard Lewis rightly contends that Islamic jurists perceived Jihad in the context of 

conflict in a world divided between the Dar al-Islam (territory under Islamic control) and 

the Dar al-harb (territory of war consisted of all lands not under Muslim rule). 10 However, 

this obligation to maintain Jihad until the entire world is integrated in the territory of Islam 

does not signify that Muslims must wage nonstop warfare. In fact, Islam allowed for the 

negotiation of truces and long-term peace treaties. Furthermore, extending the territory of 

Islam does not signify the annihilation of all non-Muslims, nor even their conversion: Jihad 

does not at all imply conversion by force, as the Qur'an clearly states "There is no 

compulsion in religion." 11 

Streusand argues that .!Jhad is traditionally perceived not as an obligation of each 
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individual Muslim (known as lard 'ayn) but as a general obligation of the Muslim community 

Uard kifaya). Only in emergencies, when the DCir Cll-Islam comes under unexpected attack, 

do all Muslims have to take p8rt in ;ihad. 12 Te1qi ai-Din Ahmad Ibn Taymiyy8, a thirteenth 

century philosopher and jurist. challenged this traditional view of a limited, defensive 

version of ;ihad. 1
:
1 He confirmed that a ruler who neglects to implement the shari'a 

methodically in all facets of life, including the conduct of ;ihad is 8n apostate and 

consequently forfeits his right to rule. Ibn Taymiyya vigorously advocated ;ihad as warfare 

against both the Crusaders and Mongols who then occupied parts of the Dar a!- Islam; and 

above all, he radically departed away from the mCiinstreCim of Islam by declaring that a 

professing Muslim who does not live by the faith is an apostctte. By going well beyond most 

jurists who put up with pragmatic rulers who f<1iled to ctbide fully by the shari'a for the 

sake of community stability, Ibn Tctymiyya !Ciid the foundcttion for the intellectu8l 

arguments of contempore1ry radical Islctmists. 

Clctssicctl Jurists. as R matter of fact. distinguished three wctys by which Jihad can be 

conducted. In <~ddition to the trctditionCil legal view of ;ihnd CIS a compulsory, communal 

effort to defend Clnd expand the Dar a!- Islam. 8nd Ibn Taymiyya's notion of active ;ihad as 

an indispensable feature of legitimate rule, there was also the Sufis' doctrine of greater 

jihad or the Jihad of the heart. The ;ihad of the heCirt in essence is directed ctgainst the 

flesh, called by the Sufis the 'carnal soul'. It was to be Clccomplished by fighting temptation 

through purificCition of the soul. For Sufis the greCiter ;ihad is a necessRry part of the 

process of gaining spiritual insight. Hassan Fadhl asserts. "most Muslims see jihad CIS a 

personal rather than a political struggle, while physical ctctions taken in defense of the 

realm are considered the Jesser ;ihad." 1
'
1 In the light of such hermeneutic acrobatics 

emanating from varied Islamic schools of thought, it is not surprising. then, that 

disagreement over the meaning of ;ihad has continued into the postmodern erR. 

Sunni and Shi'a Interpretations of Jihad 

Both Sunni and Shi'a agree that ;ihad applies to the defense of land, life, faith, and 

possessions; it is mandatory and warranted to ward off invasion or its threat; it is 

necessary to ensure freedom for the dissemination of Islam; and that difference in religion 

alone is not an adequate foundation for jihad. Some Islamic scholars have distinguished 
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be tween disbelief and persecution and injustice, and claimed that ;ihad is "justified only to 

fight those unbelievers who have initiated aggression against the Muslim community." 1,-, 

Others such as Mawdudi and Qutb, however, have entrenched behind a more belligerent 

position instigated by the Islamic re s ist<mce to the European powers during the colonial 

phase: in this position. ;ihad as "aggressive war" is sanctioned against all non-Muslims, 

whether they are persecuting Muslims or not 11
;. 

The issue of right authority, that is to say, no ;ihad can be launched unless a legitimate 

ruler initiates it, also has been divisive among Muslims. The Sunnis deemed all of the 

Muslim caliphs as legitimate callers of ;ihad. as long as they had the support of the 

dominion's ulama (Islamic scholars and jurists). 11 The Shi'a regard this authority as the 

sole domain of the Imams. The lack of proper authority after the disappearance of the 12th 

("Hidden") Imam in 874 A.D. also posed problems for the Shi'a . This Problem was resolved 

by the ulclma increasingly taking upon themselves this authority. In this tradition all 

legitimate forms of ;ihad may be considered defensive. and there is no restriction on the 

kind of vvar that may be waged in the Hidden Imam's absence so long as a just ruler 

authorizes it. 

Both camps, however, concur on the other fundamentals for ;i'had The niyyah or the 

right intention is essentially import<mt for under taking jihad Battling for the sake of 

conquest, spoils, or any other selfish motives will merit no recompense; the only legitimate 

rationale for ;ihad is to get closer to God. tH Jihad may not be embarked on unless the 

enemy has first been alerted and offered the triple alternative: accept Islam; pay the poll 

tax (;i'zyah) or fight. 

Jihad in the Modern Era 

Sayyid Abu al-A'la Mawdudi t !J is the first Islamist writer to approach ;ihad 

systematically. Struggle, he stipulates, is carried out not just to "expand Islamic political 

dominance, but also to establish just rule; one that includes freedom of religion". 20 

Mawdudi perceived jihad as analogous to war of liberation, and is meant to "establish 

politically independent Muslim states." 21 Mawdudi's jihadist position drastically altered the 

notion of Jihad in Islam and instantly coupled it with anticolonialism and national liberation 

movements. Further more, his approach prepared the ground for Arab resistance to 
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Zionism and the existence of the state of Israel to be regarded as jihad. Mawdudi' s activist 

and nationalist conception of jihad and its role in establishing a truly Islamic government 

influenced Radical Egyptian Islamist thinkers Hasan ai-Banna (1906-1949) and Sayyid 

Qutb ( 1906-1966) who further incorporated Ibn Taymiyya' s earlier perception of jihad that 

embraces the notion of ousting governments that fall short of implementing the shar.i'a. 

This ide<~ of revolution incites the radicals to first target their own un-Islamic rulers 22 

before Muslims can direct j1had against external enemies. Hasan al-Banna unequivocally 

asserts. "impure and untrue Muslim leaders are not eligible to lead Jihad, not even against 

a legitimate target such as Israel or any colonizing force." 2
:l Significantly, radical Islamists 

consider ;ihad compulsory for all Muslims. making it an individual rather than a communal 

obligation. On the other hand. under the impact of the writings of early Islamic exegetes 

such as ai-Shafi' Cibout the Islamic concept of "Dar a/-Su!h" Land of Peace or "Dar a/

'Ahd•<·t Land of Truce, schol<~rs of the caliber of Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Muhammad Abduh 

and Rashid Rid<~ sought to show th<~t peace. r<~ther th<~n enmity, was the normCitive st<1te of 

<1ff<1irs between Muslims <1nd none Muslims in Islam. 

Jihad Versus Terror 

In spite of the VC'Inous hermeneutical interpretations of the nature. duration. subjects 

and objects of Jihad. the Islamic juristic tradition is very <~nt<~gonistic toward terror <IS an 

instrument for Jihad. Orthodox Muslim jurists were extremely intolerant toward warriors 

who carried out attacks against innocent and defenseless victims or who spread terror 

through rape, abduction. poisoning of wells and the use of poisoned arrows and spe<~rs, 

arson, attacks against travelers. and nocturnal attacks. In such cases, Donner maintains. 

jurists demanded harsh penalties, including death. and ruled, "the punishment was the 

same whether the perpetr<~tor or victim was Muslim or non-Muslim." 2s Restrictions also 

are sternly imposed on the conduct of warriors in jihad. distinction of civilians from 

warriors is m<~nd<~tory, along with the strict prohibition of harm to noncombatants such as 

women, children, the disabled, monks and rabbis. and those who have been granted 

protection. Also in Jihad proportionality in any armed conflict is of primary importance, 

denoting that the minimal amount of force is used to attain the desired ends in combat. 21
; 

Sheikh Fadlallah, the spiritual leader of Lebanese Hizb Allah, confirms that acts of 
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terrorism which include the destruction of life, kidnapping, or the hijacking of airliners or 

ships are not valid or warranted in Islam. Fadlallah asserts "militants have gone too far in 

the conduct of their struggle when they employ such means." 27 Nevertheless. he concludes 

by informing the American public that it is in their interest to ameliorate the situation by 

"pressing for reforms in the policies of their government." 2H 

The ;ihad tradition. commandeered at the moment by Islamic radicals. makes it 

unambiguous that not everything is permissible and tolerated. Although the language in the 

Qur' an, hadith and in other conventional Muslim sources is relatively militant in many 

places, this is only a manifestation of the Muslims' world in the seventh century, that 

consisted initially of confrontation with a variety of more powerful non-Islamic tribes 

followed by successful military campaigns to extend the faith. Though Islamic sacred texts 

<Ire replete with exhortation to fight, they have equally established divine rules for 

engagement with the enemy, which included prohibitions against the killing of 

noncombatants such <ts women. children, the <tged. and the disabled. These sacred texts 

also stipulate that a notice should be passed to the opponent before an attack; necessitate 

that a Muslim army must seek peace if its opponent does, and prohibit suicide and 

committing aggression against others. 

To conclude, in her book Muhammed. Karen Armstrong writes: "Fighting and warfare 

might sometimes be necessary, but it was only a minor part of the whole ;inad or struggle. 

A well-known tradition (hadith) has Muhammad say on returning from a battle. ' We return 

from the little jihad to the greater jihad,' the more difficult and crucial effort to conquer the 

forces of evil in oneself and in one's own society in all the details of daily life. "2
!' Islam 

with its philosophy, instigated from the Qur' an, Hadith, Ijtihad (informed opinion) and 

Ijma'(consensus) while calling for fighting in self-defense, accentuates the struggle to 

defeat the evil in oneself, abhors and denounces violence committed against non

combatants and approaches conflict management with humane, ecological and 

environmental outlook. 
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The inward values of Taekwondo 

Kwon, Oh-ryun*, Hwang, Yeong-sung, Lee, Soo-pan, Pusan National University 

ohree60@pusan.ac.kr 

I . Introduction 

Taekwondo is a representative cultural heritage of Korea that has spread all over the 

world. With 60,000,000 apprentices from 181 countries and having been chosen as an 

formal event at the Olympics at the 2000 Sidney Olympic, Taekwondo has positioned itself 

as an sport to excite people throughout the world. In spite of that popularity, however, a 

philosophical reflection of Taekwondo has not clearly been known. 

Western people usually suppose Taekwondo as a mystified fighting skill or a way to 

exert a kind of supernatural power. The special value of Taekwondo, different from 

Western sports, explains the reason of that mysticism. What are the inward values of 

Taekwondo? The objective of this paper is to explain them. We need to set a definition of 

Taekwondo before any direct approaching to inward values of it. 

II . The Definition of Taekwondo 

As mentioned above, it should be provided with a definition of 'What is Taekwondo?' 

as a precondition to explain its inward values. The discussion of definition will be 

developed on the basis of the factual and normative concepts by Song, Hyeong-suk(2006). 

1 . Taekwondo as a factual concept 

A factual concept of Taekwondo is used to designate an event of sports in a general 

sense. According to it, Taekwondo appears as a neutralized form of action consisting in a 

series of bodily skills and rules, as a event of sports like soccer, volleyball, basketball, 

handball, judo, etc. The n Taekwondo can be defined as a martial arts of Korea that a 

weaponless player usually strike with kicks maintaining some distance from the opponent. 

This kind of perspective is focusing on the technical part of Taekwondo which means 

things like the improvement of exciting skills as destructions or flying kicks and the win-
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for-win principle of games. As a factual concept, therefore, Taekwondo is like all the other 

sports in that a player must be stronger than the others physically and skillfully, and 

he/she must dominate the opponent to win. The opponent appears not as his/her partner 

but only as an enemy to always stand against. The meaning of competition in every sport 

including Taekwondo is wholly self-interested, and crowd gathers to enjoy the scene of 

difference between winner and loser in a stadium or gym(Lee, Jung-hak, 1995). 

2. Taekwondo as a normative concept 

The normative concept of Taekwondo varies according to the meaning of Tao(ili:). In 

East. the Tao is the basic principle to explain the forming and changing of all things in the 

universe. Tao is the essence, the true form of everything, and it is the achievment of 

perfection for men to reach it. In East this idea gave rise to the traditional task of mind

training. The traditional bodily training in East is still based on the consept of Tao, that the 

meaning of Tao, a systen of thought in training, is not an idealistic one but a practical one 

to be practically exercised. 

1) Taekwondo as a way of men 

Men are of necessity social beings to live together with others. Upon that necessity it 

ts called the ethic to understand, adhere to, and practice the order and custom of 

community. In Taekwondo the traditional idea of East and the traditional ethic of Korea are 

included. for it is the very product out of those backgrounds. Those kinds of value 

consider both the movement of body and mind at the same time and do not discriminate 

between them. The objective of Taekwondo, therefore, is to pacify my mind as a 

completed character and not to dominate the enemy, that a real victory is to purify one's 

mind that was once troubled. The true value of Taekwondo training lies in a perception to 

pursue the completed character as a social being. We can have a chance of self-reflection 

and formation of character not just with simple things as technics and wins, but with a 

realization of a wisdom of life including the harmony among things as nature, human being, 

universe, and the respect and love towards men. 

Now we have to exalt Taekwondo as a global culture of bodily and social training for 

60 million people from 181 countries outside the local particularity of Korea. 

2) Taekwondo as a way of art 

The normative concept of Taekwondo includes a value of art. The art here refers to a 

value to seek powerfulness and healthiness at the same time. According to it, it is not the 
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true meaning of Taekwondo to take one over another. We can have powerfulness through 

training. Training is a process of effort to reach the ideal state of a perfect powerfulness. 

The process to a perfect powerfulness presupposes healthiness. We cannot continue in 

training without healthine ss. This value of Taekwondo seeks the principle of non-violence 

and non-attacking based on the powerfulness and healthiness , which are sought at the 

same time through the endless training and Gyorugi as a law of animating, not killing. 

3) Taekwondo as a self-discipline 

In East, the martial arts was taken for a long time not only in a sense of winning and 

skills of fighting, but in a more profound sense of ehic and morality. According to that, a 

man who trains martial arts should be perfect in his/her character as well as in his/her 

skills. This kind of expectation can be found in a traditional Eastern concept of self

discipline. In East self-discipline means both bodily training and the discipline of human 

mind through it. The word standing for self-descipline itself has a certain nuance as the 

mind training or forming of character. 

What draws our attention in the study of archery and arts at Japan or the Far East is 

that the y are for mind training and not for a utilitarianism or an aesthetic pleasure. 

Herrigel(1971) described this feature of Eastern martial arts well in his point that it is "to 

be united with the ultimate reality." Taekwondo is also same in seeking a perfect character 

through bodily training. It explains the perfectness of self-realization with things as self

control. law-abidingness. patriotism. pacifism. The outcome of bodily training in 

Taekwondo is the sublimating of one's character. 

This kind of concept of discipline is founded on the thought that body and mind are 

inseparably related to each other. In India there is a word tapas as an analogous concept of 

discipline. Tapas is usually translated into a concept as asceticism, but originally refers to 

an activity of heating something as heat or fire does. Tapas can then be taken as an 

energy to generate or awaken a new self or a new activity of mind inside one 's spirit 

through training every competence in one's body. As we have seen, in East the thought 

that see s bodily training as mind training ha s since long been passed on. This sort of view 

on discipline has a very important implication for Taekwondo as a way of education 

nowadays. 

ill. Conclusion 

Having been chosen as a formal event at the Olympic Games, the competitive and win-
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for-win side of Taekwondo has stood out and the commercialism and spectacular 

character of Taekwondo have spread rapidly according to it. It causes a threat as a harm 

to the identity of and a misunderstanding of Taekwondo(Kim, Dong-gyu, Kim, Hyeong-gyu, 

Joo, Dong-jin, 1995). This game-centered trend will degrade Taekwondo into a game of 

mere spectacle and winning with fragmentary learning of techniques, and further into a 

brutal fight matching crowd's taste and commercialism. Therefore a fixing of inward values 

of Taekwondo has an critical role in the desirable development of it. 

We shall look briefly over the factual and normative concepts aforementioned to finally 

draw a conclusion of this study. 

The inward value of Taekwondo as a factual concept tries to 'show' an superficial 

feature and reality. Spectacular kicks, thundering shouts. tensed looks are never to be 

failed in catching the eyes of the world. Especially the magnificient kick at the final 

heavyweight match of Olympic Athens 2004 showed the essence of Taekwondo skills. 

But this kind of one-sided pursuit will promote popularizing of Taekwondo and make it 

fall down to the mere win-for-win principle and spectacle. The factual concept of 

Taekwondo will be properly fixed presupposing a broader value of mind training. 

Another inward value of Taekwondo as a normative concept emphasizes the concept 

of Tao in the tradition of East and the discipline of body and mind in a community to attain 

the perfectness of character through bodily training. And the value of powerfulness and 

healthiness seeks the principle of non-violence and non-attacking and fixes itself as a law 

of animating, not killing. 

If the factual concept of Taekwondo centers on things to 'be shown'. the normative 

concept centers on things to 'be felt.' The expression of manner and respect at the match 

is taken as a part of mind training pursuing not the winning itself but the love and respect 

for men. 

Now Taekwondo should spare no efforts in uplifting itself from the factual concept to 

'be shown' to the normative concept to 'be felt'. 
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THE IDEA OF CREATION IN IQBAL'S PHILOSOPHY 

Abstract in Turkish 

Veli URHAN, Gazi University 

vurhan@gazi.edu.tr 

iKBAL'iN DiN FELSEFESiNDE "YARADILIS" FiKRi 

Hindistan'm Madras. Haydarsbst ve Aligarh gibi <;e~itli Universitelerinde 1928 ve 1929 

ydlannda verdigi ingilizce konfersnslannm bir arsys getirilmesiyle olu~mu~ bulunan 

!slam 'da D1i1f Diisiincemn Yemden Kurulusu ad II eserindeki ilk konfersnsma ikbsl ~u 

sorularla ba~lsr: "i<;inde ys~adtgtmtz evrenin karakteri ve gene! yaptst nedir? Evrenin 

kurulu~unda slirekli olan bir unsur var mtdtr? Evrenle ne gibi ili~kiler i<;indeyiz? Evrendeki 

yerimiz nedir? ve Hangi tutumumuz bu yere uygundur?" Evrenin "yarad1hs" 1 fikri onun din, 

felsefe ve edebiyat alanlannda ortak bir nitelik ta~tdtgma i~aret ettigi bu sorulars verilmi~ 

cevaplann 1~1gmda ele ahnacakttr. 

Tannya atfedilen ysratmsnm her ~eyi yoktan ve ezelde bir defada gen;;ekle~tirilmi~ bir 

yaratma oldugundan soz edilebildigi gibi, yine her ~eyi yoktan ama ezelde bir defads degil. 

ezeli bir ~imdinin i<;inde her an ve silrekli yaratma oldugundan da soz edilebilmektedir. 

ikbal bunlardan ikincisini benimsemi~ olan bir dli~i'inlirdlir. islam'm ongordUgLi T<mn 

anlayt~ma uygun buldugu bu snrekli yaradtlt~ modelini a<;tklarken o, bu konudaki 

dU~ilncelerini Bergson, Whitehead ve Hartshorne gibi sUre<; metafiziginin Batt'daki onemli 

temsilcilerinin fikirleriyle destekler. Kur'anda yaratmayt anlatmak ic;;in kullamlmt~ olan 

"ha!k". "ibda" ve "kiin" gibi sozdtklerin anlamlsnnt ikbal yine Kur' and a gee;; en 

"siinnetu/Jah" kavrsmmm t~tgmda anlamaya c;;ah~trken. slirec;; felsefesinin kendisine bUyilk 

bir kolsyhk sagladtgt soylenebilir. 

ikbai'in evrenin yaraddt~ma ili~kin fikirlerini tartt!;lmaya gec;;meden once "yaratma" 

kavrammm dU~Unce tarihinin akt~t ic;;inde kazanmt~ oldugu anlsmlara c;;ok gene! hatlanyla bir 

goz atmanm yararh olscagt kantsmdaytz. Gene!, sanatsal ve teolojik anlamlardaki 

kullandt~lan dikkate almdtgmda bu kavramla, eger herhangi bir ~eyin onceden varolan 

unsurlar aractl!gtyla yeni bir bi<;ime kavu~mast kastedilirse, bundan bir sanat esennm 

yarattlmas!, bir yolun yontemin ortaya c;;tkanlmast, yarattct bir dil~Uncenin kendini 

gostermesi v.s. anla~tltr. 
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Teolojik anlamda, eger evrenm Tann'yla birlikte ezeli olmadJgJ, belirli bir zamanda 

Tann'mn iradesiyle var olmaya ba~ladJgi kabul edilirse, buna da onun yoktan yaratilmas1 

(creation e;r: mhilo) denilir. Yaratmamn bir de Bat1 felsefe geleneginin once skolastikleri ile 

kartezyenlerinde daha sonra da Whitehead ve Hartshorne gibi panenteistlerinde goriilen bir 

"sllrekli yarad11I~" bic,;iminden soz edilir ki, bununla Tann'nm evrenin her amm bir varolu~ 

siirecinin ic,;inde muhafaza etmesi kastedilir. 

H<1rtshorne'a gore, "yaratmak daha once belirsiz olam belirlemek, tahsis edilmemi:;~i 

tahsis etmek ve boylece realitenin zenginligine yeni bir ~ey eklemektir". YaratJcJhgJ bilfiil 

varhklann bir sebebi olarak degil. bilfiil varhklan yaratJcJhgm an/an olarak goren 

Whitehead'e gore ise, zamanm ic,;inde ak1p giden bi.itiln siirec,; yaratJcJhgm ic,;inde 

gerc,;ekle~tiginden yaratJcthgm tO.kenmesi diye bir :;~ey soz konusu olamaz. 

Andre Lalande Vocabulaire'inde J.Lachelier'ye dayanarak, yaratmaya yaratJcJsJ 

olmayan bir ba~lang1c,; denilemeyecegi gibi, onun bir ba:;~lang1c,; fikrini ic,;ermesinin de zorunlu 

olmadJglm; M.Bernes'e dayanarak da, zamandaki ba~lang1c,; fikrinin ancak yoktan (ex mhilo) 

yaratma fikrinin belirli bir formuna bagh bulundugunu, dolayJS!yla, yaratma sozcli.gilniln bu 

anlam1yla yalmzca oze degil aym zamanda varolu:;~a, yalmzca forma degil aym zamanda 

maddeye r<1dikal bir bagJmhhgl, bu bagimhhgm zamanm d1:;~mda bile t8sarlanabilecegi bir 

bic,;imde, gosterdigini one surer. 

Buraya kadar ikbat'in yar8dil1:;~ kavram1 ile ilgili ol<1rak. ozeti verilmi~ alan dil:;~ilnceleri 

CJS!l bildiri metninde daha aynntJh bic,;imde ele ahmp tartJ~ilacaktJr. 
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MEVLANA VE 13.YY.IN BAZI SUFiLERiNDE 

EVRENSEL BiRLiK FiKRi 
(The Universal Concept of Unity of Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi and the Other 

13th Century Turkish Poets) 

Cihan Okuyucu, Fatih Universty 

okuyucu@fatih.edu.tr 

Asnm1zm bi.iyi.ik di.i!)lini.irlerinden Toynbee, 1keda ile yaphg1 kitapla~ml!) uzun 

soyleyi~inde (Ya~am1 Sec,;in, Ankara Dniv. Yay.)gi.inlimi.iz insanhgmm ic,;inde bulundugu !1U 

temel paradoksa dikkat c,;eker. Bu c,;agm insant olan bizler C1tal<lnm1za gore cok daha 

bilgiliyiz fakat delha ahlakh degiliz. Bu yUzden eri;~mi~ oldugumuz bilgi ve teknoloji 

bir silah gibi yine kendi kendimizi tehdit eder hale gelmi!)tir. Medeniyetimizin kendi 

kendisini mahvetmemesi ic,;in bu bilgiyi kald1racak bir ahlak omurgasma ihtiyac1 vard1r. 

Diger taraft<m mademki di.inya global bir koy haline gelmi~tir ahlaki degerlerin de bi.itlln 

insanlcmn payla;~ttgl ortelk hi.imaniter degerler olmas1 laz1m gelir. Peki ama bu ortak 

degcrleri nereden bulacag1z? Dli!)linUriimUz bunun ic,;in en iyi kaynagm yine mevcut 

bi.iyi.ik dinler oldugu fikrindedir. Ne var ki Toynbee'ye gore dinlerin c,;ati;~mac! bir yam 

da vard1r, dolaylslyla bu ozellikleri ay1kl<mmah ve bir nevi 1slah edilerek 

ehlile~tirilmelidirler. Bizce bu tav1r tipik bir sekiiler bah~ tarz1d1r.Dinin ilahi olduguna 

inanan bir mi.imin ic;in dine mi.idahele etmek soz konusu olamaz. 0 halde sorumuz !)U 

olmahd1r? Globalle~menin zaruretine inamm bir fert yahut toplum kendi dini degerlerine 

bagh kalarak evrenselle~ebilir mi? Ba~ka ki.ilti.irlerle yan yana ve ban!) ic,;inde 

ya!)ayabilir mi? Sozgelimi islam boyle bir payla~tma ac,;1k mtd1r? Bu k1sa tebligimizde 

13.yy.da Anadoluda ya~am1~ 3 sufiden hareketle bu sorunun cevabtm arayacag1z. 

Fikirlerine ba~vuracaglmlz i.ic; sufiden biri gerek eserleriyle gerek Mevlevilik diye 

bilinen tarikatlyla bi.itlin di.inyada c,;ok tanman bir ~ahsiyet olan Mevlana Celaleddin 

Rumidir. (1207-1273)0nun fikri takipc,;ileri ve c,;agda~lan olan diger ikisi ise Tlirkc,;enin 

en bliyi.ik ~airlerinden alan Yunus Emre(l240 -1320) ile Garipname isimli bi.iyi.ik bir 

Mesnevi yazm1~ olan A~tk Pa~a(-1332)'dlr. A~tk Pa~anm Garipnamesi daha sistematik 

bir yap1da oldugu ic,;in biz her lie; sufide paralel alan hlimaniter fikirleri oncelikle bu 

eseri merkeze alarak incelemek istiyoruz. 

Bir mnhendis kafasma sahip olan A~tk Pa~a 10 bin beyti a~an hacimli eserini 
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olduk<;a ilgin<; bir sistemle yazm1~t1r. Yazar kiitUphanecilikte kullamlan lO'lu Dewey sistemi 

gibi her rC1kam1 bir konuyC\ tahsis e tmi~tir. Sozgelimi -kendi i<;inde de 10 k1sma aynlan 

- ilk bollimde konu birlik ve bir obn ~ e yl e rdir. !kinci bo!Umde ikile r, li<;lincii bollimde 

Uc;l e r vs. ele ahnmt~t1r. Yazar ilk bollimde birligin onemine vurgu yapar ve c;e~itli 

ornekler verir.Buradaki birlik ~liphesiz once likle tasavvufi bir kavramd1r. Ancak yazar 

bu kelimeye aym zamandCI ;politik, sosyCil ve pratik bir mana yi.ikler. Buna gore Tann 

birdir ve birligi sever. Aslmda -Budizm Cln!ayJ~ma benzer tarzda-insan da dahil gelmi~ 

ve gelecek her ~ey tek bir blituni.in par<;as1d1r ve insan bu evrensel birlikle uyum 

i<;inde olmaltdtr. 

A~1k Pa~a insanlann birligini ve slirekliligini <;e~itli benzetmelerle a<;1klar: Buna 

gore insanhk bir bedene benzer . her ins<m da birbirlerini tamamlamalan bak1mmdan 

bu bedenin uzuvl<:m gibidir. 

271 Ba~ gibi vii goz gibi kulak gibi 

Dil gibi hem el li hem ayak gibi 

272 Her birisi bir ~ekil yumu~cl<ldlr 

ilia baks<m kamus1 bir i~cledir. 

Bu insanhk bedeninde; Hz.Adem <lY<lk. gem1 yap<m Nuh el, Tann ile konu~an 

Musa dil, Davut kulak. ibrahim goz. her dilden anl<ly<m SU!eyman gonlil, oliileri dirilten 

is" ruh, peygambe rlerin sonu ol<m 1-l z.Muhammed ba~1 temsil eder. Sairin bu 

benzetmelerden asil amac1 ins8mn bir pan,;C\sl oldugu diger ins<:mlara kan;1 gorevlerini 

hC\tJr!atmaktlr. Mese l<~ ins<~nda iki goz v<~rdir ama bunlar birlikte bakarlar,birlikte uyurlar, 

birlikte gi.ili.ip birlikte aglarlar. 1n s<~n d<l boylece ba~kal<~nnm ac1sma sevincine ortak 

olmahdir.Sufiler <trasmd<l c;ok yaygm alan bu fikir en iyi ifadesini yine 13. asnn ~airi 

alan Seyh Sadinin ~u m1sr<tlannda bulmu~tur : 

Beni adem <J za-y! yek-digerend 

Ki ez-aferine~ zi-yek gevherend 

Cii uzvi be-rene avered ruzigar 

Uzvha-y! dige rra ne maned k8r8r 

Unsanlar b1r beden ve her insrm bu bedenin azas1 gibid1r. r;;ankii insanlann hepsi 

aym kaynaktan gelmekted1r. Eger bedendeki b1r organ hastalamrsa diger organlar da 

rahats1z olurlar.) Buradaki mesa] a<;1kt1r:Sen de bir organ hC1kmilndesin; o halde 

hemcinslerinin acil8nna lakayt kalma! 

Aym fikir Mevlanada ~u c;arp1C1 cl"lmleyle ifade edilir: "Benim tek bir camm, yUz bin 

tenim var.. Binlerce insan gOrdiim ki ben onlar olmu~um sanki. Onlann arasmda yalmz 

kendimi g5remedim." (Rubailer, 954, 1067) 
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Medresede ba~ hoca olan Mevlanamn gezgm bir dervi~ olan Semsle dostlugu bir 

c;ok menk1benin konusu olmu~tur. A~<1g1daki menk1be yukanya aldigimiz cUmlenin de 

iz<1h1 gibidir. Talebeleri hocalanm Semsten k1skamr ve ona sorarlar: 

-Sen zaten bu asnn ilimde ve fazilette biricigisin. 0 halde bu fakir ve cahil 

dervi~ten ne ogredin ki onun etrafmda pervane olmadasm. Mevlana onlara :;~u cevabt 

verir: 

-Ben Semsi tamm<~dan once, d1~anda a<; insanlar dol<1~1rken yemek yer , r,;Iplak 

insanl<~r k1~ soguklannda li~Urken ocak ba~lannda tstmrdtm. Simdi ocak ba~mda bile 

olsam dt~anda <;tplak bir insan oldukca tsmmaz oldum, zengin sofralarda da otursam 

d1~anda aclar dola~trken doymaz oldum. 1~te Sems bana bunu-yani insanlarm bir 

parcasl oldugumu hissetmeyi- ogretti. 

Tekrar Garipnamedeki bUtiin insanlann ve peygamberlerin birbirlerini tamamladtgt 

fikrine geri dbnelim. Pekala her insan ve her peygamberin farkh bzellikler ta~1d@m 

dolayJstyla aralannda boyle bir birlik olmadtgmt dU~Onebiliriz.A~tk Pa~a'ya gore birlikten 

kas1t fikirde birliktir, yoksa aym amaca farkh yollardan gidilebilir. Bu yUzden zahiri 

farkldtklara aldanmamah ic;teki birligi yakalamaild1r .. Sair farkldtktaki birlige ornek 

ol<lr<lk insan<l kendi eline dikk<lt etmesini sailk verir. Eldeki bOtnn p<lrmakl<lr tek bir 

bilekten-kokten <;1km1~ ve f<lrkltl<l~mt:;~ttr.Gorlinli~te hie; biri digerinin aym degildir. Ama 

bu farkhhk yamlttctdtr. Zira bir i~ soz konusu olunc<l bunlann hepsi aym gaye etrafmd<t 

kenetlenirler. Aym kokten gelen <lm<l daha sonra meslek ve me~repce farkhla~<tn 

insanlar da elin bu yaptstm model almal1 ve ort<tk insani gayelerde tekr<tr birle~melidirler. 

Yazann bu fikre verdigi diger bir ornek de sudur. Yerylizlindeki blittin sular tek bir 

sudan c;ogalm1~ dagtlmt~lard1r: 

441 Bir denizdendir kamu sular ba~1 

Dagtluben tuttular dagt ta~t 

Her su damlast aslma geri dbnmek ister ama tek ba~ma bunu ba~aramaz; kar~tsma 

c;1kan dag, ta~ ona mani olur. Ancak damlalar bir araya gelip pmar,pmarlar trmak, 

1rmaklar nehir olunca dagt c;o!U a~tp denize ula~trlar. insanlar da tek bir evden c;Iktp 

kainata dagtlmi~lardtr ve amaclan tekrar o eve dbnmektir.Ancak birle~en d<lmlalar gibi 

aym gayedeki insanlann da bir araya gelmesi gerekir ki maksat h<lstl olsun. Yunus 

Emre aym fikri ~u mtsralarla ifade eder: 

Dirildik pmar olduk 

Inldtk 1rmak olduk 

Akttk denize dolduk 

Ta~ttk elhamdLilillah 
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A~1k Pa~a bir toplulukta toplumu te~kil eden blitlin insanlann toplam gilclinli a~an 

bir gU<; olduguna do dikkat r,;eker. Bu konudo kullandJgJ ilgin<; 6rnek ~udur: C:olde 

yemek ir,;in kov ve <;akmak ta~Jy!a ote~ yakan bir Arap oturup dli~linmeye ba~Jar .. Ne 

kavda ne ta~ta ate~ mevcut degilken bunlann bir araya gelmeleriyle nasil olmu~ da 

ate~ zuhur etmi~tir? Demek ki bir araya gelen iki ~eyde her ikisinde de olmayan 

Ur,;ilncli bir ~ey ortayo r,;1kmakta .. Birinci boliimlin 10. ve sonuncu k1smmda ise birlik 

fikri bUtlin insanlan ku~atan bir monoyo bUrlinlir.Ash Mevlana'nm Mesnevisinde bulunan 

bu hikayeye gore bir TUrk . bir Arap ve bir Ermeni yolda bulduklan bir akr,;e ile 

yiyecek almak isterler. Her biri kendi dilince lizlim ister. Ancak birbirlerini anlamad!klalr 

ir,;in farkh ~eyler istediklerini zannederler ve aralannda k;wga <;1kar.. Bu nliktenin 

Mevlamdaki ~eklinde Ermeninin yerini Rum ve iranl! ahr. Bunlar kendi dillerince DzDm, 

ineb. engur ve istafi/ isterler ve tortJ~moya ba~larlar.Neticede hepsinin dilini bilen biri 

Uzi.imU getirip ortalanna koyunca hepsinin yi.izU gUler ve aslmda aym ~eyi istediklerini 

anlarlar. Boylece Mevlana insanlar arasmda dilleri a~an bir dil, bir insanhk dili oldugunu 

ifade etmek ister.Bir anlamda Mevlana bu diller Usti.i dili bilen ki~inin kendisidir.Nitekim 

~oyle der: 

"Bizim bu dilden ba~ka bir dilimiz, cennetten, cehennemden ba:;~ka bir yerimiz vard1r. " 

CRubailer, 304. 306. 344) 

Bu diller UstU dilden kastm ortak insani ozellikler oldugunu soyleyebiliriz. Dinimiz 

ve dilimiz ne olursa olsun biHCm insan!CJrla ortak dogrulanm1z ve yanh~lanm1z . ortak 

insani kodlanm1z bulunmaktad1r. Farkh olan sadece bunlan ifade edi~ bic:;imimizdir. 

Yine A~1k Pa~ay1 dinleyelim: 

653 Bes bir evdendir bu ciimle mevcudat 

Muhtelif di.i~mli~tlir ilia mahlukat 

655 Yetmi~ iki milletin maksudu ol 

Matlubu ma~uku ve maksudu ol 

656 Gam degil ger dilleri ayng ise 

Hal ic:;inde eksik i1 artuk ise 

658 C:Un garaz birdir bire bitmek gerek 

Birikliben bir yola gitmek gerek 

(BDtiin yaratJ/mJ~/ar tek bir evin halk1dJr ama goriinD~/eri fark!J/a~mJ~tir. 72 millet 

kendi di/ince 0 tek Tanny1 ister.Madem ki istekleri birdir, di/Jeri fark!J a/sun ne 91kar. 

Gaye bir ise o bir!Jk etrafmda birle~mek ve bir!Ikte yo/a koyulmak gerek.) 

Bu m1sralarda ~air aslmda blitUn islam sufilerinin anlay1~ma tercliman olmakta. Sufi 
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ic;;in kainat Tannmn evi ve mevcut her ~ey Tannmn halk1 olmakta. Hal boyle olunca 

yaratdmt~lar arasmda bazdannt begenip bazdanm begenmemek, sonur,;ta Tannnm 

eserine ve istegine kar~t gelmek demektir. Yunusun ifadesiyle sufinin kimseye kin 

tutma lliksil yoktur: 

Adtmtz miskindir bizim 

Dil~mammtz kindir bizim 

Biz kimseye kin tutmaytz 

Kamu alem birdir bize 

(Bizim tek bir dii$mfJmmiz var, o da diisman!Jifm kendisi K1mseye kin beslemeyiz 

runkii sevgi!i alan Tannnm yarattiifi hersey bizim irin sevgilidii] 

Bi.itiln bilgilerin ba~t i~te bu bakt~t ogrenmektir: 

Ci.imle yaraddmt~a bir goz ile bakmayan 

Halka mi.iderris ise hakikatte asidir 

BUtUn insanlar Tannnm ailesi hi.ikmUnde olduguna gore insan kendisi ic;;in istedigini 

ba~kast ic;;in de istemelidir. Yunus bCttlin dinlerin bu evrensel hakikat ic;;in geldigini soyiCtyor: 

Sen sana ne samrsan ayruga da am san 

Dort kitabm manast budur eger var-ise 

(Kendin Ifs'In ne istiyorsan baskasJ ;,·in de onu iste. Dart kitabm da ozii ozeti 

budur.) 

Mesneviden aldtgtmtz ~u kncnk nukte de sufinin yaratth~ kar~tsmdaki saygtsmt 

pek gfizel ifade ediyor: 

Meshur sufilerden Behli.il bir dervi~e; 

-Nasilsm, ne haldesin ? diye sordu. 0 da: 

-Bu dilnyadaki bi.itiln i~ler kendi istedigi gibi olan biri nasil olursa oyleyim.Her 

sabah gUnes benim istedigim gibi dogup batmada.Gece yildtzlar benim istegime gore 

parlamada, nehirler benim istedigim yere akmada.Hayat, olilm, hastahk. saghk, bunlann 

hepsi tam benim gonlilmi.in muradt ilzre ... Daha nasil olaytm! Behlul: 

-Nasil her sey senin istegin Uzre oluyor bakahm, diye sorunca beriki ~oyle der: 

- "Degil mi ki bi.itfm bunlar Hakkm irade ve istegiyle olup bitmekte. Ve madem ki 

ben de Hakkm takdirine raz1 olmus. Onun istegini istek edinmi~im. 0 halde her ~ey tam 

olmas1 gerektigi gibi. 

Evrensel saygmm ikinci adtmt evrensel sevgi ve ozellikle insana yonelik olan 

hilmaniter sevgidir. Ancak bu sevgide klasik hUmanist anlay1sla sufist hilmanizmin hareket 

noktalan baktmmdan farkh oldugunu soylemek gerekir. Hilmanizmde insana duyulan sevgi 
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yine insan kaynakltdtr. Sufi ise insant blitlin varltklar arasmda Tannnm glizelliklerini en 

tYI yanstt<m bir ayna olmast baktmtndan degerli bulur. Yunusun ifadesiyle prensip ~udur: 

Y C\rattlant severiz yaratanmdan otlirli 

Mevlana Tannyt gUne~e. bLitlin varltklan ve insanlan tse gilne~in t~tgtnt yansttan 

aynalarCJ benzetir. insan aynadaki t~tgt sevmekle gen;ekte gline~i sevmi~ olur. Cilnkti 

t~tk gtine~ten ayn degildir. Bunun tersi de dogrudur: Gtine~i seven onun t~tgmt yani 

y<lratttklannt da sevmek durumundadtr. Yoksa kendi kendisiyle c,;eli~mi~ olur. Mevlana bu 

fikri a~k konusuna da ba~anyla uygular. islam edebiyatlannm me~hur hikayesi Leyla ile 

Mecnunda a~k once tamamtyla ins<lnidir; Mecnun Leylayt sevmektedir,o kadar .. Ancak 

Z8m<mla Leyla kabmdan ta~maya ve blitlin kainatt kaplamaya ba~lar. Arttk Mecnuna her 

~ey Leyla gibi gorl'tnmektedir. Gece onun sac,;landtr, ytldtzlar di~leri. ay yanagt, gi.'tne~ 

gL'tlLimseyi~idir. Leyl<mtn sokagmdan gec,;en bir kopek bile onunla ilgisi baktmmdan sevgili 

ve sevimlidir. Ktsacast Mecnun Leylada gordilgil glizelligi arttk biltfm yarattlanlarda 

gormeye ve sevmeye ba~lar. Boylece Leyla gaye olmaktan c,;ok evrensel sevgiye 

Biz yukandan beri ozetlemeye ~,;alt~ttgmtz bu fikirlerin glinL'tmL'Izi.'tn problemlerini 

c,;ozmede pratik bir degeri oldugunu dCl dU~LinUyoruz. GLinlimUzde ana sorunumuz bir yandan 

kendi farkltltklanmtzt ve yerel kUlturlerimizi korurken diger taraftan nClstl evrensel bir 

b<m~ tesis edebilecegimiz konusudur. Mevlananm ~u beyti bu konuda oldukc,;a fikir 

vericidir: 

Hem-c,;il perganm der-pa der-~eriat ilstilvar 

Pay-t diger seyr-i heftad i.i dO-millet mikilned 

(Bir ayag1m SJmsJkJ is!amm iizerinde. diger ayag1mla 72 mi!Jeti do!a~JYor ve 

kucak!Jyorum.) 

Bu sozler bize "Vaymarhytm ve dilnya vatanda~tytm Yani bir milliyetim var ama 

aym zamanda dUnyanm adamtytm." diyen Gothenin sozlerini hattrlatmaktadtr. Demek ki 

burada hem kendisi kalmak hem hem kendini a~mak sozkonusudur.Peki bu milmkiln mil? 

Sekil olarak haytr, ruh olarak evet. MevHina, insanltgm birligini, dinlerin ve ktiltiirlerin 

~ekil birliginde aramaz. Ona gore ~ekil. ~,;e~itli renk ve desendeki kaplara benzer. Mana ise 

sudur. Dt~ gozii kab1, ic,; gozil ise suyu g5rilr. Aslolan kapta degil suda bir olmakttr. 

Ktsacast herkes kendi dininin ~ekll yaptsmt korumalt ama ozdeki mil~terek noktalar 

Uzerinde diger din mensuplanyla dost~,;a, steak alakalar kurmaltdtr. Ruml'nin diger dinlere 

yonelik bu tutumu bazan onun dinler l'tstil bir ~ah1s gbi algtlanmasma yo! a~,;mt~ttr. Asltnda 

onun fikirleri Kur'an'm HOd suresi 118-119. ayetlerindeki esprinin ~iire doktilti~Udtir. Bu 

ayetlere gore, Allah dileseydi tUm insanltk bir tek timmet olur. bir tek imanda birle~irdi ama 
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Allah insanlan kendi se<;;imlerinde serbest btrakmt~ttr. 0 halde diyebiliriz ki glinlimi.izde 

muhta<;; oldugumuz evrensel degerlerin pek c;ogunu kendi btinyesinde banndtran islam 

sufizmi bu prensipleri dine ragmen degil dogrudan dogruya dinin kendisinden almaktadtr 

Gori.illiyor ki ROm!, 7 asn a~km bir zaman once, buglin bile ula~amadtgtmtz bir kozmik

evrensel kOlture, bir ktilti.irleri.istli dtizeye (transcultUral state) ula~m1~ ve bunun gereklerini 

de ya~amt~ttr. Nicholson, ROml'nin- ilahl Komedya'smda !slam Peygamberi'ni cehennemde 

tasvir eden- Dante'ye OstOnlOgOnden bahsederken, ~oyle der: "ROmi, Dante'nin dogumundan 

birkac ytl sonra oldo. Fakat, Htristiyan ~air, cagda~t MoslOman ~airin ula~ttg1 enginlik, 

merhamet ve ho~gorOden uzaklardadtr." (Nicholson, 100) Ruminin inandtgt degerleri kendi 

hayatma tatbik ettigini ondan bahseden bir cok kaynaktan ogreniyoruz.Cok saytdaki 

ornekden sadece bir tanesini almttlayahm: 

Bir sema meclisinde sarho~ bir Htristiyan yalpalayarak Mevlana'ya c;arptyor ve slirekli 

onu rahatstz ediyordu. i<;erdekiler adamt engellemeye kalktilar. Mevlana buna retzt 

olmadt ve dedi ki: Dokunmaym ana. Sarabt o icmi~, sarho~lugu sizler 

yaptyorsunuz."(Fi.irGzetnfer. 192) Mevlanet ve diger sufilerin "yalmz ba~kalanm dO~Onme" 

diyebilecegimiz sevgisi ancak nebilere ve velilere mahsus alan kar~tltkstz ve etynmstz 

bir sevgidir. 0 insana toprak gibi, gline~ gibi. su gibi olmayt ogntler. Toprak, gi.ine~ ve 

su insanligm ortak nimetleridir. Su hic;bir kirden igrenmez ve biitrln kirleri temizler.Yagmur 

din ve dil sec;meden biitlln tarlalara yagar, gLlne~ her bacadan girer. "Benim tekkem ~ilem, 

medresem dOnyadtr." diyen Rumi de kendisini insanhga adayan bOyle bOyOk ruhlardandtr. 

Tebligimizi Gandhi'nin pek sevdigi bir Mesnevi beyti ve Yunusun birkac; mtsratyla 

bitirelim: 

Ma-bera-yt vasl kerden amedim 

Ne bera-yt fasl kerden amedim 

(Biz biJlmeye, parr;alamaya gelmedik. Biz aynlanlan bulu5turmaya, uzak d05enleri 

kavusturmaya geldik) 

Yunus Emreden: 

Kaynaklar: 

Gelin tam~tk idelim i~in kolay ktlahm 

Sevelim sevilelim dtinya kimseye kalmaz 

Ben gelmedim dava ic;in benim i~im sevi t<;;m 

Dostun evi gonlillerdir gonliller yapmaga geldim 

1. BiLD!RiLER ,Mevlananm 700.0ltim yildonlimli Dolaytstyla Uluslararast Mevlana 

Semineri(15-17 Arahk 1973) Ttirkiye i~ Bankast ,Haz.M.Onder 
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Confucius Views on the Soul 

1. Introduction 

Kim su-cheong, Dong-A University 

Soo-chung@hanmai I. net 

There have been various discussions exploring the relationship between the soul and 

the body. While some argue that the soul is an independent entity separated from the body, 

others assert the soul perishes along with death. In fact, not a few think the human soul 

becomes a spirit or a ghost. 

Is the soul immortal indeed? Or does it perish with death? Since the term soul is 

referred to as a ghost in Confucianism. Confucius views on the soul are, so to speak, 

related with views on ghosts (gui shen ~~$). 

2. Views on Ghost 

1) Ancient Times 

God meant Heavenly God in ancient times. Supreme Emperor was the almighty god 

signifying a king and below Him were Five Emperors representing His subjects. God was a 

reflection of earthly human beings. In this sense. god was human-god in those days. 

Qw010 is intrinsically conceived as the meaning of returning. ~~'IDtr.,9(Shuo Wen).! explains 

that man returns; that is Qui. Even today we refer to 'death' as 'returning'. This is an 

evidence that man, admitting the existence of this world and next, has held the belief that 

man goes to the Quj world upon death from this world. 

r~~c(LJ" Chi).! mentions 'ffj~(xing qi)' returns to heaven and its soul to earth. These 

words imply people have hold a vague conception about afterlife, a plain expression for the 

other world after death. QwtJ\i) is a significant concept revealing the existence of the 

other world which bears causal relationship with this world. They also regarded ghosts as 

a being, closely related with this life. which has to return after this life. Ancient people 

admitted the existence of previous life but they, it seems, didn't view the world after this 

life as a transcendental world. Ghosts in this sense is not pure spiritual beings. They are 
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beings with both mental and physical aspects. In sum, ancient people didn't view the mind 

and the subst<mce in dualistic sense. 

2) Pre-Qin Confucius Views on Ghosts 

There were many changes of the ideas on ghosts in Can Qia Zhan Quo era(*f*!I&I!!.Xl). 

These changes arose centering mainly on Confucianism and Taoism. They tried to 

understand ghosts in philosophical, not religious, terms. Confucius and Mencius, m 

particular, attempted to view them in terms of practical utility. 

When asked about ghosts and death by a pupil (r~M. Confucius replies, 

"How could we possibly worship ghosts with no regard to man?" 

"How could we know what death is without any idea of life?" 

We can conclude his words as follows: 

First. man and ghost as well as life and death are one. and if we know life and man we 

can know deRth Rnd ghost. Next, the world of death and ghost are beyond our knowledge, 

so it's better not to mention the unknown. Confucius tried to view death and ghost in line 

with this world. He thus didn't refer to supernRtural beings. ( r,lifU~~b ch.<7t:Jt>). He didn't 

completely deny that man, once dead. transforms into ghosts. He recommends we hold 

memorial rites for ghosts. This contradicts his previous claim. How can we accept it? 

Worshiping ghosts were intended to arm human beings in this life with morality 

through pious propriety, not meant for ghosts. ( ~",jifU~~.n ch.<i\fij>) His intention was to 

arouse xiao('!f:.) by observing rites for human-ghosts and ;ing(ti!J.) by ceremonies for 

Heavenly God. He also tried to understand ghosts in human terms and give ethical 

explanations about them. "Respecting but staying away from ghosts would be wise." 

~~',liiU~~b ch. <*ill>) 

r f,!iJ ~ (Zhou Yil.n explains such discussions as follows: 

"As Y;(~)can be equally and universally applied to heaven and earth, the principles of 

Yi can possibly cover those of heaven and earth. In making original Y1: the Great Teacher 

looked up and observed heaven and looked down and observed earth. In doing so, he came 

to know 'the principles of heaven and earth' (~ you) and 'the laws of human affairs' (aA 

ming). Exploring where the origin begins and where the end returns, we learn laws of 

death and life. Spirits gathers and become substances, transforming into spiritless state. 

For this reason we can know the true existence of ghosts." 

r)j!iJ~J ch. <~~r 1·.> 

In rml£(Zhou Yill , ·~aA(you m1'ng)', '1VUsi sheng)' and '71Viil\l(qui shen)' are regarded 
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as the principle of the world. And these are explained by ·~(yin)' and '~(yang)'. <*=-f-2:> 

'ffHYJi'ng)' as '!>~ (yang)' and ' ffff., (q1)' as 'f>~(yin) ' make all things in the world through diving 

and mixing. ''l.(sheng )' is what comes from 'ijj$(shen)' and ·~~(sJ)' is what goes to 

'IJJ.(qw)'. 'ijj$(shen)' and '*(qw)' is not the conception about being but the conception about 

operation. The principle of the world is achieved by the circulation of ·~~~(yin 

yang)'. Therefore, the idea that human's soul can exist after death is not correct. '*(qw)' 

means "returning to another state of the circulation". It doesn't mean "existing forever in 

the same stC\te before de ath". 

The views on ghosts of Confucius was established as a concrete principle in the Sung 

Confucianism(·ii~~). 

3) Views on ghost in Sung Confucianism 

*=-=f(Zhu Zl) explained the human beings and the world with the principle of J.lffi.(lj 

ql). For him. ~~'i:.Csi sheng) and 'Jt!,ijj$(qui shen) are also included in the movement of 

W.fff..(lj qi). His principle of W.fff..(Ji Ql) is based 1")-.,:jill:.'iiiDt( Tai Chi Tu ShuoJ of ~iU~i~(Zhou 

!ian XI). "Everything is ~W!( wi chi) and )-.,:t'j(tai chi) at the same time. ),-.,:ti's movement 

results in ~~(yang). When the movement reaches the extreme stage, it gets still. And the 

stillness brings about f>~(yin). When the stillness reaches the extreme stage, it gets 

active again. One movement and one stillness becomes one root and is divided into f>~(yin) 

and r~(yang), which become Jif>l@(JJ:::jng yJ). the delicate operation produces Ii.{f( wu XIng) 

-water, fire, wood, gold and earth-. ~~')(till:.'iiiDt.n ( Tai Chi Tu Shuo.n 

According to jj!ijiWi~(Zhou /ian XI), )(tfi.(tai chi) is the fundamental substance and the 

source of Ii.ff( wu XIng). kti(tai chi) is l£(1J) and ~~E.1'f(yin yang wu XIng) is ffff.,(ql). 

The principle of W.fff..Ui QI) is the theory in which f¥fjtJII(Cheng yi chuan) explained the 

human beings and the world by the relationship of J.mfff..(/i Ql). "The principle ffi.(dao) can't 

exist without ~p~(y1n yang). The way ~~~(yin yang) cooperate is the principle ~. 

r~~~(y1n yang) is ~(QI), which composes the visible thingsOfj fljjr :j!n The principle 1s 

W.(II), which composes the invisible thingsOfjfljj 1·. 1!f). <vol. 15-25 r=f¥iiU~J > 

~(II) means the principle. laws and rules. On the other hand, ffff.,(ql) means the 

phenomenal active energies. 

In Sung Confucianism, the significance of ghosts is given a new definition by he 

principle of W.fff..(Jj qJ). When one of his pupils denies the existence of ghosts but cannot 

discard their possibilities, f¥fjl"JII(Cheng yi chuan) says: 

"Human death, it is already a change. Existing things disappear. Solid substances with 

shapes get rotten, things worth mentioning no longer exist. Talks of ghosts are simply like 
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that." <val. 18-11, r=fM~, 1 iJ > 
Once dead, individual beings gathered and scattered disperse away. Even if we 

suppose the dispersed individual qi is gathered again and used for a new being to be born, 

its external figures will not correspond to it, and the qi used is no longer its previous 

individual qi. 

*Meanings of quiand shen <val. 28-1-7, D"·j1:£fA:Jil!.J > 

Fjg_,(qw) ii$(shen) 

bend: J/11 disperse 1$ 

disappear: ~ grow: :R 

~~. lr¥ ~.j/J 

rrJ ~ 

earth heaven 

moon sun 

night day 

fall, winter spring, summer 

human ghost heavenly ghost 

qui and shen are mutually opposite but complementary. This is the same with the logic 

of the relationship of for-against of yin-yang in ~(yJ). Whereas yin and yang is terms for 

birth and change of the whole universe, qui and shen are concepts explaining phenomena 

of individual world. Yin and yang are concepts of entity, and qui and shen of phenomenon. 

Sung Confucianism ends up insisting the the theory of ti yang yi yuan (UJIJ -5[;) that 

entities wll become phenomenal. 
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BUDDHISM AMONG THE TURKIC PEOPLES 

IN HISTORY AND TODAY 

Mehmet Kutalm1~, Fatih University 

mkutalmls@fatih.edu.tr 

1. The Religions Among the Turkic Peoples in the Past and the Present 

The Turkic peoples 1 had accepted Shamanism. Manichaeanism. Buddhism. Christianity, 

Judaism and Islam as their religion and used Kokturk. Uyghur. Arabic. Latin and Cyril 

alphabets (Tekin 1997) to write their languages. 

The Kokturks who lived in a land reaching the Northern Icy Sea in the north. to China 

m the south, and from Japanese Sea in the east. to the Caspian Sea in the west were 

Shamanist and pagans in general. The Kokturks believed that there is a unique God who 

created everything and that there were other gods having divine powers Onan 2000, 26-

66). The Kokturk monuments2 (550-7 45) are located within the Mongolian territories of 

today. The language of these monuments is Turkish and the names of people as Turk is 

inscribed on these monuments in the literary meaning that is used today {Tekin 2000; 

Ta~agii 1995). In Chinese sources the building of these Kokturk monuments is also 

mentioned and even the Chinese artists who helped in the inscription. On one face of these 

monuments there is a message from the Chinese emperor at the time written in the 

Chinese language. 

Although the Kokturks had very intensive interactions with the Chinese and other 

people. they were very conservative with their language, religion and culture. Repeatedly 

1 The term "Turkish" in this text is used for Turkey's Turkish and "Turkic" is used for other Turkic 

languages (Turkmen, Kazakh. Uyghur etc.) . The Turkish language is spoken and known in Turkey, 

in the Balkans. in Europe, the l\liddle East and the Caucasus. The Turkic peoples in the past were 

Karakhanids, Kharezm, Ghaznavicls, Seljuks in Iran and in Anatolia, Ottoman, 1\Iamluks, Ilkhanids, 

Baburids, Khazars, Kokturk. Uyghur, Kazak, and Kirghiz. The Turkic Republics of today are Turkey, 

Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan. Uzbekistan, and Azerbaijan. The autonomous Turkic Republics and groups 

are Yakut, Dolgan, Chuvash, Tatar. Bashkir, Tuva, Altay, Shor, Khakas, Kumyk, Nogay, Karachay

Balkar in Russian Federatinon, Azerbaijan in Iran, Uyghur in China, and Gagauz in l\1oldovia. 
2 The script and the language of the Kokturk monuments were deciphered by a Danish linguist 

Thomsen in 1893. 
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it is asked why Kokturks had .not accepted Buddhism. The fact that the Kokturk Kaghans in 

align with Bilge Kagan were against the culture and policy of the China is clearly 

instructing. They wished that the Kokturks would always remain in their homeland. I 

believe that if the Kokturks had accepted Buddhism they would have lost their native 

language, <md thus would have been assimilated into the Chinese civilization. 

The Karaim Turks who are descendents of the Khazars converted to Judaism in the 81
h 

century, live in Eastern Europe with a population amounting to several thousands 

(Johanson 1988. 54). The Yakutians, the Altays and the majority of the Shors who are in 

the Russian Federation today still keep to their She1manist belief. In addition there are 

some groups of Turkic peoples (e.g. Te1tar. Chuvash) who converted to Christianity during 

the period of Czarist Russia. The Orthodox Gagauz Turks who live in the Balkans and 

E8stern Europe converted to Christi<1nity since early time. 

The Turks who came down to the west st<1rted to convert to Islam from the beginning 

of 8th century. After the gth century they est8blished e1nd ruled states in Central Asia, Iran, 

the C<1uc<1sus. Mesopotamia. Egypt. Yemen. North Africa. the Balkans, Anatolia and 

Eastern Europe (Klever 1978). The great part of the Turkic world today is Muslim and the 

political ascent of the Turkic peoples since the lOth century in the whole area is closely 

connected with Isl8m (Johanson 1988, 55). "Turks inherited three grand cultural heritages: 

Rural nomadic civilization, which contains sh<1manistic and buddhistic cultures, Islamic 

civilization which c<1me into existence in the Middle East <1nd spread up to Central Asia, 

Western Europe, Roman <1nd Byzantine realms, <md the cultural heritage of the Balkan, 

Black Sea, the Mediterranean, Middle Eastern and Aegean civilizations, and they ruled over 

various communities in Europe, Asia and Afric<t. except for America and the new world. 

During this process. they este1blished rele1tions with different civilizations and languages. 

As a result of these relations, Turkish language and culture were affected by other 

cultures and languages" (Kutalmt~ 2005, 129-130). 

2. Buddhism among the Turkic Peoples in the Past 

Uyghurs were living in the southern territories as compared to Kokturks and had close 

cultural and economic relations with the historic people such as Chinese, Tibetans, Indians 

and Iranians. Uyghurs who also used a Turktc language had defeated the Kokturks and 

established the Uyghur State in 745. While studying the religions of Turkic peoples in 

history, one should avoid generalizations. When a Turkic people accepts a new religion 

this was generally limited to the ruling family, later on some of the soldiers and citizens 
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had converted to that religion as well. The Uyghurs converted to Manichaeanism which 

started as a sect of Christianity and later on evolved to a separate new religion. There are 

Uyghur texts written in manuscript about the Manichae<lnism:;. As it W<lS the C<lse in the 

historic and modern peoples except for the Kokturk, Cyril, and Latin alphabets and all the 

other alphabets were accepted <lnd used by Turks. They were religiously oriented and the 

various alphabets were used in the religion they had accepted. 

Although Uyghurs have not become politically very effective, but due to the influence 

of Manichaeanism. they had become more settled as compared to their previous nomadic 

life-style. They established outstanding civilizations in cities such as Turphan, Kashgar 

and Beshb<llik. Since the acceptance of Buddhism by the Uyghurs, the influence of this 

ancient Asian religion started to be reflected in the linguistic and cultural life of Turkic 

peoples. Buddhism is one of the oldest and most widely spread religions of Asia. It is still 

being practiced in countries such as Burma. Cambodia. China. India, Indonesia, Japan, 

Korea. Malaysia, Mongolia. Nepal. Sri Lanka. Taiwan. Thailand. Tibet and Vietnam. 

Bukhara is a city which was famous for its Isl<1mic schools and scholars. in addition to 

still being one of the biggest and holiest cities of Uzbekistan and Central Asia. It was one 

the holy cities of Buddhist Turks prior to IslCtm and Manichae<lnism (Frye 1965). In the 8th 

century in the city Belch of Afghanistan. was born Mevlana Jelaleddin Rumi ( 1207- 1273). 

there were great Buddhist temples and huge Buddha statues and some of these were made 

of gold . Especially between the 8th and 10th centuries there was gre<lt tolerance among the 

Turks. Buddhist, Manish, Christian and Muslim people could be seen in the same region or 

even in the same family (Caferoglu 1984, 149-158; Kitapc;t 2004, 34-36). 

Through intense interactions of Uyghurs with the Chinese, Tibetan and Indian Buddhist 

neighbors, Uyghurs accepted the Buddhism religion which they had acquaintance before 

and lived according to this religion for centuries, left many works of art, and thousands of 

pages of Buddhist texts which were written in the Uyghur script'1• Most of the Uyghurian 

Buddhist texts were translated from Chinese. Thus this translation process enriched the 

Uyghur Turkic, new vocabulary and terms had to be invented for some philosophical and 

abstract concepts (Barutc;u-Ozonder 1998. 9). This vocabulary enlargement process 

continued in the early stages of Islam, and many Islamic concepts were in Turkish; but 

:s ww.bbaw.de/bbaw/Forschung/Forschungsprojekte/turfanforschung/de/Turfanforschung#5 

'
1 One of the most important folktales of the time which was translated to Uyghur Turkic in the 800's 

is the "Good and Evil Hearted Buddhist Prince Kalyanamkara and Papamkara" (Hamilton 1998). 

For the Uyghur studies s. www.bbaw.de/bbaw/Forschung/Forschungsprojekte/turfanforschung I 

bilder/ turfananhang.pdf 
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later on especially after the 1 th century, due to the intensive interaction with Muslim 

Arabs and Iranians. Islamic concepts. words and terms were started to be used in the 

Arabic or Pe rsian language. such as (Tengri - Allah 'the God'. yalava~ - peygamber- 'the 

messenger'. algt~ - dua -'the prayer'. oktgu - Kur' an - 'the Koran'. kopgu - qiyamet

resurrection etc.). 

In the later stages some of the Buddhist Turks in Central Asia converted to Nestorian 

Christianity and in the Caucasus to Catholic Christianity. The Ratio of Nestorian Christian 

Turks was limited. because Nestorian Christians in the Middle Ages traveled as 

missionaries from Anatoli8 to Central Asia. In the Caucasus and in the Pontic area Catholic 

missionaries were very active. A considerable number of the generals of Genghis Khan 

were Uyghur Turks who were Buddhist as were the Mongolians. On the other hand Uyghur 

Turkic h3d influenced Mongols very much and 8 time came when the language of the 

Mongoli8n Buddhists became Uyghur Turkic (Ligeti 1998. 276). The Mongolians lost their 

l8nguage and culture in the territories they h8d conquered, because of the influence of the 

highly intellectual <1nd militaristic Turks. They became Turkish <1nd Muslim in Iran. the 

Middle East. the Caucasus and the Central Asi<1 ~ . The Baburids. the Timurids. the Ilhanids 

and the rulers of the Altinordu States by acquiring Turkish as their native language became 

Turks who were ethnically Mongoli8ns that had converted to Isl8m (Spuler 1986). But on 

the other h<1nd some of the Turks living in 8 mixed community with Mongols under the 

Mongolian administration became Mongols because they were all Buddhists after all. As a 

~ On the Turkicization of some peoples there <~re am<~zing examples. Christian Armenians in the 

Anatolia had used Turkish for their communication and rituals (Kutalmt$ 2003). Similarly the 

Greeks in Anatolia were using Turkish for their prayers and communication. Both of these peoples 

have kept their religion namely Christianity but ha\'e forgotten their languages. There is no way 

that they were forced to do so. If it was the case then the l\luslim Turks would like to convert them 

to Islam instead of leaving them in Christianity. In another region this time in Crimea, Christian 

Armenians used Christian Kipchak Turkic language as their written. spoken and liturgical language 

between the 141
h and 18th centuries (Kutalmt$ 2004). Similarly Christian Hungarians were using 

Kipchak Turkic even in the first half of the 19th century (Bodrogligeti 1992, 175-176). Golden 

states: "Historically, in its contact with other populations, as can be discerned even from this brief 

survey, Turkic speech has usually prevailed. Clearly, then, linguistic assimilation has been a crucial 

element in the ethno genesis of the Turkic peoples. In all their areas of settlement, Central Asia, 

Western Siberia, the Volga region. the Caucasus and the Near and Middle East, they have absorbed 

linguistically smaller peoples and made serious inroads on larger populations as well (e.g. the 

Iranians of Central Asia, Northern Iran, the Armenian. Greek and Hellenized populations of Asia 

Minor)" (1992, 37) . 
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result we can see many Mongolian words in Kazakh, Altay, Tuva, and Kirghiz languages 

due to these intensive inter<Jctions. Some Turkic groups. which came with the Mongols in 

13th century as soldiers or as immigrants to Anatolia. were most likely Buddhist. In the last 

days a Buddhist temple was found during archeologic excavation in Ahlat-Bitlis in East 

Anatolia. In addition it is well-known for a long time that there is in this area the 

Bugatayaka mausoleum. which belonged to one buddhist Mongol king1
;. 

In the first century Islam became a neighbor with Buddhism. From the European and 

American viewpoint Buddhism and Islam was seen as very interesting and mysterious 

religions and cultures of the Orient. "Another channel through which Buddhism has 

reached the West has been through the work of certain writers and philosophers. In 

Germany, Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) was struck by what he saw as parallels 

between his philosophy and the ideets of Buddhism and Hinduism (which he confletted to 

some extent). ; .. .; In the 1860s etnd 1870s, hundreds of thousands of Chinese immigrants 

came to the West Coast of America and Canada to work in the gold mines and on the 

railroads. After 1882 Japanese laborers followed" (Harvey 1990, 302-304). 

3. Buddhism among the Contemporary Turkic Peoples 

3.1. Tuva 

In the 13th century Tuva Turks were under the Mongolian Empire and Mongol Lamas 

were in Tuve1 territories etcting e1s missionaries and establishing Buddhist temples. Since 

there W<ls not <1 religious center in the Tuva region at the time these temples were bound 

to the religious centers in Mongolia. In the 1920's there were Buddhist temples, monks and 

schools in Tuva. 

But all of these were annihilated and disappeared as was the case in all of the Soviet 

republics due to the banning of religious activities. When China occupied Tibet in 1959, the 

Dalai Lama who is leader of the Buddhists in Tibet, in Tuva, Mongolia, Himalayas and in 

western China escaped to India. Starting from the 1990's the Buddhist heritage and 

information in Tuva started to surface when the Soviet Republic collapsed. The national 

culture and Buddhism is lively in the autonomous republic of Tuva in the Russian 

federation. The Tuva people are one of the most active of the southern Siberian Turkic 

peoples in terms of education, culture, commerce , and politics. 

The Tuva people live in the Tuva Autonomous Republic with a population of 200,000 

c; www.kenthaber.com/ Arsiv/Haberler/2006/Eylul/11/Haber _164457 .aspx 
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people (Boeschoten 1998, 14). According to some researchers Lamaism has widely 

disintegrated from Buddhism tod<Jy. But as it is the case in most of the modern religions. 

different interpretations of the religions and even the sects of the same religion he1s lost its 

import<mce. The people today do not practice the rituals of their belief as they used to in 

the past but still continue the culture and traditions bound to their religion. Boeschoten 

states: "The Tuve1ns mainly live on the slopes of the Sayan Mountains, but also in the Altay 

Mounte1ins and northern Xinjiang. At least those living in the Autonomous Republic of 

Tannu-Tuva <Jre of Buddhist belief with a strong Shamanist substratum. Most of them are 

sedentary cattle breeders" (1998. 11). 

3.2. Yellow Uyghurs 

According to the statistical data of 50 years ago, the populations of the Yellow 

Uyghurs (Sarig Yugurs) who <Jre descendents of Kansu region Uyghurs (Candarltoglu 2004) 

were about ten thousand (Thomsen 1959. 564). Today they live in far distance, to the 

Muslim New Uyghurs. in the north western part of China. Their langu<Ige has widely 

devi<1ted from the Uyghur langu<Jge or the other Turkic languages in that area. They are of 

the same religion as the Chinese (lnd popul<Ition wise they are a small ethnic group. As a 

result in contrary to Tuva Turks they had mostly forgotten their language and assimilated 

among the Chinese. Boeschoten says: "A very different group are the Yellow Uyghur or 

Yughur in the Hexi corridor of China's Gansu province. This small group of approximately 

12,000 people, who are traditionally Buddhist in faith, are almost equally divided into 

speakers of Turkic, Mongolic and Chinese. Turkic Yellow Uyghur is spoken in the western 

part of this region" 0998. 10). 

4. Concluding Remarks 

Some of the Siberian and the Central Asian Turkic peoples have kept their Buddhist 

belief up to date. Especially among the contemporary Buddhist Turkic peoples the yellow 

Uyghurs and the Tuva people Buddhism is still widely in practice despite the atheist 

education in the Soviet Socialist Republics and the People Republic of China. Although the 

majority of Turks today are Muslim, there are Buddhist and Orthodox Christian Turkic 

peoples as well. Since the Turkic peoples had not accepted Islam at the same time as a 

whole population, the traditional religious manners of Buddhism and Manichaeanism prevail 

among the Muslim Turks. Even the influence of Shamanist belief on the modern Turkish 

life can be seen today (lnan 2000, 204). 
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In addition it can be said that fundamentals of the Buddhist belief system also exists in 

the Islamic belief. the reflection of these v;:llues to life results in the similarities of both 

cultures. There might be differences in the life style of the followers of a religion and the 

application of rules and regulations of that religion. But when we compare the written 

scriptures of Buddhism (Schuon 1968, 17-33; Harvey 1990, 9-29) and Islam it can be said 

that some of the basic tenets are the same or similar. For example the five basic forbidden 

sins in Buddhism; committing adultery, theft, killing of a person, lying, getting drunk are 

also among the fundamental prohibitions of Islam. In addition the characters which are evil 

in Buddhism such as falsehood, gossiping, froth, grudge, jealousy are also condemned and 

forbidden in Islam (Schimmel 1999, 122-134). There are similarities between Islamic 

Sufism such as purification of ones soul, education and disciplining of human personality, 

submission and praying to God, kindness to mankind as the basic characteristics of faith; 

<md the principles of Buddhism uplifting of human values without any expectations. 

In the Ottoman sources Buddha is mostly mentioned as the messenger of God sent to 

the lndi;:m people. Buddhism is considered as one of the major religions prior to 

Christianity and Islam (Ilkul 1999, 215). A considerable number of Turks had accepted 

Buddhism in the past. As it is a known fact, religion reflects on all aspects of life, traditions 

which were affected by their belief do not totally disappear by change of geography or a 

new religion. In the daily lives, written and spoken literature, belief system ;:md traditions, 

proverbs, sayings. sins, and good deeds of contemporary Muslim Turkic peoples; in 

addition to Judaism and Christianity, the traces of Buddhism and Shamanism can also be 

seen. The answer to which aspects and rituals are still in use in today' s Muslim Turkish 

life, is to come in next stage of this research, because it can only be answered, after 

studying the local beliefs, customs, traditions and applications of these Turkic peoples and 

their written literatures. 
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In the political sctence and thought literature, civil society and state are defined as 

distinct spheres. which nonetheless complement each other. Under conditions in which 

civil society has developed sufficiently in a given society, the state is likely to have limited 

activities, act in a non-partisan manner and abide by law. This is indeed an instrumental 

state. Conversely, in societies where civil society is weak and deficient, all sorts of 

political. economic and ideological power remains in the hand of the state. which exerts 

absolute monopoly over CJII walks of social life. In such <1 milieu, the ste1te is not only seen 

to be acting ClS Cl political orgClnisation but is seen as a met<lphysic<ll <lnd abstrClct entity 

which is beyond the grasp of ordin<lry individuals. The development of civil society is 

closely linked to the size and activities of the state. A ripening civil society replaces the 

st<lte in the perform<lnce of certain functions and compels the st<lte to turn into an imp<lrti<ll 

institution in relation to different segments of society. Wherever civil society is adv<lnced 

f<lr enough, the stClte, r<lther th<ln comm<lnding the society to Cldopt Cl p<lrticular ideology or 

W<lY of life, is tr<lnsformed into <ln instrument<ll org<lnis<ltion. which seeks to serve the 

individuClls Clnd protect their b<lsic rights. 

There <lre three prerequisites for the development of civil society: differenti<ltion, 

forming organis<ltions, cre<ltion of <ln autonomous sphere. All sorts of soci<ll differentiation 

should be encourClged if civil society is to strengthen. Accordingly, the society ought to be 

differentiated along sociologic;:ll c<ltegories such as ethnic, cultural, religious, ideological, 

occup<ltional and other link<lges. The second necessClry requirement for the strengthening 

of civil society is the accord<lnce of freedom for <lll those representing different form<ltions, 

who Clre willing to eng<lge in politics. Soci<ll org<lnis<ltions in this sense ClCt ClS Cln 

intermedi<lry for the enjoyment of individual rights. Finally, the strengthening of civil 

society requires th<lt the soci<ll groups, identities Clnd c<ltegories enjoy <ln ' autonomous' 

status vis-a-vis the st<lte. In other words, social groups and categories should have the 

right to determine their ' self' and translate this into practice without the intervention of 
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the state. In short, today, the term ' civil society' implies the existence of a democratic 

society and state characterised by the rule of law in which the prim<lry goals <1re securing 

m<~ximum freedoms enjoyed by individuals, widespread participation in soci<1l <lnd political 

life. and individual self-determin<ltion. 

In the sense defined <1bove, civil society obtained the ch<1nce of development only after 

the industrial revolution in the West. The notion of ' world state' set up by the Catholic 

church had resulted in the restriction of individual rights and freedoms and had opened all 

the realms of soci<ll life into the hegemony of the state. The process of social 

differentiation, which occurred as <1 by-product of industrial revolution inevit<1bly resulted 

in the process of political differentiation; together they set the course on the path of 

democracy. Therefore. the concepts of democracy <1nd civil society have simultaneously 

evolved in the West. The lack of democr<lcy always meant the absence of civil society. 

The rigid. centndising, totalit<1rian and tyr<lnnical states, built on socialist principles m 

E<1stern Europe in this century, were also ch<1racterised by the conspicuous absence of 

civil societies. 

Islam and Civil Society: A Historical Analysis 

When regard is made to the nature of the link between Isl<lm and civil society, we m<lY 

e<1sily note that Islam is essentially a ' civil' religion. Unlike Christianity, which fell into 

the hands of the Catholic Church, Islam did not encourage the establishment of rigid, 

centralising, authoritarian or totalitari<ln ste1tes. The primary purpose of Islam is to show 

the human person wh<1t is right and wh<1t is wrong <md to guide him/her into the true pe1th. 

The task of guidance is not accorded to a rigid and centralising state. It is the revelation, 

which constitutes the primary reference for anyone to accept Islam and find the true path. 

The revelation, according to Islam, can be recognised through reason and conscience. 

Islam has taught the humankind the right and the wrong and left the choice to the free will 

of the individual. In a way, every human being possesses the freedom to decide for 

himself/herself. 

Acting upon this point, Islam enjoins Muslims to rule the society on the principles of 

justice, consultation and peace. The Quran does not anticipate the building of totalitarian 

political structures and the imposition of a single way of life. On the contrary, the non-
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Muslims are accepted as a different category. There are certain clues within the Quran 

itself to indicate that both the eh!-i kitnp (people of the book, i.e. Christians and Jews) and 

idol-worshippers should peacefully liv e side by side with Muslims. The verse ' to them is 

their religion and to you is yours' provides an important instance of this understanding. 

But we should not lose sight of the cardinal precondition for peaceful cohabitation , which is 

avoidance of betrayal to Muslims. The socie ty, which came into existence in Medina at the 

time of the Prophet Muhammad was founded on ' Medina Contract' . which was 

unprecedented in its recognition of the principle of ' social differentiation' . Hence the 

ideal model of society envisioned by Islam is not an ideological society, which is both 

monolithic and monotonous. 

Likewise, the form of governance. which Islam encourages is neither authoritarian nor 

totalitarian in character. It is known that there were periods in Muslim history when 

authoritarian or totalitarian methods were pursued by rulers. However. this practice stems 

neither from the principles of the Quran nor from the deeds of the Prophet Muhammad. 

The two basic principles found in the Qunm that relate to governance are ' consultation' 

and ' justice' . These principles are surely in conformity with the preferred type of 

society perceived from the perspective of civil society. We note that these criteria were 

also observed in the practices, as the guiding principles at the time of the Prophet 

Muhammad. Although he was the recipient of revelation, the Prophet always made his 

societal decisions on consultation and acted on the dominant views of his companions in 

preference to his own, although his views would later prove correct. That is what 

happened in the war at Uhud when the Prophet chose to apply the military tactic, which his 

companions had suggested although he had had a different plan. 

In short, Islam is disposed to ' social differentiation' as well as to ' social 

participation' . In other words. Islam contains within its own epistemology the idea of 

opposition by individuals against the views imposed by the state who may even make the 

state to accept them; such examples were not infrequent in the early years of Islam. The 

historical documents reveal that the first caliphs (succeeding the Prophet) were always 

disposed to social participation and gave due consideration to the grassroots opinion. 

Rather than through a centralised authority, Islam anticipates the expansion of religion 

through religious scholars. The ' use of force' as a means of spreading religion has 

never been accepted as a legitimate method in Islam. On the contrary, Islam seeks 
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persuasion' m the transmission of the message. Accordingly, the mam frame of 

reference for Islam is. unlike the totc-ilitarian states. which address themselves to the 

masses' . the individual himself/herself. The emphasis of Islam is not on the mass of 

peoples, classes or particular social groups, but on each and every individual. As the 

human person is the main addressee of the message, Islam seeks persuasion through 

science (Islamic learning). Not unexpectedly, therefore, the Quran has a higher regard for 

scholars than rulers. 

The emphasis of Isl<~m on the ' human person' has close affinity with the 

' individual' in democracies. To <1 significant extent. the principles of democracy, such as 

the individual. socie1l group, civil existence. private life, free enterprise, political 

participation. elections. human rights. the rule of law. limited state. agree with those of 

Islam such as the centrality of the hum<Jn person, community (cemaat). intimate sphere of 

life. free tr<Jde conditions. consult<1tion in decision-making, justice. human rights, fairness 

<1nd law. The principles. which are indispensable for democracy are surely the products of 

particular social <md historical conditions. To try to find the traces within Islam of social 

practices. which would entirely conform with them. would not be a reasonable approach. 

Since every society has its own historic<d background. naturally, every society develops 

its own basic principles. This implies that we should not try to find within Islam the 

democratic principles as they are pr<tctised in Western societies. Given that democracy is 

organically linked to the rights and freedoms of individuals, the subject of our inquiry must 

be limited to an examination of whether Islam is disposed to such principles as they exist 

in the West. As a matter of fact, basic human rights such as life, freedom and property, 

which are enforced in democratic societies, are likewise guaranteed under Islamic 

theology. 

What has been argued by now in this paper relates to the thesis that the basic 

principles of Islam are disposed to the existence of civil society. When regard is made of 

the social practice of Islam, we can identify different historical phases. Islam started off as 

a civil movement in the person of the Prophet Muhammad. The civilian character of Islam 

survived until the establishment of centralised states in different parts of the Muslim 

geography. We observe that a rich mix of different understandings and approaches, 

profound religious perspectives, and various interpretative approaches developed during 

the ' civilian' phase of Islam. It was before the institutionalis·ation of centralised 

authorities that we witness the presence of the most vivid and dynamic forms of sectarian 
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differentiation, philosophical revival, Sufi tr<~dition, and various Islamic currents of thought. 

In othe r words, Islamic vitality belongs to the period when ' civil' Islam predominated. It 

is at this time th<lt imaginative interpret<ltion of Islamic law (ictihad> was common 

occurrence, which en<~bled the translation of Islam into the practical needs of social life. In 

this epoch of ' civil' Islam, Islam m<lnaged to l<ly down principles, which addressed 

themselves to the life of individu<lls and permeated the core values of social life. Concepts 

such as reason (ak!J, revelation ( vahy), inspiration Wham) and sovereignty ( valayet) which 

concerned every individual, and others like . politics, consultation and justice which 

concerned only rulers, easily gained different meanings (from the later strict definitions) in 

this period. This was a time when Farabi' s project of a ' virtuous society' based on 

political participation could be formulated. This same period was also ripe with a multitude 

of ideas, which suggested that reason was <lS import<lnt, continuous and lively a source as 

revelation in the construction of soci<ll life. 

In conclusion, we underst<md that. both in terms of the wealth of expenence and 

wealth at the level of soci<ll values <md symbols. Islam took firm roots in society during its 

' civil' phase. Islam thus re<lched the ' civilisational' stage, <lnd its particular modality 

of life became a centre of attraction for other societies. The extent of richness, which 

Islam gained during its ' civil' episode enabled its expansion into other societies and 

cultures. 

The civil stage of Islam eventmlty lost its ascendancy to the ' political' phase of 

Islam, which resulted in rigid and centre1lising institutionalisation. With the rise of the 

political cosmos, we observe the incorporation of the religious sphere into the domain of 

centralised states, like other spheres of social life. The realm of religious life and 

institutions, not unlike other spheres, were completely dominated by centralised states. As 

a result, the society' s ability to take initiative faded while centralisation took the upper 

hand. A wide rift began to open between centre and periphery as a result of centralisation, 

and this laid the foundations of a transcendental state , which had little ties with society. 

The Ottoman Turkish experience is a lively example of the kind of transformation in the 

history of Islam mentioned above and thus merits some analysis here. 

Islam and Civil Society in the Turkish Case 

When looked at from the perspective of civil society, we witness three distinct stages 
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which characterise the Ottoman history. During the first of these stages which lasted until 

the 161
h century. we observe sound examples of civil society. A distinctly Ottoman model 

manifested itself at this time. The state was the type of organisation governe d by those 

who sought to keep the idea of Jihad (holy wnr) alive. These organisations, rather than 

es tablishing monopoly over social life. sought to expand the Ottoman dominions by 

conquering new territories. The princip<ll v<llues <lnd dynamics of social life were 

dete rmined by the elements of civil society. The theological schools (medrese) and 

religious orders ( tariknt) appeared as significant religious institutions. The Islamic 

foundations. which sponsored theologic<ll schools mostly flourished independently of the 

state in this first st<lge. It was the theological schools , which organised social education 

free of state involvement. <lnd the main actors in this process were religious scholars 

(ulemn). Likewise. re ligious orders established themselves as autonomous institutions 

independe nt of the st<lte . The state did not interfere with educ<ltion, and was only parti<llly 

involved in the economic re<llm. During the same period. the guilds Uonca), which were the 

b<1sic economic units in cities performed their functions entirely free of state involvement 

and those who administered the guilds we re elected by the <lrtisans themselves. Acting as 

the patron of different religions. the Ottomans granted some kind of autonomy to every 

re ligious group under the millet system. Every religious group W<lS accorded the freedom 

to choose its own leader to <ldminister the community affairs. 

The period preceding the l6 1
h century "'·itnessed the climax of Ottoman power as well 

as the golden <lge of civil society. Behind the peak of Ottoman grandeur lay the existence 

of a state which directed its energy toward the outside world and a society which took the 

initiative in organising social relations. This was a time when ' social differentiation' 

' tolerance' and ' freedom' were guar<lnteed. An interesting proof of this ' tolerance' 

is the freedom of propagation accorded to an atheist sect called siirn'nizm which even had 

some adherents from the pal<lce. 

From the perspective of civil society, the second stage materialised from the 16th 

century onwards. This was the stage when the business of the state took precedence over 

that of the people. During this stage, which lasted until the 19th century, elements of civil 

society such as theological schools. pious foundations, religious orders, guilds, the millet 

system and farmers gradually came under the domineering influence of the centre and, 

compelled to pursue their activities in accordance with the priorities of the state, in time 

lost their autonomy. In this second stage when the centralist bureaucratic state 
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consolidated itself, civil society began retreating and the atmosphere of difference and 

tolerance began to vanish. A peculiar feature of this period was the excessive increase in 

the number of edicts iss ues by the Sultans. which sought to imprint social life with 

prohibitions. 

The third stage from the perspective of civil society began in the 19th century and 

lasted until the 1920s when Turkey was proclaimed a republic. This stage carried within 

itself a major paradox as far as civil society was concerned. On the one hand, civil society 

became slightly more active with the spread of modernity, on the other, the centralist 

structure , after gaining in strength. began to assert absolute domination over civil society 

and was eventually in a position to absorb it. By virtue of these peculiarities of the 

centralist structure. civil society became more active at the turn of the 20th century, 

although it was controlled by the stCite. Hence civil society was significantly enriched by 

new elements, which were introduced in Clddition to conventional elements. Such modern 

elements included political parties. the media, different currents of thought, associations, 

economic groups, banking sector, trade, legal and administrative reforms all of which 

played a cardinal role in the development and expansion of civil society during the Ottoman 

rule. 

This brief recapitulation of the Ottoman history may also be regarded as a summary of 

the evolution of the Islamic world. The Ottoman experience in the 20th century was 

astonishingly parallel to that which was experienced by other Islamic societies elsewhere. 

The summary of this experience is this: The reactions evoked by the colonisation of the 

Islamic world at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century by Western powers, 

inter alia, resulted in the emergence of rigid, authoritarian and centralist states in the 

Islamic world. The ' political' stage of the Islamic history which roughly began in the 1th 

century was reinvigorated yet again in this century vie authoritarian nation-states. The 

greatest single obstacle, which has hindered the growth of civil society in the Islamic 

world is the single-party politics or authoritarian oligarchic regimes which have remained 

in the hands of particular families. Such regimes not only disable the invigoration of civil 

society and, by implication. of democracy, but also constrain the political influence and 

freedom of activity enjoyed by Muslim masses. 

Given that the republican era in Turkey has provided an interesting and important 

example for the Islamic world in the 20th century. The republican regime, proclaimed in 
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1923, inherited from the Ottoman Empire, on the one hand, a centralist tradition and. on 

the other. a fair number of civil society institutions. However, Turkey was effectively ruled 

by a single party regime during the period between 1923-1950, which pursued policies of 

forcible westernisation. Civil society institutions were completely destroyed by the single 

party rule, which was bent on changing and transforming the entire society along western 

values. As the regime chose to take socialist values rather than liberal values as a point of 

reference in its pursuit of westernisation, it was not late before a rigid state structure was 

built. Neither modern nor traditional elements of civil society stood any chance of survival 

in 1923-1950. While no political parties other than the ruling Republican Peoples Party 

(Cumhunyet Halk Partjsi) were permitted, no association, no social movement, or even a 

member of the press with a different orientation existed in this period. As the state totally 

permeated the economic and social realms. the civil society was crippled to an extent 

unprecedented in the history of the Turks. 

The introduction of multiparty politics in 1950 opened the route for a revival of civil 

society in Turkey. The most extensive resurgence of civil society in Turkey coincides to 

the period between 1980-1993. This w<1s the time when Turgut Ozal, as the leading 

politiccd figure in Turkey, began to inject democratic liberal values into Turkish politics. In 

spite of all the democratic trappings of the Turkish political system since the 1950. this 

process was not buttressed by a liberal democratic culture given that the area of 

economics and politics was under the shadow of the state. From the early 1980s. Ozal 

beg<m to reinforce the democratic process by encouraging the expansion of a liberal and 

civic culture. As part of this objective, he tried to limit the influence of the bureaucracy, 

lay the foundations of a free market economy, diminish the role of the state over the 

economy by means of privatisation, ensure greater acceptance by Turkey of Western 

democratic values. and devised policies which accorded greater social freedoms. 

This process resulted in considerable convergence between Islam and democracy in 

the person of Islamic groups. While various Islamic groups began, on the one hand, to 

register their influence in the public sphere through the use of democratic mechanisms, 

they elaborated formulas to establish accommodation between Islam and democracy on the 

other. As the indispensable conditions of this peaceful coexistence, the Islamic groups 

almost pressurised the state into accepting an impartial role for the state, passing new 

legislation to consolidate the free market economy and engaging more extensively into 

international trade. Today Islamic groups in Turkey have come to a position where they 
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occupy a distinguished place in the educational, intellectual, political as well as economic 

fields. It is the civil society institutions established by Islamic groups, which have set the 

most essential. firmly rooted and vibrant examples of such institutions in the post-1980s. 

It is likewise these groups, which have asked the state to adopt the rule of Jaw and 

democracy. 

In conclusion, it may be asserted that the Turkish experience is not separate from 

those experienced in other parts of the Islamic world. The civil society has never 

flourished under the shadow of centralist, rigid, and authoritarian states anywhere in the 

world, and this is also the case with Muslim societies. Where such states still run supreme, 

Islam manifests itself as a source of reaction, since Muslim masses live under oppression, 

rather than synthesis. Under conditions of peace and freedom, Muslims are likely to search 

for synthesis and. on this basis, utilise Islam as an essential source of motivation in this 

world. This means that, under democratic conditions, Islam may constitute a significant 

frame of reference in the democratic struggle for civil society and for individual rights and 

freedoms. In short, for Islam to become a source of tolerance, peace, freedom, justice, 

differentiation and development. there has to be law-abiding democratic states with limited 

functions. Undoubtedly, Islam will, in the hands of such states, bring peace, prosperity <md 

happiness to the entire world in general, and to the Islamic world in particular. 
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Islam ism and Christianism for World Peace 

Nah, Jeong-Won, Gangwon Nat'! Univ. South Korea 

koreanah@yahoo.com 

1. The necessity of multi dimensioned ecumenism 

Every rei igion hopes their disciples to be free and equal. In 21th century the 

political values to realize the peace for hum<~n beings are the freedom <~nd equality. But 

if these two are applied politically only to the democracy as the core concepts, every 

pol it ic<li discourse st<~rts from the confl ictual dichotomy between the superior-western and 

the inferior-non-western world. 

If the democracy is conceived as the western. the non-western dominated by the western 

swce the 18th century could take the political system way as the closed national ism as a 

strong counter democratic regime, even though they agree that the freedom and equality are 

the universal values for human rights. The western have to count the realistic responses 

of the non-western. The Pax Britannica and Americana inevitably related to the 

Christianism are still dominating our political reality. And the various, such as liberal, 

social or people's democracies could be in conflicts if they insist on the ideological 

forms: if the democracy -faced nation States are in competition about the problem of which 

form of democracy is better, they have to wage war against each other. The problems of two 

Koreas are in this context. The point is the real and practical contents of the freedom 

and equality. Beyond the face values, some political system could be recognised as the 

sane one if they keep these two cores in their particular ways and ethnologico-historical 

context. No more wars for democracy!. 

It's same to every religion. Don't divide the religions into the western and 

non-western one. Don't insist on it's peculiar form of rites. "Confidence to my religion, 

respect to other's religions" 1s impending. The ecumenism in the theological and 

metaphysical I eve I ('metaphysical' for Buddhism and Confucianism cause of the absence of 

'God') is necessary to find the different and common elements. No more wars for the 

hegemony of any religion! The point is man, and man's free and equal life. To be for man 

is to be for God. 

The human being have to be provided with the comfortable natural environment for its 
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free and equal I i fe. For its sustainable survival the sustainable exploitation of nature 

have to be sustainable. The sustainable development is the sustainable exploitation. Every 

religion teach to keep the nature as it was and as it is. More than half of the world 

population have their own religion. so the religion can solve more than half of the 

environmental problems. 

Furthermore these are politico-economical ones: development-under development, independent 

development-mutual aid, war-peace, and the competition for the soft or hard energy. The 

rei igions are called together to provide the common practical programmes to these 

problems. The ecumenism in the political and economical level is necessary to release the 

common religious attitudes and to make the common practical grounds for the disciples. The 

secular conflicts lead to war. war to environmental destruction and this last to the 

breaking down the life conditions for the free and equal life. The world peace is 

impossible without the sane environment. The rei igions could not be satisfied only with 

making man spiritual in criticising the narrow individualism and materialism. Man is born 

to be selfish: hope to be absolutely free and equal. But the point is to make the 

selfishness at le<1st half in the nation<1l and international community. This is to 

harmonize the secular and spi r i tu<1l 1 i fe. and the rei igions' positive roles to avoid the 

w<1rs to preserve <1nd protect the nature. To be for nature is to be for God. 

To be for man is to be for God. Clnd to be for the nature is to be for God. These are 

the just one for the world peace. For the free and equal 1 i fe of human being, the multi; 

theological. metaphysical, politicCll, and economical. dimensioned ecumenism have to be 

deepened for the world religions. This ecumenism is passively to avoid the wars, and 

positively to make the sustainable peace. 

2. The intermingling of theological politics and political theology 

Our history shows that these dimensions of ecumen1sm were and are so intr insica!ly 

intermingled that we cannot be satisfied with these plausible assertions. Each religion in 

the monotheistic camp started from and with the purely theological level: Judaism from 

pantheism. Christ iani sm(or Is !ami sm) from Judaism, and Orthodox, Anglican, Protestant 

Church from Roman Catholic. We can call Judaism and Islamism as the 'God-ism'(Yahweh, 

Allah), and the all the others 'Christ-ianism'Oesus Christ). But after the confirmed 

theological establishment, the politico-economic elements always have intervened in their 

process of development of evolution. And this also played a role to change their theology 

or make a sector. Before and after the separation of Rei igion(Church) and State, for 
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) 

example Kemal Ataturk in Islam and the Concordat in Catholic at the beginning of the last 

century , there always were laid the political or economic interests overtly or covertly in 

the war s for God: for exampl e , fir s tly, the supremacy of Empire which is intimately 

relat ed to the papacy in the controversy of Iconoclast in the 8th century and the official 

divi s ion of Roman and Orthodox Church in 1054 were the outcome of the differences of the 

emphasis rather than the principle; the Icon and the hesychast mysticism were less 

important than the sharing the belief 1n Trinity , Jesus Christ and the Cross. Secondly , 

the secular and commercial interests of Popes and merchants in the Byzant in invasion 

(Crusade) in the 11th - 13th century(Cathol ic as Islam); in spite of the tolerance of 

Is lam, Catholic were really armed with one hand the Bible and the other hand the Sword 1n 

the terrible massacre. Thirdly, the individual political power and the interests of the 

ri s ing bourgeois in the Reformation in the 16th-17th century(Catholic vs Anglican , 

Protestant); the State Church movement and the individual marriage are another one, and 

the protestants each in emphasizing the particular elements in Christian believes wanted 

their political and economic interests protected by the State; the principles are same 

except Ste. Maria. Finally, the imperialistic interests of U.S.A. GB, France in the 

process of breaking down of Ottoman Empire , foundation of Israel and Palestine in the 20th 

century(ls 1 ami sm vs Christi ani sm). 

War for God was war for Man, and war for Religion is war for politics. And now in this 

century Jihad is proceeding against war for Democracy: the liberal democracy and market 

economy. 

3. lslamism and Christianism for World Peace 

For today's Muslim fundamentalist and Christian American, the State id no more 'given'. 

but 'made'. The division of Religion and St ate have created the individual. The Religion 

plays a less important role than before in the secular society. The negation of the 

individual is anachronic and even decadent. The Islam world is already open the other 

Christian world in experi encing each other in every day life. And we can analyse the 

Islamic world by the criteria: division of individual, society, and State: the eye of the 

modern western political thoughts. And if this is possible, the Islamic world is 1n the 

possible way to the democracy : the right and duty, the freedom and equality of the 

individual, the free associations in society, and the tolerance of consciousness. 

But if some mus lim eagerly deny thi s possibility in hoping the Pan Islamic World or the 
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Pe1x Islamica to realize Umma and Millet against the Pax Britannica and Americana, one can 

say that it is less possible than to the way to democracy, the return or the Royal Road to 

the Sultan, Imam and Caliph system. And furthermore, we can find sufficiently the 

democratic elements in the history of the Arabic. Islamic and Turkish Empire. In these 

Empires. the individual and the State or the religious corrununity were really the one? 

There were no conception of the individual and no antithesis between the individual and 

the State or the government? And today the Islamic jurisprudence which was the ultimate 

source of the secular authority, automatically and naturally become the Islamic political 

Ideas? There is no mind to deny the Islamic jurisprudence: Quran, the Tradition(Sunna), 

Consensus( ijma), <lnalogy(qijas). How we can interpretate or make accept in this 

pluralistic society the divine law, Sharia which is over the human reason and the natural 

law? Are there no more conflicts between the jurists in the tradition of the Sunnis, the 

Shi<1 <1nd Mutazi Ia etc. ? The Royal Road is no longer royal. To systematize Ibn Khaldun by 

the Thomism in not the fundamental loss of Tradition. 

For the American waging W8r for Democracy or against terrorism. the respect of the 

Islamic tr8dition, first of all, of the religion should be absolute. Don't intermingle the 

politics with the theology. Don't 1mpose democracy to the Islamic world. If the muslims 

keep the two cores. freedom and equailty, 1n their particular ways and 

ethnologico-historical context. 'laissez-passer'! No more wars for democracy! It should be 

recognized that the terrorism is the outcome of the world imperialistic politics with the 

hands of Christianism and Judaism from 19th century. The Christians have to start 

ecumen1sm with lslamism to shorten the discrepancy at least in the religious level before 

or after the i nterna 1 ecumeni sm in the Christi an camps. 

For the politically radical muslim waging war for Religion or against Pax Americana 

also, the respect of the American tradition, first of all, of the Christianism should be 

absolute in confirming that in Umma and Millet coexisted the Judaism and the Christianism 

with the Islamism. Their violent actions are against the political Pax Americana related 

to the Christianism, but the terrorism is not the war for Religion. The Islamic society 

maintains the democratic elements from the beginning, so in keeping and modernizing the 

tre1dition the realization of the freedom and equality in their particular ways and 

ethnologico-historical context is the tasks for the world peace. The link of the 'Over 

there' to the 'down here' or the agency of the salvation of the muslim is not the suicide 

bomb and not the superficial destruct ion of the social infra of the western world. The 

Church and Mosque, and the Bible and Quran should go together. The point is for the 
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fundamental muslim to catch up with and surpass the Americans m the economic and 

scientific fields. The American standards are overwhelming this world. Even In the 

academic associations for the Asians searching for the Oriental values over the Asiatic 

Values, the official language is English or American English . 
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PROCESSING OF LEGAL MAP OF LAW 

Ganzoring ganbold Borjigon National University of Mongolia, Mongolia 

huny@london.com 

Before starting my speech I would like to quote a work of ltalo Calvino "The invisible 

cities" the plot of this work is a conversation between Kublai Khan, and his ambassadors 

and young traveler Marco Polo. 

It is said that looking carefully at the Marco Polo's maps of the cities where he's been 

traveling Kublai Khan started to realize and refused to his thought of that he was the one 

and only Emperor of the universe. So on Marco Polo provided 55 different types of 

metaphor of the cities. 

In response to Kublai Khan's final order to describe the city of Venice, Marco Polo 

noted that "it is tend to be forgotten the memori es in my mind when expressed by words 

thus I have fear that I might loose my memories of Venice by doing so. Instead I will tell 

you about other cities which I am forgetting bit by bit". 

So he continued with R description of mysterious town Esmeralda. The Esmeralda is 

located on the riverbank where all the streets are connected with canals and bridges. 

Where everywhere you go you have to use boats. Most confusing streets are annoying 

even local residents and not mentioning visitors. 

Everybody wanted to find a way to reach their destination by a shorter and an easier 

roots but life of Esmeralda kept it mysterious Rnd adventurous life for a long time. 

The streets of Esmeralda where stray cats. thieves and prostitutes wander in and out 

doors. A dripping roof. running rats in sewage, seeking some food that is the face of the 

Esmeralda as it is has been. 

However, to draw the map of Esmeralda, one need many different colors of inks to 

mark narrow and wide streets disclosed and closed areas. All the water ways, pavements, 

and connections, also it seems hard to show and fix the wind along roads and dead ends. In 

that case, can we really draw a legal map? 
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The subject I am gomg to present you today had two factors to choose. Firstly, 

although, after my first curious discussion with my professor a year ago, my research still 

has not brought me satisfactory result, as I still consider this one of my unfinished works. 

Secondly, my ultimate goal is to learn what is the hardship of making a legal map. My 

concern is basically to describe a manner of law and legal system on the world map based 

on geographical and mental map. 

1. Most people may think that to describe a law by map is senseless and impossible, 

claiming th<lt reflecting law against social rel<ltions brings out the invisible theory. 

However, it is obvious now that the imaged expression may be rapidly developed as 

computerized, and informative society of ours combined with law and legal education 

dependant on algorithm, continues graphics. imagery logical order and video imagery. It is 

(llreC\dy outdated the theory of the geography only about landscape and biography of a 

person. Although geographers see th(lt mC\pping science as C\ simple item of their research 

subject, researcher Kim Economize proves th<lt "they somehow joins and <~dapts to social 

and legCll researchers' interest". 

However. the idea I promoting todC\y is not brought up from the point of jurisprudence. 

By the definition the Geographical mapping is an image of a certain geographical area 

in full or partial scale. And it reflects natural scale rather than any social or other relations. 

There are certain specific methods for those who making geographical maps, making a 

good geographical map there are essentials to relate its original purpose and investigate 

the connections of dimensions and spreads. 

At the other side of this question, the purposes to make geographical maps are 

implements to express a someway organized mental theory. Thus I'm here relating the 

both methods of making geographical and mental mapping, making the base to make the 

legal map. 

The Idea of making a legal map based on the methods of geographical map is to build a 

map in our minds. By choosing the ltalo Calvina's "The invisible cities". I let myself to 

build a legal- invisible city in my mind. 

And let me explain the idea here. 
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It is said the Calvina gave 55 different metaphors of description of cities to Kublai 

Khan. They were all different and were only imaginary descriptions. 

Thus one may take them as 55 different cities or either 55 different description of a 

same city. It might sound too much as 55 different description for one city, yet it is nothing 

to compare to city of London's 25 000 types of descriptions, known to us. 

All this different descriptions and maps vary depending on its purpose and peoples 

perspectives. Say, surgeons, engineers or advocates may have different perspectives of 

life and theories. 

Therefore if we talk about the city from the side of residents and visitors, there must 

be complete different perspectives. This example tells us the advantage of seeing things 

from different angles. And I think this method will be very useful to make a legal mapping. 

Marko Polo made it clear that to describe anything, on needs not only a speech, but 

maps and images. 

As I said of my opinion to describe the legal system by map is the same as describing 

a town with a map, the objects are complex. In other word. both the town and the legal 

system are deeply set to the ground as a tree route by the passing time. 

And both the town and the system of law, everybody sees then with their own 

understanding. As many number of participants. the greater the measure of theory, 

imagines, vision and experience. 

To have a complete knowledge of any town or legal system, one has to consider many 

other perspectives of points of view. The purpose of legal science is to improve the 

understanding and knowledge of law. Law is a complete and complex subject as a town is. 

2. The modern imagery of legal system is a completion of national legal systems by 

numbers of different states and countries. 
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Thus it can be defined as, an imagery of laws between legal system, in broader scale 

national legal system of the countries of the world. This imagery may also be done in micro 

level. 

With my experience of research works on laws on legal systems of many other 

countries of the world, I've finally decided to start to draw my own "Legal Map". 

So I started to mark the countries in different colors on a world map with their legal 

systems. Also I have drawn the borders by their familiarities of legal systems. As I 

remember now, I would mark the German-Roman system in brown, Post socialist systems 

in red, Anglo-American in blue, Islam system in yellow and by green the common and 

conservative systems. But the systems with plural systems, I have market them with 

stripes of different colors. 

But for this work, my first try, I was still in doubt and thinking how to improve. 

So I started to research the other researcher's works. 

For example on combination of colors. John Henry Wigmore has found a neat solution, 

by simple combination of letter and numbers he marked up mixed systems and even the 

era of legal system- ages of legal system. 

Yet some other researchers still believe that Wigmore's has its weaknesses by 

simplifying things. 

So after my researches, the following questions came to me. 

1. What exactly of a country's legal system needed to be shown on the map? 

2. to find out the combinations of legal system with religion and the nation's specific 

uniqueness 

3. more specific research on the "legal family" 

4. difference ofhations legal languages 

Although this first try was only a rough direction to me, it later helped a lot to my 

researches followed. 

Because, fjrstly: from this imagery, I could see continental- European "civil" legal 

system, Anglo-American "common" system, mixed, or soviet influences. 
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Secondly: it was obviously visible that the systems have influence of their colonies. 

Thirdly: regarding to this imagery, the current Mongolian legal system has got the 

influence of the continental "civil" system, as well as the "mixed" in a legal adjustment 

level. That is not only for Mongolia, but Continental-European "civil" legal system and 

Anglo-American "common" system are getting closer on material based and processing 

law systems. 

Fourth: Although this imagery has the world countries legal families, it also kept the 

difficulties to describe the relations between official law and the real life legal systems. 

On the other hand, I felt that the map was serving me on certain points. I also saw a 

base to build a process of a legal system and legal measure making system from this map. 

From this point, the legal map making is seems highly useful as the world is globalizing. 

countries tend to adapt or improve their legal systems with other country's better systems. 

And finally, the questions will com out. do we really need a legal map, or is it useless 

and unnecessary effort? 

The response for this question is connected with the globalization, and its one 

concealed idea, to tell the time to renew the global legal system, to research for the sake 

of whole world. 

Making of a world legal map includes m the attention of the legal system's complete 

research. 

It is a open question that what period of time after the legal system would be learned 

and researched in the whole world scale. 

However by timing w1se, it is becoming a mam perspective to follow the principle 

"create in a world scale and implement in the home country scale" 

Thank you for your attention. 
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Korean "Unification" as Ideology 
- Its History, Structures and Prospect -

MORI Yoshinobu, Saga University, Japan 

I . Setting - Korean "Unification": Mission Impossible? 

Korea has been divided for more than 60 years. and the two Koreas are st iII trying to 

move aher~d with their national "unification". A famous cabinet member of South Korea's 

Government. Lee Jong-suk, Korean Unification Minister, said "South Korean governments 

historicall y make use of Korean unification for seizing and keeping the ir power."') 

Although his int ention was understood, many people. both Korean and non-Korean, believe 

that North Korea will never abandon its plan to unify the Korean peninsula under Kim 

Jung-il 's initiative in the form of communizing South Korea. 

Of course. South Korea and the United States will prevent North Korea from taking such 

an action. If they do so. Kim Jung-il's regime will not be able to pursue their unification 

in a violent way, because a second Korean War would cause their absolute collapse. Frankly 

speaking, Korean unification will not materialize and Korea will remain as two nations for 

at least several decades. As the deadlock over "reconciliation and co-operation" showed us 

last summer shortly after North Korea's firing of the Taepodong II and Nodong missiles2
), 

Korean unification remains very remote for the two Koreas. 

This paper studies Korean "unification" as an ideology after the Korean War. Its 

hi s tory, structural trans formations and prospect show us the rea l political, economic and 

social meanings of Korean "unification" and its functions. It is certain that a lot of 

peopl e would agree to Korean unification and disagree with me because of its ideological 

effect, though they would understand my assert ion . However, we should take part In 

academic discussions of Korean "unification" as ideology because public opinion is 

controlled by power holder s with ideologi cal propaganda in both South and North Korea. Now 

it is time for us to find a way to tr eat the Korean unification problem. 
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II . Korean "unification" -Its History 

In August 1945 , Korea was 1 iberated from Japanese colonization, and South Korea was 

occupied by US forces and North by the then Soviet troops as divided by the 38th parallel. 

The line along the 38th parallel was just a boundary to accept Japanese surrender, but it 

became the national border for the two opposing regimes which were established between 

Augus t and September, 1948. On the one hand, the United States supported Syng-man Rhee 's 

reg1me (ROK), which held the strong anti-communist ideology for unifying their nation with 

the free world. On the other hand, Kim !!-sung's regime (DPRK) formed by the Soviet Union 

had the communist ideology of overthrowing Rhee's "cat 's-paw" state and "pro-Japanese" 

Koreans and unifying the Korean peninsulo under his initiative. 

Kim I !-sung started the Korean War with the mi I i tary backing of the Soviet Union and 

Communist Chino in June 1950. The Korean People's Army broke through the 38th parallel and 

rushed through South Korea. when most people actually thought it would bring Kim victory 

and Kor ean "unification." But UN forces entered the war and the Chinese Voluntary Army, 

too, to save North Kor ea. Consequently, the Kor ean War concluded with the cease-fire 

treaty between the UN force s and the Chinese-Korean allied forces in July 1953. 

In this war, Koreon troops and many ordinary civi I ians, both South and North, 
'I) 

porticipated in large-scale massacres and hated each other very deeply· . The Kor ean War 

as "ultimR rRtio reguni' brought the Korean people into politico!. economic, social and 

physiological division along the military border near the 38th parallel. The Korean 

division was fixed in the form of confrontation between each regime, although a conference 

was held in Geneva for the unification of Korea after the war. 

ill. Korean "Unification"- Structural Transformations 

Both Koreas have accepted the Cold War logic and taken it into their inner domestic 

structure through the Kor ean War. Rhee Syng-man continued his oppressive rule by 

strengthening the anti-communist ideology , and Kim II-sung succeeded in establishing his 

dictator ship in the form of himself as the sole figure of worship4
l. 

1) The Structure of "Mutual Dependence in Antagonism" 

After the retirement of Rhee Syng- man due to the Student Revolution in April 1960 , 

Park Chung-hee seized power through his Military Revolution of May 1961 and formulated a 
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national policy of anti-communism. It was a political method for power holders in South 

Korea to exclude their political rival s from the domes tic arena and sometimes puni sh them 

by death. If a person was condemned as "Pargeng i cu~ 7~ o1)" or communist, he or she could 

not live normally in society , and this is true to some extent even now. 

As in this method, Kim Il - sung used the same logic to purge his political rivals from 

the Korean Worker's Party (KWP) from 1952 to 1956 . For example, Park Hun-yung, the 

Vice-Prime and Foreign Minister in the fir s t cabinet of DPRK in the No.2 position 

following Kim Il-sung, was the first t arget of the purge, when he was labeled "a spy of 

American Imperi a lism". Also, Kim !!-sung spread his individual wor ship in the KWP and over 

North Korean society in order to fa! si fy his legitimacy for ruling North Korea because he 

had failed to bring about Korean unification despite waging the Korean War. 

Both Park Chung-hee and Kim 11-sung so severe ly lacked legitimacy that they had no way 

but to legitimize the ir rules by connecting the ir political rivals in the domestic arena 

with foes over the mi I i tary border who were absolutely evi I. In short , each regime was 

making use of its foe to integrate, mobilize and rule the ir peopl e in each territory. And 

to keep power . they always present two issues. national security and economic development , 

to avoid the real issues of unification/ divi s ion and legitimacy (see the figure below of 

the re lations between each issue) : 

2) Structural Transformations 

In thi s "Mutual Dependence in Antagonism" 

structure, economic development re inforced 

the lack of legitimacy in the Park Chung

hee period, but at the same time 

liberalization and democratization were 

postponed under the pretext of national 

security and human rights were neglected 

for a long time , so that a lot of people 

felt that they should endure the pain 

until the day of Korean "unification." 

July 1974. Although this declaration was not for the realization of Korean unification 

but for thr ee principles to pursue it , we can r ecognize through this Communique that both 

Korean regimes neither could nor would attempt Korean unification. Each regime loathes 
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losing power despite Korean people's demanding more efforts to carry out its 

"unificr~tion". 

And from the 1980's to 1990's, decisive changes came to both Koreas. South Korea 

deve loped their "northern policy" in the No Tae-u regime, and the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games 

allowed ROK to form friendly relations with ex-communist states, for example, Eastern 

Europe, the Soviet Union and Communist China. In these states, the end of the Cold War 

c<1u sed the collr~pse of communist rule and the tremendous shock in North Korea, which had 

imported much che<tper materials from them. Since DPRK was in economic difficulties and 

fell into international isolation. it started to introduce foreign capital into several 

special aree1s like Rajin-Sonbong or Shiniju and to exploit WMDs (weapons of mass1ve 

destruction; nucle<tr weapons <tnd ICBMs or Taepodong II missiles) to deter the United 

States r~nd Japan from attacking their last communist nation in the world . 

3) "Co-operative Disunion" Structure in Transition 

North Koree1 tried to reform its economic system and accepted foreign investment as 

China did. which succeeded in developing its industry into the so-called "world factory". 

At the same time, it fell into the dangerous tendency to exploit nuclear weapons and 

ICmls, so the United States was afraid of direct nuclear attacks from Asia. Thus. the 

Clinton administration formed the 1994 Geneva nuclear agreement with North Korea and 

supplied a light w<tter re<tctor to it through KEDO. Of course, we now know that North 

Korea's str<ttegy w<ts a brinkmanship policy which means that the top leader Kim Jung-il, 

after the death of Kim I !-sung in July 1994, was eager to keep his regime and make peace 

with the United States. Nevertheless. his strategy was in vain. 

Fortunately, Kim Tae-jung, the most famous victim of the anti-communist ideology, was 

elected South Korea's President in 1997 and converted its North Korean policy into the 

so-called "haepyut" or inclusion policy. As a result. the summit between both Koreas m 

June 2000 showed the transformation of "Mutual Dependence in Antagonism" to a 

"Co-operative Disunion" structure in transition. The latter has several characteristics 1n 

functional terms as follows: 

a) Both parties in power m South and North Korea continue the Korean division and 

help each other to keep political power by forming a common front against their foes in 

other areas. This is the so-called "domestic politics of the inner peninsula""'. 

b) In foreign policy, both parties pursue the same purposes as much as possible to 

I ighten each other's burden. This is the so-called "foreign pol icy of the total peninsula" 

which tries to seek after "reconciliation and co-operation"n'. 

c) Korean "unification" is downgraded to just "peaceful co-existence" between South 
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and North Korea in the concept of the same race and defines itself as an ideology for 

keeping the Kor ean divi s ion. Many Koreans r ea li ze this meaning, and do not want to unify 

Korea immediately . 

These three charac teri s tics encouraged political, econom1 c, social and cultural 

int erchange be tween both Koreas and moved the Japanese Koizumi admini s tration to enter 

negotiations with North Korea for norma li za tion of diplomatic relations. But this 

transformation is only one in transit ion, and North Korea cannot yet abandon its un1que 

"Urishik (Jf-C-1~)" socialist system under Kim Jung-il's dictatorship with himself as the 

sole figure of worship, whil e South Korea has succeeded in liberalization and democratiza

tion on the basi s of its national capitalist growth. 

N. Korean "unification"-lts Prospect 

Now we are 1n troubl e because North Korea is not coming back to the 6 parties talks 

and is developing WMDs under the name of the right of a sovereign stat e. South Korea has 

no choice but to persuade its counterpart into giving up its plan . The United States and 

Japan are keeping a very firm stance toward North Korea's criminal activities including 

the abduct ion of many Japanese in the past , a! though Communist China and Russia are 

keeping their appeasement policy toward North Korea. 

Many people feel that it is impossible for South Korea to make North Korea change into 

a normal state and abandon its desire to complete WMDs. As seen when Lee Jong-suk was 

criticized very strongly in July 2006, some scholars believe that the present South Korean 

"inclusion policy" has a lready finished unsati sfactorily . Of course , we mus t research this 

policy enough to discriminate between right and wrong in the light of it s political 

miSSIOn. 

But it 1s cl ear that the true Korean unification will never become a reality while 

North Korea does not make concessions and give up their military plans. As long as North 

Korea holds its "super firm policy" toward the United States and Japan, Korean 

"tmification" will remain ideology and has no effect because the life of ideology is in 

its political execution. Many young peopl e in South Korea do not wi sh for Korean 

unification. They know the North Korean reality, which is strange and scaring for them. 

North Koreans ar e jus t the same race living to the north of the border. 

Consequently, this paper shows the prospect that Korean "unification" as ideology has 

finished its historica l mission, which will get most Koreans, at least South Koreans, to 
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rethink their desire for unification. It is certain that Korean unification is the mission 

of Korean people and should not be disturbed by other nations around the Korean peninsula , 

but we need no longer tr eat this problem as a real i ssue. Korean "unification" is <1lmost 

impossible if the North Korean regime rem<1ins active. The only possibility of unification 

for both Kore<1s is in North Korea's collapse, though we c<1nnot predict when the day will 

come which will bring <1 huge chaos to the peninsula. 

The import<1nt m<1tter is that the day of true Kore<1n unification may be the start of a 

second Korean War. We should prevent Korean unification from causing a new tragedy and 

perform a new soft-landing policy to save North Koreans living without any human rights 

there. I h<1ve no sp<1ce to discuss concrete policies here, but peaceful unification is the 

precondition for a new Korean nat ion . We have to make a road map to perform peaceful 

unific<1tion and persuade the North Korean regime to <1gree to it. 

Notes 

1) Lee Jong-suk. Bund<m Shide wi Tongilh<1k (~1[!- A1tl]Q] %~-Q{) Seoul , 2002. p.178. 

2) North Kore<1 shot 7 mi ss iles tow<1rd the Jap<1n Sea on the 5th of July 2006 . This incident 

broke up the de<1dlock of exchanges between both Koreas. North Kore<1 even requested 

withdrml'al of the s t <1 ff from K<1esung industrial complex, which was a symbol of 

"reconciliation and co-operation". 

3) P<1rk Myung-1 im, H<1nguk 1950- Chunjyeng gwa Pyunghwa- ( ~-:Ii-1950- ~ A~3!j- ~ §}-: Korea 

1950- War and Pe<1ce- ) , Seoul , 2002 , chap. 8. 

4) MORI Yoshinobu. "Chosen Hantou no Bund<1n Kouzou to Heiw<1 Kouchiku (WJ .~:!f>.,I;,~<7)5J'I*frWi 

~ c lf'-fD#'i~) "N<1g<1saki Heiwa Kenkyu (Nag<1s<1ki Peace Studies ), No.17(Nagas<1ki, May 

2004), pp.105-115. 

5) In the South Korean presidential race in 2003, North Korea condemned the Hannara party's 

candidate Lee Hae-chang, s<1ying that a second Korean War would break out if he won the 

r<1ce. This statement influenced South Koreans' voting so that No Mu-hyun won. 

6) For exampl e, Kim Tae-jung recommended Japanese Prime Minister Koizumi Junichiro to 

visit North Korea and meet Kim Jung-il directly several times. Koizumi did so , but the 

problem of the abduction of Japanese citizens never allowed the public opinion to 

become friendly to North Korea. 
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BODHI PROP GATE 

Chunghee Cho/ Institute for Research of Unified Buddhism 

dalairam@hanmai l.net 

Objective 

The thesis ts to introduce the Bodhi Prop Gate 'revealed' by Master Geumta Sunim 

0898-1948) of Korea. It offers a prop to succeed in attaining the Enlightenment. The 

Bodhi Prop Gate is not known to the Buddhist circles in the world, and even in Korea, it is 

acquainted to a limited number of Buddhist monks and Jay devotees for it is circulated only 

in the Buddhist family of Master Geumta Sunim. 

About the Author 

Master Geumta Sunim was born in 1898. at Gochang County. Jeolabukdo, South Korea. 

In the bitter aftermath of the Independence Movement of March 1St. 1919. that swept all 

over the Korean peninsula, he ran away and hid himself in the Moonsoo Temple in the 

Gochang County. There. he happened to read the Diamond Sutra to have aspiration for 

enlightenment. and turned away from the world to become a monk at the age of 22. 

After completing the curricula at the monastery and the College of Buddhism, he 

exerted himself for enlightenment grabbing 'Nothingness' hua-tu of Chao-chou for 18 long 

hard years, but he did not e arn anything to his disappointment. However, he resumed his 

spirit once more at the age of 39, 1936, and started the second round of meditation 

guided <mew by the instructions of the Complete Enlightenment Sutra (l.fil~t~) and the 

Diamond Sutra(~jiijj~#~). 

On the 3rd day, he suddenly encountere d and see in his mind the whole text of the 

Bodhi Prop Gate while sitting in deep samadhi. Thereon, HE STARTED TO EXERT 

HIMSELF IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE GUIDELINES OF BODHI PROP GATE AND 

ATTAINED THE ENLIGHTENMENT 32 DAYS THEREAFTER!! 

Hence, he busied himself to be transformed into what he had attained (f*ff) over 10 

ye ars and finally, succeeded in attaining the Maha-Bodhi, the Great Awakening, at the end 
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of 194 7. Concerning his second round of discipline and his death, many stories of 

mir<lcles and supernatural phenomen<1 <1re known. He left this world at the beginning of the 

next ye<1r. 1948. His stone monument is standing at Seongryuns<l Temple <1t Gokseong 

County, Jeoldn<1mdo, South Korea.(l) 

TEXT OF BODHI PROP GATE 

'Sodhi' means the Enlightenment and the Bodhi Prop Gate is a prop to reach there. It is 

<ln ingenious device to rest our mind in Oneness through the means of Samadhi-plus

Wisdom. Therefore, your consider<1te reading and understanding are in order. In a quiet 

place. write the first clause on the paper and hang it on the wall in front of you for 

medit<1tion. Then. contemplate on it so that the Samadhi of Oneness befall on you, and 

maint<lin the Sam<1dhi of One Act to <1ttain Enlightenment. 

"Suppose that the mind is a cle<lr and immeasurably vast space where neither a cloud 

nor a sh<ldow is trace<1ble, to e1ssume V<1irochan<1 - the clean and pure Dh<1rm<1kaya. 

In this vast space of mind, suppose that it is filled with the pure water of golden hue 

forming 8 v<1st golden ocean full of blissful merits and power. to assume Loc<1na - the 

Sambhog<lk<ly<l. 

Again. suppose that the Formless Beings arising and subsiding in our mind, and the 

lnanime1te Beings, such as, the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the rivers, the 

ee1rth and e1ll the n<lture, and all the Animate Beings, such as, the humans, animals including 

all the wriggling living beings, 

As the bubbles in the self-undulating golden waves in the windless ocean that is full of 

blissful merits and power, to assume Buddha Sakyamuni - manifested in millions, trillions 

forms of Nirmanak<1ya. 

Once again, remind that the clean and immeasurably vast space of mind, and the pure 

ocean filled with golden water which is full of blissful merits and power, and all the 

bubbles manifested as all kinds of phenomena and beings, which are represented as 

Vairochana(A), Locana(Mi), and Nirmanakaya(Ta), are all the same one body, to assume 

Amita Buddha. 

Consequently, consider all innumerable beings and phenomena m the internal and 
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external world of ourselves, and their ephemeral millionfold activities arising out of the 

rolling of mind along the millionfold spheres. as the Great Operations of Amita Buddha, and 

thus understand and thus contemplate." 

ORIGINAL TEXT 

@t'f:il:l 1£9.] ~sJi. 1%t'f:1Jf~F~ ~ ~·ii·t!i!l9.J 1Jf~o] c}. 

7E ~ t~ ~ 9.] I L_., ~ - t~ 01] f:t <5} ~ ~ ~~ 0 1 y 1.-MJ T ~ -q} 1& ;j(z ~ 01] Wi1 <5} Jl. 

ffi --- ~IJ 1i'! 'i!.~ il} o l= !l;I,J ~ IE fflJt 9.] ~ITO 011 ft <5} o l= ?~i Ill. iTfi .ft z il} 50] . 

U.9.J -fll ·:IJ;f:s_ ~:l'ii5}JL .ft9.J -ff ~IJ;f:s_ t!i!lw. 

,L_., :?_ ~~4 ~W"'H Jt~~jj}Jo] 1!\f;~ !l Jd!\Hf9.J ~~~ ,L_.,W, ~ fiil}f{!Ai 

M'#f$~~ .g-iJ}o]: ~J .• ~:~~tiHI!l g ;fti5}JL, 

JrtJ~~l¥J·l.'W-01l ~ B YJ 9.] ~(0.J'taJ.I ~ l,'r'~-q} 1!\f;J,f;Q] t4i'7.1\.7} 1E~-q} $~8'-J 

•11 $ ~ Ill <5} 1?1 Ai II ~ t~ ~ '?_} .g-il} 0 1= w: {'~ ~~M!IIl ~ ;ft il} Jl.. 

i"J£ .ft~.ftmx9.J M-~~'1'.4. l'j-s_ B Yl ~m rlrfiiJ A::tlli ~ii;9t~Qj 1!\f;trlf~'l'.4. 
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~\ttEIJI.~W;zJ t..J i!-.(2) 
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EXPLANATIONS ON THE CONTENTS 

The contents of Bodhi Prop Gate (abbreviated as BPG hereunder) is almost self

explanatory, but <1 little explane~tions e~re provided here for the terminology e~nd context. 

BPG is ste~rting with MIND and ends with AMITA BUDDHA. It concludes that the two 

entities e~re the same one. In the course, the mind is classified into three ce~tegories 

<1ccording to the degree of generalization or refinement; Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaye1 e1nd 

Nirmamk<1y<1. The first one is to designate the Buddh<l-body per se, or in its essential 

ne~ture, Sunyate~. Sambhoge1ke~ya represents, here, the body of the glorified virtue e1nd 

power embedded in the former. Nirme1ne1kaye1 represents the body of cree1tures including 

Se1kye~mtmi e~nd all the phenomene1 e1nd beings in the universe executing e1nd displaying the 

virtue and power given by their originator. Dh8rmakaya, the body of non-duality. BPG 

unites the three bodies into one to be represented under the n8me of Amit<1 Buddha. 

BPG is describing the ree1lity the1t Nirmanakaya is melting into Se~mbhoge~ke1ya which in 

turn. is melting into Dharme~k<1y<1 employing the e1nalogy of the rele1tions between the 

bubbles. the Golden Waves and the windless Golden Ocean. <1nd the vast cloudless sky

like spe1ce in <1n ascending order to induce the Enlightenment. When we follow the 

descending order. we fall down into the ordine1ry, mundane world. 

Christianity has their own Doctrine of Trinity of Holy Fe1ther, Holy Spirit (Ghost) and 

Holy Son. The ge~p between the three entities is rigid e1nd firm. e1nd they are not 

interchangeable. Ee~ch one should keep its own territory to be faithful to its role. But in 

Buddhism, the barriers between the entities of Trinity seem to be installed temporarily so 

that the pre~ctician may easily set aside as his spiritual power develops. Buddhistic Trinity 

is more flexible and free, suggesting the~t it is an artificial device or formulation serving the 

purpose of the emancipation of practicie~n. 

In the last paragraph, BPG advises us not to turn <1way from the phenomena - the 

mundane world, while cherishing the realm of Sunyata. It recommends us to walk the 

Middle Path(~~). Madhyama-pradipad. 

The Formless Beings (~(0,~'i:J mean the thoughts and ideas e~rising and fleeting in 

our mind. They are also included in the body of beings along with humans, animals and 
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lightening, etc. by Buddhistic definitions. What the Formless Beings !<lck is their physical 

bodies. but their life is given by Dharmakaye1 like <1ll other beings. 

In ordinary usage, the word Buddha denotes the historical Sakyamuni exclusively, but 

m a wider scope, all the beings can be named as Buddha in its essential meaning. The 

difference lies in that Buddha Sakyamuni is awakened one while the rests are not 

awC1kened yet. 

Samadhi of Oneness meC1ns to regC1rd C1ll the beings in the universe C1S one single entity 

of True Suchness Buddhahood, while SamC1dhi of One Act is to continue the Samadhi of 

Oneness incessantly, in meditation.(3) The use of these techniques dates back earlier than 

the 6th century C.E. in the Pure Zen Age in ChinC1. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE & EVALUATION, APPLICATION & 
EFFECTS OF BPG 

In short. BPG is the description of the ultimate Wisdom of Buddhism. BPG takes a 

decisive step to present us the ultimate goal C1nd orientation to the shortcut to cultivate 

Enlightenment by designating the mainline of Buddhism. 

The beginners of Buddhism peruse every literary works, sutras, sermons, lectures, 

books but. hindered by the highly theoretical. metaphysical structure of Buddhistic 

doctrines, and also. tied up by the his or her vocational, academic or professional bias, 

they cannot digest those doctrines easily. They feel a considerable gap between the 

doctrines and their practical sense of life. Therefore, to get over these hindrances, the 

beginners should undergo an extensive trial and errors, and a very long time span is 

needed to grC1sp the mainline of Buddhism and to have an bird's-eye view on their external 

and internal world. BPG enables them to start their initial study with the higher point of 

view in this respect. 

BPG is comparable with the Heart Sutra, the Diamond Sutra, and some other abstracts 

of very voluminous sutras of Buddhism. While these abstracts are based on their mother 

sutras to represent them in a simple format, BPG is of an independent origin without any 

linkage to the existing sutras. This is a unique feature of BPG along with its uncommon 
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emergence. Another feature is that the description of BPG is much more visual than the 

1-Ie(lrt Sutr<l, the DiCJmond Sutr(l, or the other abstract sutras. As it is known well, the visual 

(lppe(ll is far superior to those delivered by other means. BPG is effectively mobilizing this 

visual images to 'reveal' the mysteries of Enlightenment. As a result, the reader can get 

the point of the description of BPG in a precise, speedy, concrete and effective way. 

Master Geumta Sunim experienced himself that what he had failed to attain after 18 

years' hard work was achieved in 32 days by utilizing the guidelines of BPG. He is the 

most striking example of demonstrating what a miraculous vehicle the BPG is. Due to its 

speedy and effective productivity, it is possible that BPG will open a new horizon for the 

education of Buddhism. 

It has been repeatedly emphasized by Patriarchs of Zen that 'Wisdom-plus- Samadhi' 

meditation is the true meditation. For. in m<my cases, the practicians attain nothing after 10 

years of meditation! Considering the reasons for the failure, it is apparent the practicians 

neglected the guid<mce on the part of Wisdom or, their master failed to deliver personally 

the essential informCltion on the Wisdom. 

"The most important mode of study is the Samadhi-plus-Wisdom method. This is the 

nucleus of the Tripitaka Koreana. Our mind should be stuck to the lantern light of our mind 

i.e. the True Suchness of Buddha Nature, and proceed the study without missing it. The 

procession ts called, according the Six Patriarch Hui-neng, "Sanmadhi of One 

Act". Samadhi of Oneness is Wisdom-wise and Samadhi of One Act is action-wise. 

Therefore, the two must go hand in hand to form a meditation in its true sense. The two 

should be balanced."(4) 

Now, it is apparent that BPG will fill the place of 'Wisdom' for Zen praticians, as its 

name indicates. It plays the role of a crutch, Wisdom-wise, to rely on until he attains 

Enlightenment. Keeping the contents of BPG firmly in his or her mind, the practicians 

proceed with their mantra reciting, hwa-du meditation, Buddha recollection, or whatever 

methods they adopted. 

Let's consider another side of BPG teaching for its concreteness. It is known that the 

Wisdom and Compassion are the most important properties of Buddhahood. The two 

virtues are commonly proclaimed as the utmost ones by Buddhism, Christianity and 
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Confucianism and other important religions. They are likened to the two wings of a bird for 

the religious maturity. However, it is not intelligible to the beginners why it should be so. 

especially in this competitive and egocentric modern society. 

In BPG, it is described that all of our existences are bubbles which is ephemeral and 

transient. Then, our natural instinct is to search for something opposite, for we cannot stop 

at and be satisfied with the reality of the ephemeralness of our existence. Here, the 

Golden Wave emerges to answer the quest. It is so natural and easy to understand the 

relations of bubbles and the Golden Waves that we cannot but move over to the Golden 

Waves to assume them as our true nature. Hence, the bubbles are destined to love each 

other, because they are the same in their essence or origin i.e. the Golden Ocean, and that 

means all the bubbles are one body. That is exactly what Jesus Christ taught, and explains 

why WISDOM IS COMPASSION in Buddhism. BPG gives the answer in a superb analogy. 

Now. we can guess that many other deductions or reductions to and from BPG IS 

av<~ilable in relation with the doctrines of Mahayana and Hinayana Buddhism. 

Thus, BPG leads the pr<~cticians of meditation as a background mentor until his 

ctttainment of Enlightenment, and after then, the enlightened practician stands on his own 

<md proceed without the help of this crutch, since he starts to rely on the contents of his 

own Enlightenment until he or she attains Maha-bodhi, the Great Awakening. The adoption 

of Trinity in Buddhism and the personification of respective Buddhahood are mechanisms

to facilitate the explanation and understanding on Wisdom and Enlightenment. However, it 

should be noted that BPG is valued as the cause and, at the same time. the result, or the 

alpha and Omega of Enlightenment. 

PROSPECTS 

It is expected that many Buddhist scholars over the world would be interested and 

participate in the study of BPG to establish its value and develop ways of application. 

With the participation of Western society in the study of Buddhism, it is urgent now to 

modernize and renovate Buddhistic heritage to meet the requirements of current 

generations. Above all, the need to enhance the productivity in the education of Buddhism 
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and the entailing creativity in the application of Buddhism for the problems in modern 

world are in order. Therefore , the texts and practice of Buddhism should be provided anew 

reflecting the current terms and mentality of modern environments. 

BPG can be an option for the 'Lesson One', or the first lesson of modern Buddhism, 

and thus, be a cornerstone to build it. 
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Abstract : Traditionally Marxism-Leninism has had a deep respect for 

sctence. Marxist-Leninists declared Marxism-Leninism to be "a coherent 

scientific theory" and have always defended the idea that their philosophy is a 

science or inseparable from science. Such pronouncements. like other Marxist 

claims in general. have largely been abandoned in most. if not all, parts of the 

world now. Nowadays we hear much less frequently than in the past the phrase 

"scientific socialism" and exaltations of Marxist theory for its scientificness. 

Nevertheless, a recollection of those voices today, a critical look back at them, 

could help us realize and appreciate how far we have come in the way of freeing 

our scientific thought from the specter of an enslaving ideology. In this paper I 

briefly examine the claim, popular among Marxists especially before the downfall 

of Soviet Union, that dialectical principles have much to contribute towards the 

development of science. 

Traditionally Marxism-Leninism has had a deep respect for science. Marxist-Leninists 

declared Marxism-Leninism to be "a coherent scientific theory" 1 and have always 

defended the idea that their philosophy is a science or inseparable from science. Such 

pronouncements, like other Marxist claims in general, have largely been abandoned in 

most, if not all, parts of the world now. Nowadays we hear much less frequently than in 

the past the phrase "scientific socialism" and exaltations of Marxist theory for its 

scientificness. 2 Nevertheless, a recollection of those voices today, a critical look back at 

them, could help us realize and appreciate how far we have come in the way of freeing our 

1 A.P. Sheptulin, A!arxist-Leninist Philosophy (English translation) (1\loscow: Progress Publishers, 
1978), p.l5. 
2 Many lVlarxists today are in very good terms with such science/rationality- unfriendly philosophies 
as continental postmodernism. 
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scientific thought from the specter of an enslaving frame of mind. In this paper my aim is 

to briefly ex<1mine the cl<1im. popul<1r <1mong M<1rxists especi<1lly before the downf<1ll of 

Soviet Union, th<1t dialectic<1l principles have much to contribute tow<1rds the development 

of science. In what follows, when I use the term 'Marxism' or 'Marxists.' I shall have in 

mind "g<1rden variety" (if not "orthodox") M<1rxism <1nd M<1rxists before the demise of the 

Soviet Union, and their not too many current adherents.:l 

Marxists put special emphasis on the relationship between sc1ence and philosophy. 

This emph<1sis e1ppee1rs to derive, first, from their belief th<1t both the history of science 

and the latest developments in it confirm, or <1re "in line with," the doctrine of dialectical 

materi<1lism; and secondly, from their hope th<1t <1 gre1sp by scientists of dialectic<1l 

materi<1lism would help them become more proficient in their profession, <1nd further the 

development of science by furnishing scientists with useful ideas in solving the problems 

they encounter. Thus Me1rxists keep stressing the gre<1t importance for them of 

adequ<1tely understanding how science works and develops. 

Me1rxists he1ve typic<1lly defended the position that there must be <1n "alli<1nce" between 

scientists <1nd philosophers. The Soviet philosopher Kedrov believes th<1t to effect this, "a 

businesslike e1pproach is particularly needed. "'1 Such <1n e1ppro<1ch is necesse1ry to ce1rry 

out Lenin's "behests" about strengthening the cooperation between scientists and Marxist 

philosophers, according to Kedrov. :; In what w<ws can philosophy help the development of 

science? Science is part of the superstructure in a society clnd is determined or "shaped" 

by the world view, i.e. philosophy, of the dominant class so as to further that class's own 

interests. (This orthodox view W<lS changed by Stalin, however, who recognized science to 

be a class-independent, neutral phenomenon.) Within the framework of Marxist philosophy 

we can distinguish two ways in which philosophy influences science: in an indirect way and 

in a direct way. The indirect kind of influence is exerted by the dominant class by way of. 

:l There is no question that interest in classical l\Jarxist philosophy has been waning in the world and 

that this phenomenon started with Gorbachev's coming to power in the USSR in 1985. For a 

statistical picture of this situation, see my "Is 1\Jarxist Philosophy Withering Aw<w?" Stuc/jes in East 

European Thought, 45(1993), pp. 313-315. 

·I B.l\1. Kedrov, "V.I. Lenin on the Dialectics of the Development of Natural Science," Soviet Studies 

in Philosophy, 10(1971-72), p.231. The journal Soviet Studies in Philosophy will hereafter be 

referred to as 'SSP.' 

3 Ibid. 
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for example, investing large sums of money on scientific projects which are likely to 

reinforce their world view in the society or by preventing publication of scientific books 

and journals which would threaten their world view. The second type of influence 

philosophy exerts on science, which is of greater interest to us, is supposed to occur in 

more direct ways; for example, by way of providing scientists with inspiration or with new 

methods, or at least with heuristics, for solutions of scientific problems. 

The Soviet astrophysicist-philosopher Ambartsumian says that there are several ways 

in which philosophy can help science. One way is this: 

··· the philosophical ideas of atomic construction, causality, development, and 

many others have by no means lost their significance to methodology, even now. And 

they play an active role in the synthesis of new notions in natural science···. 

Moreover. the heuristic value of philosophical categories, principles. and ideas is to 

be observed at all levels of research in natural science. In recent years. the heuristic 

role of materialist dialectics has been comprehensively revealed in the synthesis of 

the present-day scientific picture of the world.'; 

Let's take Ambartsumian' s claim about contribution of the "philosophical idea of 

causality" to science. Many philosophers in the West (such as J.L. Mackie, G.H. von 

Wright. Wesley Salmon, D.H. Mellor. and David Lewis) studied our concept of causality. 

Now, even if scientists think this concept is indispensable in their accounts of natural 

phenomena, 7 it is not at all obvious that they do benefit from philosophers' work on that 

concept, as Ambartsumian claims. The situation seems rather to be this: scientists employ 

the notion of "causation" in their theories, research reports, etc., and philosophers try to 

analyze this notion as it occurs in scientific talk, to pinpoint its meaning and its relations to 

other concepts. It is not in general expected (in the Anglophone West, at any rate) that 

,; Ibid., p.216. 

7 There has been some debate among Western philosophers as to whether the notion of "cause" 

should have any place in modern science. Russell declared it to be a "relic of a bygone age" and 

contended that causal relations should be replaced by other relations, expressed by, e.g., differential 

equations. However, many other philosophers, like Nagel and Suppes, argued that the notion of 

"cause" is indispensable for science. See, Bertrand Russell, "On the Notion of Cause," in Russell's 

Mysticism and Logic (the paper was originally published in 1910); Ernest Nagel, "Types of Causal 

Explanation in Science," in D. Lerner (ed.), Cause and Effect (New York: The Free Press. 1965); 

Patrick Suppes, A Probabilistic Theory of Causality (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Co., 

1970). 
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scientists should always check what philosophers will come up with in their endeavors to 

analyze this notion. and then employ the philosophers' findings profitably in their scientific 

research. Hence the distinction Anglophone philosophers generally draw between the 

tasks of philosophy and of science. The situation with regard to the "philosophical idea of 

atomic construction" similarly doesn't help the thesis that philosophy significantly aids 

science in the latter's development. It may be that historically the scientists who first 

proposed the atomic theory of matter had been inspired by the philosophical ideas of the 

Ancient Greek philosophers Democritus and Leucippus (which I doubt), but the claim that 

those ideas. or the ideas of any recent philosophical atomism. do currently help modern 

science seems unfounded. It is true that physics is now seeking for "elementary 

particles," or the ultimate atoms of matter, but atomistic philosophy has little to contribute 

to this kind of research. 

The idea that philosophy has directed science by formulating its methodology has 

come under attack by a school of history of science which is associated with Thomas S. 

Kuhn. According to this school. science develops its own methodology and does not 

borrow it from philosophy. Science never used the methodology developed by Francis 

Bacon. for example. Philosophy's formulation of a certain methodology comes later, not 

earlier, than the actual employment of that methodology in science. And this is particularly 

true for natural sciences <md for the more recent periods in the history of science. Thus 

science has had a great measure of independence from philosophy in the methods it 

actually uses. which is to say that it hasn't really entered any "businesslike" interactions 

with philosophy. 

Therefore Ambartsumian's claim that philosophy effectively helps science by way of 

contributing to its methodology or by aiding scientists as a heuristic source, and that 

philosophical ideas play "an active role in the synthesis of new notions in natural science" 

is an overstatement. However, it is clear enough that when he makes these claims 

Ambartsumian generally has in mind the philosophical ideas of dialectical materialism and 

not just any philosophical ideas (although he sometimes speaks as if some other 

philosophical doctrines could also contribute to science). Then we will have to evaluate 

such a view separately, and we will do so in a moment. But let me mention the other ways 

in which, Ambartsumian claims, philosophy helps science.ll He says philosophy plays an 

H See op. cit., p.216. 
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important role in constructing and developing fundamental theories of modern physics. 

Another role of philosophy is "in creating theories descriptive of regularities of complex 

phenomena on the basis of knowledge of fundament<tl lnws of nature." Thus philosophy, 

on this conception, tries to discover laws of natural phenomena. In modern Western 

philosophy it is not regarded as a task of philosophy to discover the laws of nature. To 

continue with Ambartsumian. he says "in speaking of the importance of philosophy to the 

development of the sciences, it is necessary to place particular stress on the role of 

philosophical ideas in the further development of nnd drawing of conclusions from the 

fundamentnl notions of natural science." All these claims <1re made under the assumption 

that dialectical materialism provides a powerful "logic" or methodology for science. 

Ambartsumian quotes V.A. Fok: "In the future as well. the governing ideas in solving 

[scientific] questions will have to be those of dialectical materialism, formulated with such 

ciCtrity and universality by V.I. Lenin."!' This strong prophecy of Fok was shCtred by most 

Soviet philosophers who wrote on the nnture of science. 

It will be of interest to refer to the ideas of Kopnin. <mother Soviet author, on the 

question of how philosophy can help science solve its problems. He says: 

Of course, in the more than Cl millennium during which it has existed, philosophy 

has accumulated a number of different ideas th<~t can still. from time to time. have a 

productive influence upon scientific thought. For example, the notions of "chaos" 

among the ancient Greeks. or Leibniz's "monad." not to speak of the atomists, will 

still serve for a long time as the source of vorious ideas in science. For all its rigor 

of logic, scientific knowledge today needs bold. or as it is now customary to say, 

"crazy" ideas. And in that. as we know. philosophy always excelled! 10 

It should be immediately pointed out that Kopnin does not hold that dialectical 

materialism is a source of crazy ideas"· It is only other philosophies that might provide 

scientists with such ideas. The function of dialectical materialism is different; its 

categories comprise the method, indeed the only method of thought in sciences allowing 

theoretical synthesis as a result of which new ideas and constructs in science are 

!' Ibid.. p.217. 

10 P.V. Kopnin, "Contemporary Science and the 1\larxist-Leninist Theory of Knowledge," SSP, 

10(1971-72), p.229. 
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formulated. 11 The crucial que stion is: Has dialectics really proved itself to be the "only 

method" of thought in science? 

According to Ome l' ianovskii, "modern phys ics , including its completed theorie s, cannot 

make do either without philosophy in general or without materialis t dialectics m 

particular." 12 Soviet scholars so praised the so-called materialist dialectics and so 

strongly urged its use that one might think it must have been a highly developed and 

convenie nt technique, vastly and fruitfully employed in entire science. But the actual 

situation is quite diffe rent. In the first place, it has never been given an explicit , 

comprehensive formulation, comparable to, say. Francis Bacon's inductive methodology or 

J.S . Mill ' s canons for discovering causes of phenome na. A Western author, Boeselager, 

however. defends the contrary view. According to him: (1) a fairly detailed and technically 

competent dialectical methodology, i.e. an application of dialectical· logic to methodology of 

science has been deve loped; (2) this me thodology affords answers to many questions 

regarding the understanding of science within the system of Marxism-Leninism. t: l 

Boeselager does not give a concrete example of an actual employment of dialectics in 

science. Moreover, his claims are not supported by the avowals by the Soviet 

philosophe rs themselves about the current underdev eloped state of the "dialectical logic" 

and their urge that it be put into an adequate form. 11 Marxists expect dialectics to achieve 

too much in the scientific arena-while Western philosophy has much humbler expectations 

from its "Aristotelian logic"-but there aren't many signs to indicate that the theory of 

dialectics has met the demands made of it. 

Marxists officially believe that dialectical principles have been unshakably established 

<md that "science. and particularly twentieth century natural science, provides brilliant 

confirmation of materialist dialectics." 1'
1 How is that? A favorite example of Engels for the 

employment of the categories of dialectics in scientific thinking is Mendeleyev's discovery 

of the periodic table of elements. Mendeleyev, "by unconsciously employing Hegel's law 

of transition from quantity into quality, performed a great feat in science." 11
; In the view of 

11 Ibid., p.230. 

1 ~ Omei'ianovskii, op. cit .. p.245 . 

J:l W.F. Boeselager, "Sovie t Dialec ticall\lethodology," Studies in Soviet Thought, 6(1966) , p.l36. 

H See, Kopnin, op. cit .. pp.225-227; Omel'i<movskii. op. cit .. pp.249-250; Kedrov. op. cit., p.239. 

L> Kopnin, op. cit .. p.225. 

11
; Quoted from Marx and Engels by Omel'ianovskii, op. cit., p.240. 
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Marxists, even those scientists who have never heard of such a thing as "dialectical 

method," actucllly, "unconsciously," use the principles of dialectics when they are involved 

in a discovery or solving a problem. The explanation given of this is roughly that workings 

of nature are in conformity with the laws of dialectics, and hence, the scientist's thinking 

has to conform to the same laws to reflect those workings correctly; the scientist has to 

think dialectically. Obviously there are many gaps in this account which Marxists have 

never been able-nor even seriously bothered-to fill satisfactorily. Dialectical 

materialism has not been the most rigorous, hair-splitting philosophical theory in the world. 

But here is a puzzle for the dialectical materialist. If the entire world or reality obeys the 

laws of dialectics always and everywhere, then a scientist always thinks dialectically, no 

matter what she thinks. For, according to dialectical materialism, thoughts are part of 

re<liity, or part of the material world. like everything that exists. So to say that scientists 

should think dizdectically is an unnecessary advice, for they already do so all the time. To 

nssent that sometimes scientists fail to think dialectically is to ndmit that there is a domnin 

of the material world-the thinking mind-which is (occnsionally) not governed by the l;~ws 

of dialectics! Since dialectical materialists wouldn't like to embrace this horn of the 

dilemmn. they are left with the other horn: That not only correct scientific thoughts but 

nlso thoughts that nre dead wrong, such as the thoughts of an idealist philosopher, are 

dialectical in nature. In other words, dialectic<d thinking does not equal correct thinking. 

The dialectical materialist vtew that correct thinking conforms to the workings of 

nature is a species of na'ive realism, or na'ive representationalism, which holds that our 

(scientists') minds can simply and passively picture reality, without contributing anything 

of its own to our perception of and thinking about reality. The nai've realist faces a 

perennial problem of philosophy, viz. the problem of the external world, in the most acute 

way: to be able to say that my thoughts are true pictures of the outside world, I need a 

vantage point from which I can check my mind's contents to see if they are in agreement 

with (are correct pictures or copies of) the contents of the external world. Such a vantage 

point of course is not available. According to one Western author, the Marxist theory 

involves a serious problem in this connection: the theory harbors a contradiction in it, a 

contradiction that even a dialectical materialist couldn't tolerate. Gordon Leff says that 

Marxist theory contains 

the paradox that through historical materialism we are able to discern the fallacy 

of dialectical materialism. For whereas the latter assures us that our consciousness 

is a true reflection of reality, historical materialism is concerned to show the 
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essentially incomplete and transitory nature of our awareness: its "false

consciousness." Where dialectical materialism, as expounded by Engels and Lenin, 

affirms the direct correlC~tion of what is to what we experience, historical materialism 

shows the complexity of the connection; where the one seems to imply that the world 

1s an open book. the other points to the need to pass beyond appearance to 

reality .. ·. 17 

As for the quantum theory, the establishment of which is advertised by Marxists as an 

example of application of the dialectical method, this theory "with its complementarity 

concept, arose and was constructed with the help of the same method of observability in 

principle as well as the method of the mathematical hypothesis." Hl The two methods, 

presented here as if they are peculiar to and distinctive of (or in the monopoly of) 

dialectics. are not enough for the so-called dialectical method to reap any credit for the 

spectacular successes of the quantum theory. It is sometimes claimed by Marxists that the 

quCintum theory has attested to the validity of the dialectical law of the "unity of the 

opposites" by unifying the corpuscular and undulatory aspects of matter. In some sense, 

one could say that matter does possess these two "opposite" characters. But from another 

point of view. the elssertion is false: a piece of m<ltter is not both particle-like and wave

like nt the snme time. For <lny given time moment, those opposites are not found "unified" 

or "in unity" at th<lt moment. For the Complementarity Principle advanced by the 

Copenhagen interpretation of quantum theory tells us that in any given experimental setup, 

we can either treat matter as wave or as particle, but not both at the same time. 1
!' So, the 

assertion that the wave-particle duality of matter exemplifies the dialectical law of the 

unity of opposites sounds correct only if we are using a loose terminology. One could also 

respond to the Marxist position on this issue by saying that what the Complementarity 

Principle has taught us is that the corpuscular behavior and the undulatory behavior are 

not opposites after all. Quantum Mechanics has revealed that what we earlier took in the 

macro world to be opposite behaviors are not really opposites in the micro world. 

Marxists having failed to offer any solid criteria of what counts as "opposites," there 

11 Tyranny of Concepts: A Cn'tique of Marxism (University of Alabama Press, 1969), pp.l07-108. 

lH Ibid. 

l!' For example, an experiment designed to measure the position of electrons, which is a particle-like 

property of them, does not allow us to measure any wave-like property of those electrons, such as 

wavelength. 
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seems no reason we couldn't dismiss the wave-particle duality as an example of the "law 

of the unity and interpenetration of opposites."20 

As another example of the efficacy of dialectical analysis for understanding the 

problems of quantum theory, "the problem of the subjective and objective" is cited by 

Omel'ianovskii. He says that idealists, like the physicist Heisenberg, think that quantum 

theory, together with the theory of relativity, has paved the way for the abandonment of 

materialism by blurring the distinction between the subjective and the objective as a 

consequence of the uncertainty principle. But closer analysis of the concepts of those 

theories revealed that the notions of "subjective" and "objective" were handed down from 

classical physics which treats them as isolated and regards their difference as absolute. 

Quantum theory has not discarded them completely, but showed their difference to be only 

relative . This much is what physicists say. How does dialectical materialism relate to this 

problem? According to Omel'ianovskii, 

Here materialist dialectics opens the necessary paths toward solution of the paradoxes 

that arise. The significance of Lenin's ideas on the interrelation between the subjective 

and objective (between relative and absolute) is particularly great in the case before us. In 

the works of contemporary Marxists, this is also demonstrated in all clarity with respect to 

the philosophical problems of physics-how the subjective and objective are related, how 

they are compared, how they are referred to each other. In this connection, I should like 

to recall two observations by Lenin. He wrote, "The difference between subjective and 

objective does exist, but jt, too, has ds li!m'ts." And further, "In (objective) dialectics. the 

difference between relative and absolute, too, is relative. For objective dialectics, the 

20 1\larxists also like to say "contradictory," instead of "opposite," and when they do so, they are 

using the term 'contradictory' in a much too liberal way. The terms 'contradictory' and 

'contradiction' are strictly and historically terms that belong to formal deductive logic, and their use 

is clearly circumscribed in that logic. 1\larxists, following Hegel , can take any arbitrary A and B to 

be opposites or contradictories, if that usage is going to serve them to "illustrate" that the law of the 

unity of opposites holds in the case in question. Many examples that Engels gives (in Anti-DOhring, 

for example) as illustrations of this law makes one think that, when Engels says A and B are 

opposites or contradictories, he means nothing more than that A and B are some two different 

entities or interacting factors. For a criticism of the loose and arbitrary use that dialectical 

materialists make of the terms 'contradictory' and 'negation,' see also Karl R. Popper's classic article, 

"What is Dialectic?" in his Conjectures and Refutations (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1965) , 

pp.312-335, and Leff, op. cit., pp.39-73. 
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relative contains the absolute. For subjectivism and sophistry, the relative IS purely 

rela tive and excludes the absolute." 2 1 

Historically, it was not contemporary Marxists who first resolved many paradoxes in 

quantum theory. Lenin's pronouncements like "The difference between relative and 

absolute is relative" and "The relative contains the absolute," even if they make any sense, 

hardly seem illuminating and helpful to the practicing scientist to resolve any quantum 

puzzles. At any rate. in contemporary books on quantum theory or any other science 

books, we don't find many acknowledgements to Lenin's and other dialectical materialists' 

ideas. 

Other examples of alleged employment of dialectical analysis in science are given by 

Omel'ianovskii.22 One such example is this: 

Or consider the idea that the essence of Einstein's general theory of rel<1tivity lies not 

m e xtrapol<1ting rel<1tivity to acceler<lted motion but in establishing the fact of an organic 

connection between the gravitational field <1nd space-time properties. This is a new and 

profoundly dialectical and materialist point of view, containing what is valuable and 

noteworthy in Einstein's theory. 2
:
1 

The idea that the general theory of relativity establishes an "organic connection" 

between gravitational fields and space-time properties does not only seem to be a useless, 

superfluous idea , that doesn't add anything to our understanding of these matters, but the 

term 'organic connection' is unfortunate because it carries animistic associations. It is a 

remarkable fact that Marxists are generally not hesitant to use terms with animistic or 

anthropomorphic associations, as in the dialectical law of the "unity and struggle of 

opposites." It is doubtful that using anthropomorphic-animistic notions, even when 

intended as metaphors. provides better understanding of physical phenomena. Such terms 

are avoided in serious science texts, but not in dialectical materialist philosophy of science 

literature . 

As a last example, let me mention the alleged use of dialectics as a suggestive 

principle in Ambartsumian' s construction of his astronomical theory. He says that 

dialectics suggested to him the idea of instability in celestial bodies as a natural stage in 

~1 Ibid., p.249. 

~2 . Op. Cit .• pp.246-247. 

23 Ibid., p.24 7. 
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the developments of cosmic processes. However, arriving at that notion doe sn't seem to 

involve any use of promine ntly dialectical principles. After all. the same notion could have 

been re<~ched "unconsciously" by <~nother cosmologis t who never took di<~lectics seriously. 

And if dialectically-unconscious scientists like Einste in or Bohr can be as succes sful. if not 

more so, in their tr<~de <IS scientists who take pains to apply dialectics in every scientific 

problem, then maybe nobody needs to bother to develop dialectics as "the only 

me thodology" of scientific activity, nor be regretful about the incomplete and 

underdeveloped state of the dialectical me thod. 

To sum up, my examination of some Soviet cl<~ims about the virtues of the dialectical 

method in relation to science suggests that this "method" is largely a sterile one, both as a 

suggestive principle and as a comprehensive methodology for scientific inquiry. The 

related cl<~im th<~t the tools of dialectical analysis help us better understand the nature of 

science sounds equally unconvincing. As to the stronger claim of most Marxists, which I 

haven't stressed in this paper, that dialectical materialism is a complete science by itself. 

this claim too wouldn't seem to hold water in view of what I have already said above. 

Today, about 20 years after the downfall of the Soviet Union, we are lucky to be in a much 

better position to apprehend that dialectical materialism is devoid of any real scientific 

virtues. There are much fewer champions of the scientific (and economic and political) 

value of the dialectical and historical materialism today than there used to be, and this 

can't be just a historical accident. 
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A Comparative Analysis of Turkish and South Korean Foreign 

Policies and International Perspectives 
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This presentation intends to analyse the normative perspectives and key political 

choices of Turkey and South Korea respectively with regard to the outside world in the 

aftermath of the Second World War. The choice of this subject of enquiry may at first sight 

seem rather arbitrary and even unnecessary for a variety of reasons : Turkey is a Middle 

Eastern country and is overwhelmingly Muslim. whereas South Korea is an East Asian 

country and is home to Buddhists, Christians and others. There is h<1rdly any historical or 

cultural connection between the two countries. The trade between them is not necessarily 

impressive . Turkish participation into the Kore<1n War of 1950-53 in support of the United 

States (US) and South Korea seems to be <1bout the only thre<1d of any significance that 

binds the two nations together. However this does not alone justify the investigation of the 

topic at hand. 

However. I happen to think th<~t. a deeper insight into the peculiarities of Turkey and 

South Korea may provide sufficient grounds for the an<~lysis made below. After all, both of 

them may be categorized as middle-rank powers. They both are American allies and thus 

host to quite a number of American bases in their territory. Contrary to both states' 

exaggerated reliance on the US and emphasis on the desirability of close links with this 

superpower, the largest fraction of the peoples of both countries have a negative view of 

the US. Both Turkey and South Korea have a status-quo oriented view of the outside 

world , shaped mostly by Western group of states, as m<~nifested in their foreign policy 

behaviour, government pronouncements and voting preferences in international organiza

tions. Turkey is a Middle Eastern country, and yet it conceives itself as a Western state, 

whereas South Korea is an Asian state, and yet it often sees the world one to one with the 

US. Both of the countries in question profess their attachment to democracy, competitive 

party politics, rule of law, and human rights, and yet their political systems have too often 

been abused by military regimes <~nd human rights violations. Finally, union with North 

Korea is the prime national goal in South Korea, whereas Turkey considers the Cyprus and 
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Aegean problems with Greece, which ;:dso brings forth the question of Turkish borders, as 

<l 'ncttional' issue/problem. I hope that the accounts given above justify the presentation of 

this v.-ork to our distinctive audience. 

This presentation endeavours to m<~ke a comparative analysis of the Turkish and South 

Korean perspectives of international law and international society in the aftermath of the 

Second World War. What parallels can we draw of the conceptions and practices of both 

countries vis-a-vis the world outside them? What differentiates them in the way in which 

they perceive the role of international law in contemporary international relations? Wh<~t 

sort of expectations do they cultivate vis-a-vis international organizations, and, in 

p<~rticul<~r, the United N<~tions? Wh8t is their conception of human rights <1nd freedoms and 

their status in internation<~l relations? Do they have a propensity to pursue a proactive or 

re8ctive course of action towards intern<~tional society? Do they consider themselves as 

part of the Western world or the non-Western world? How do they <~pproach the 

prohibition of force in internatiomll relations as <l c<~rdinal rule and principle of 

intermtional l<~w generally and of the UN law specifically? What internation<~l str<~tegies do 

they put into use in the pursuit of "n<~tional objectives"? What e1re the major intern<~tional 

disputes th8t preoccupy their respective foreign policies? These are the substantive 

questions around which this p8per is organized. 

Politics, Democracy, Human Rights 

As <1n independent state, South Koree1 owes its existence, first and foremost, to the 

protection <1fforded by the US in the post-Second World War era. The Koree1n peninsula 

was p<~rtitioned between the north and the south following the surrender of Japan on 

August 15, 1945. After they arrived at an agreement on the future of Korea, the Soviet 

Union assumed authority in the north of the thirty-eighth parallel and the US firmly 

est<~blished itself in southern Korea. Officially procuring the name, Republic of Korea, 

South Kore<~ w<~s founded as a republic on August 15, 1948. Within a couple of weeks, on 

September 9, 1948, the socialist state of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK, 

or North Korea) proclaimed itself as a separate state. The bitter division of Korea was 

interrupted by the outright occupation of the south by North Korean troops on June 25, 

1950. Most of South Korean territories fell into the hands of the invading army within a 

few weeks. This precipitated the US intervention into the war: 
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"The United State s, fearing that inaction in Korea would be interpreted as 

appeasement of communist aggress ion elsewhere in the world, was determined 

that South Korea should not be overwhelmed and asked the United Nations (UN) 

Security Council to intervene." 1 

This fanned the flame of the Korean conflict that escalated into a devastating war. The 

Korean War lasted for three years until July 27. 1953. There was no doubt that the "the 

war left indelible marks on the Korean Peninsula and the world surrounding it. The entire 

peninsula was reduc ed to rubble; casualties on both sides were enormous. The chances for 

peaceful unification had been remote even before 1950, but the war dashed all such 

hopes." 2 

A study of country file on South Korea makes a fine summary of the evolution of South 

Korean politics after it gained independence in 1948: 

"Fair elections in 1952 were followed by corrupt ones later that decade. A 

succession of military leaders assumed power in South Korea starting in 1961 

with a coup led by army officers. Growing frustration with repressive rule among 

South Koreans led to demonstrations in May 1980 in the city of Kwangju. These 

demonstrations were violently suppressed. killing hundreds of civilians. Whereas 

the South Korean economy flourished, democratic institutions and a free press 

often did not. In spite of political violence in the form of brutal crackdowns 

against civilian protests and the assassination of government leaders, a civil 

society emerged to lead the South Korean democracy movement. In 1987, after 

years of regular protests. the military leaders of South Korea were forced to 

hold free and democratic elections. Their handpicked successor, Roh Tae-woo, 

won, as opposition parties failed to unite around a single candidate and split the 

vote. In 1992 Kim Young-sam was elected, followed in 1997 by longtime 

opposition leader Kim Dae-jung. In 2002 South Koreans elected a human rights 

lawyer and relative political newcomer, Roh Moo-hyun president.":l 

1 Library of Congress - Federal Research Division, Country Profile: South Korea, May 2005, 

http ://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/profiles/South_Korea.pdf 

~ Ibid. 

:l Ibid. 
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The history of democracy in South Korea has striking similarities to that of Turkey. 

Fair elections in Turkey were held in 1950 when the reign of the Republican Peoples Party, 

which had been ruling the country single-handedly since the foundation of the Republic in 

1923, came to a halt. The civilian government, formed by the Democrat Party, was 

overthrown by a coup d'etat in 1960, a year preceding the military takeover in South Korea. 

While a military junta from 1961 up until 1987 governed South Korea, the political system 

in Turkey alternated between outright military rule and civilian authority during this period. 

However even during the course of civilian rule, the hand of the army was always visible 

right at the heart of politics. The Cold War years were mostly marked by oppression and 

prohibitions, rather than freedom and political participation in South Korea and Turkey. 

The denial of basic human rights, such as freedom of expression, was justified on a long 

list of arbitrary grounds in both countries. "The survival of the homeland" was one of them. 

A 1990 study on South Korea noted that, "in divided Korea, almost any act of opposition to 

the South Korean government could be and has been characterized as benefiting North 

Korea" .'1 Similar restrictions on the freedom of expression in Turkey during the course of 

the Cold War were justified. inter ali~r. by referring to the possibility of the partition of the 

"Turkish homeland". While the military junta in South Korea was obliged to step down in 

1987 on account of public protests, the hard grip of the Turkish army in civilian politics 

began to loosen roughly in this period. 

The rise to presidency of KIM Yo'ng-sam in 1993 meant more than simple 

replacement in South Korean politics, since he was the first civilian president after well 

over 30 years of military rule in this country. The degree of democracy that South Korean 

people enjoy today far exceeds the limited rights and freedoms that the authoritarian state 

had permitted in the past. This development likewise has its parallels in Turkish politics. 

Turkey's morally and culturally conservative, but politically and economically liberal

minded Prime Minister Turgut Ozal became the new president of Turkey in 1989. Almost 

all of his predecessors in the presidential office had been generals with little interest in 

democratising the country. By contrast, Ozal' s term in office was marked by a liberalization 

of Turkish politics and higher standards of human rights protection. It was during this time 

that Turkey recognized the compulsory jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights, 

while according Turkey's Kurds the right to publish in their own language. An episode in 

Turkish politics, which separated out Turkey from South Korea between 1997-2002, was 

the abrupt dissolution of the government by the collaboration between Turkey's new 

~ http://www.country-data.com/cgi-bin/query/r-12353.html 
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president, the armed forces, dominant media and civilian bureaucracy. This incident is 

commonly known in Turkey as the post-modern coup d'etat of February 28 -1997. The 

threats, intimidations and resignations of some ministers from the cabinet and some 

parliamentarians from their parties gave way to a new coalition government that chose to 

act as the mouthpiece of the pro-status quo forces in Turkey. However the elections held 

in November 2002 brought the newly established Justice and Development Party (AK 

Party) to power. Those who wanted change in Turkish politics and resented the post

modern coup d'etat of February 28 and the suppression of rights that this process had 

unleashed, voted for the new p<lrty. The government of Justice and Development Party has 

embarked on an ambitious reform program in the economic and political realms which is 

commensurate with the "road map" which the European Union had presented to Turkey to 

lay the necessary ground work so that the parties could begin accession negotiations at 

the appropriate time. Greater transparency in Turkish politics, better guarantees of human 

rights protection for all sections of Turkish society, harsher punishment for torturers and 

other abusers of human rights. a lessening of the overweening powers <1ssumed by the 

army, and higher priority to internation<1l human rights treaties in the Turkish legal system 

have been among the signs of the ch<mging face of Turkish politics. 

Relations with the US 

As said before, both Turkey and South Korea may be considered as middle-sized 

powers with close association and military alliance with the US. There is no doubt that the 

US perspectives of the outside world have significantly influenced their official worldview. 

South Korea owed its existence and the ejection of North Korean forces from the south 

during the Korean War of 1950-53 largely to the US. Not unexpectedly the 1954 Mutual 

Defence Treaty with the US is the most significant treaty which South Korea has signed 

with a foreign country. The extent of South Korea's identification with the US during the 

Cold War was such that South Korea did not hesitate to dispatch 320,000 troops to 

Vietnam to fight alongside the US against the North Vietnamese forces. Besides, for too 

long the US has been South Korea's number one trading partner and a vital source of 

foreign investment. 

While in the 1950s South Korea was economically poor, politically fragile, and militarily 

weak, this began to change in the decades that followed: "During the subsequent four 
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decades,-·· Seoul came of age economically, politically, and even militarily and was no longer as 

economically or militCirily dependent on the United States. Instead. by the 1990s it was seeking 

to esl<Jblish <1 p<Jrtnership for progress. The Seoul-W<Jshington relationship in this transition 

was increasingly subject to severe strClins."'-. These str<lins were caused by frictions over the 

trClde surplus of South Korea in its trade with the US, the dilemma as to whether the US should 

maintain its troop presence in South Korea. Clnd by the resentment of many South Koreans 

about the US involvement in the crushing of · the radical opposition in the country. r; The 

hypocrisy of the US which has always depicted itself as the champion of democracy, human 

rights and freedom in the world was all to visible in South Korea, as in many other places. 

Hence the US image was also tarnished by the long time US support for succeeding South 

Korean governments that committed egregious human rights violations and all sorts of other 

<1buses. This n<1tur<1lly resulted in the questioning by m<1ny Kore<lns of US motives in South 

Korea. The new American image was ClS worse as it could be. As " result, "the p<lst im<lge of 

the United States as <1 stmmch supporter of democracy in South Korea was repi<Jced with th<lt 

of defender of its own interests, <1 policy impervious to injustices committed in South Kore<1. "7 

Today, even when listening to those in the high echelons of the South Korean state 

who tend to paint a rather rosy picture of the US-South Korean alliance, one could hear 

views that dr<Jw on the pitf<llls of the intric<1te network of relations between the two 

countries: "Unfortun<Jtely, even such a strong and well-founded partnership ClS the one 

between the two countries h<1s no immunity to nevv ch<Jilenges."H The fury and hatred felt 

by most of the South Korean people have become even more intense in the last few years. 

There is now utter frustration and anger about the US invasions and interventions in many 

parts of the world and its lack of respect for international law since the termination of the 

Cold War and, a fortion; since September 11, 2001. 

However in spite of growing mJsgJvmgs of the South Korean people about the US 

motives, those who shape the policies of the st<Jte seem determined to maintain the 

"special" ties with the US. Indeed South Korea has always been vocal about its support 

~ http://www .country-data.com/c gi-bin/query/r-12357 .html 

,; Ibid. 

7 http:/ /countrystudies. us/south -korea/27 .htm 

ll Sun Joun-yung, "Notes from the Field: North Korea and the Security of Northeeist Asia <lnd 

Beyond", Santa Clara Journal of International Law, Vol. 3. 2005, 1-16, p.10, speech given at Santa 

Clara University, September 29, 2004, www.scu.edu/scjil 
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for US designs in Asia, if not elsewhere. It did not hesitate to send 3,200 South Korean 

servicemen to the US-occupied Ir<~q to serve the US war <1ims. South Korea has thus 

chosen to contribute to this imperi<~l American project "despite the persistent efforts of 

Koreans to stop deployment of Kore<1n troops and to withdraw existing troops."!' 

Like South Kore<1, Turkey became <1 US <illy in the aftermath of the Second World War. 

It is common knowledge that Turkey is the most secular of all the Muslim countries in the 

Middle East. Most of its territories lie in Asia, and only a small fraction in Europe. The 

destiny of the people of Turkey h<1d long been historically tied to the Arab and Kurdish 

peoples of the Middle East. As a world power which remained in existence from the end of 

the 13th century up until the end of the First World War, the Ottoman Empire skilfully 

brought together numerous ethnic and religious communities in the Middle East, North 

Africa and the Balkans under its sovereignty. Turkey has an obvious commonality of 

religion (Islam), culture (common traditions mostly rooted m Islam), history (Islamic 

empires from the Abbasids to the Ottomans) and geography (Near East or Middle East) 

with the countries of the Middle East. In spite of that however, the state has chosen to 

identify and ally itself with the Western world as manifested in its membership of NATO in 

1952 and current negotiations for membership of the European Union. "St<1te ideology" 

that idealizes and idolizes pro-Western outlook is the key to understanding the motives 

behind the Turkish foreign policy. Turkey has opened its soil to a significant number of 

American bases since the 1950s. Furthermore. it became the first Muslim country to 

recognize Israel 0949) to please the US. It has always maintained contacts with Israel, if 

at times they were kept secret. In order to obtain the approval of NATO members 

concerning its request for membership, Turkey did not hesitate to send 4,500 of its 

soldiers to South Korea right at the start of the war in 1950 to fight alongside the US-led 

coalition against North Korea and its allies. 10 Turkey became part of NATO in 1952. It 

soon began to receive US military and economic aid on account of its NATO membership, 

its permission of the privileged use by the Americans army of the Turkish soil in the form 

of American bases as registered by bilateral treaties, and Turkey's sympathetic view of 

and often support for American arguments in the international arena. 

!'Quoted from the "Summary of the Decision" taken by People's Tribunal on War Crimes, in the Case 

entitled Charges Regarding the War Crimes Committed in Iraq. http://www.worldtribunal.org 

/main/?b=38 
10 Baskm Oran (ed.), Turk Dl$ PolitikasJ, 6th edition, Vol.l, (istanbul, tleti~im, 2002), pp.545-47. 
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This relationship survived the vicissitudes and mutual frictions springing from issues 

such as the Johnson Letter of 1964, written by the US President, which sent Cl threC~tening 

signc1l to Turkey in cC~se it intended to tC~ke militC~ry Clction to protect the Turks of Cyprus 

against Greek militiCis, the AmericCin Clrms embargo imposed ClgCiinst Turkey in the period 

between 1975-78 CIS a punishment for Turkish militC~ry intervention in Cyprus in 1974, and 

Turkey's frequent complCiints Clbout the inC~dequC~cy of American aid to a "self-sacrificing 

Turkey" throughout the Cold War. 

Although the Cold War ended Clnd the "Soviet threat" disappeared in the early 1990s, 

Turkish-AmericCin relations. contrary to what one would expect, gained Cl new lease of life 

under Cl new concept called "enhanced partnership" which was introduced in 1991. Only a 

few months e<1rlier. Turkey had given its full political and logistic<ll support to the US 

endeC~vours pert<1ining to the ejection of Iraqi troops from Kuwait in 1990-91 under the 

strong Presidency of Turgut OzCil in the first major internC~tional crisis that had erupted 

e1fter the Cold We1r. In the officiCil website of the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it is 

said the1t the enhCinced partnership, which is still at currency. has been aimed at 

"diversifying e1nd deepening the Turkish-AmericCin rel<ttionship CIS well CIS developing it on 

Cl more substC~ntiCil bC~sis." Besides. the p<lragrC~ph goes. Turkey and the US are "close 

allies" the1t "consult one <tnother. coordine1te their efforts and cooperate, CIS appropriate. in 

conflict prevention and crisis mCin<lgement <1nd in cont<lining region<1l conflicts. deterring 

rogue st<Jtes. curbing proliferation of weC~pons of mC~ss destruction Clnd terrorism." We are 

<1lso told th<1t "the VCilues <1nd ideals thC~t they subscribe to <1re identicCil. " 1 1 

Although. since November 2002. Turkey is supposedly ruled by an "Islamist 

government" (which is. of course. a misnomer), the government of Justice and 

Development Party under the premiership of Tayyip Erdogan had signalled its willingness 

to cooperate with the US in the run-up to the latter's impending invasion of Iraq. The 

extent of mutual commitment between the p<1rties on a host of different issues had been so 

broad that Turkey's new government felt that it could not afford to refuse any cooperation 

with the US in this hyperpower's upcoming military campaign against Iraq. On the other 

hand, the government of Justice and Development Party was looked at suspiciously by 

Turkey's conventionCil elites, ranging from the army to the dominant media, on account of 

11 Otficinl sit.c of the Turkish l\linistry of Forf'ign ;\ffairs. "Turkish-U.S. Political Relations", 

http://www.mfa.gov.tr/l\.JFA/ForeignPolicy/Regions/NorthAmerica/USA/USA_Political.htm, July 5. 

2006. 
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its conceived threat to Turkey's hard-line secularism, which meant that the government 

feared that its survival could be at risk without the external support of the US. Turkey's 

excessive economic and financial reliance on the US and the largely US-controlled IMF 

and World Bank meant , from the spectrum of the government, that outright rejection of US 

designs might directly or indirectly cripple the Turkish economy. I think that the se three 

factors explain a great deal about why the Prime Minister, Tayyip Erdogan, enjoined the 

parliament to vote in favour of allowing a large contingent of US troops (above thirty 

thousand) to use the Turkish territory in order to enter northern Iraq, although the 

overwhelming majority of the people detested the idea of the US troops invading Iraq, and 

Turkey collaborating with this hegemonic and aggressive power. Surprisingly enough, the 

motion tabled before the Grand National Assembly on March 1, 2003 did not get the 

necessary votes, because some members of pRrliament from the AK Party voted against 

the motion alongside those from the opposition Republican Peoples Party. When two years 

later, the US introduced its GreRter Middle East (GME) plan which was designed to inject 

political and economic reforms into the Muslim World. especially in the Middle East. 

triggering structural changes in this pRrt of the world, Turkey did not fail to jump on the 

US brtndwagon. It thus supported the plrtn, <llbeit distRncing itself from its imperial 

overtones, and became one of the co-chairmen of the Democracy Assistance DiRlogue, as 

part of the GME initiative. 

To make an overview of the issues raised in this section, although it is clear thRt the 

prevailing view about the policies pursued by the US around the world is fairly negative in 

Turkey 12 and South Korea, the governing elites in both countries have no intention to 

Rbrogate their alliRnce with the US. This political strategy is commensurate with the 

prRgmatism of the peoples of both countries: In spite of their deep-seated mistrust and 

misgivings of the US, public opinion in Turkey and South Korea seems to have resigned to 

the idea of the sustenance of military alliance and the complicated network of other links 

with the US out of sheer "national interest" considerations. 

Respective Perspectives of International Society 

South Korea failed to act truly as an "independent" variable in international 

12 The most recent survey conducted by an American pollster, PEW, indicates that only 12 percent of 

the people in Turkey approve of US policies in general and 14 percent think positively of the "US 

war on terror." (PEW Global Attitudes Project, June 13, 2006, http://pewglobal.org/reports 

/pdf/252.pdf) 
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relations for a very long time. During the Cold War, "South Korea found itself swept over 

by ideological confrontation as it lacked the capability to function as an independent, 

sovereign state." J:l The division of Korea into two sepan1te states, South Korea and North 

Korea, in the aftermath of the Second World War, and South Korea's reliance on the US for 

protection and integration into the prevalent world economic system, debilitated its 

capacity for independent action vis-a-vis other actors in international society. South Korea 

maintained its hope of unification with its northern brethren which was the leitmotif in the 

overall construction of its foreign policy. This "national cause" was the linchpin against 

which all other deliberations were to be assessed. The polarization that characterized the 

intermttion<ll system up until the early 1990s undermined the possibility of a union between 

the two Kore<ls. considering th<lt acted submissively towards their respective bloc leaders, 

nC1mely the US and the Soviet Union. The constraints of the Cold War reverberated, at a 

micro level. <lt South Kore<l's pClrochi<d approach towards the outside world. 

There is no denying that South Korea does not. unlike Turkey, consider itself as a 

"Western" state. R<lther it tends to emphasize its Asian character and expresses some 

<lffinity to developing nations by virtue of its unceasing search for economic expansion. 

Turkey too occasionally emphasizes its difference from Europe and the US on account of 

its low level of economic development. However none of the two states has made any 

t<1ngible contributions to the cause of the Non-Aligned Group of States in the latter's long 

struggle to achieve a more just and peaceful international order. It is solely out of 

pragmatic considerations th<lt Turkey and South Korea have paid some attention to the 

activities of the Non-Aligned grouping. To be able to muster at least a fraction of the 

support of the members of the Non-Aligned Group of States during the UN General 

Assembly discussions (Clnd voting) on Cyprus, was a cardinal motive behind Turkey's 

"warmer" approach towards the group. Similar pragmatism underlined the motives behind 

South Korea's attempts to improve relations with the Non-Aligned Group "in apparent 

competition" with North Korea. However even in this case, South Korea tends to 

emphasize the classical principles of international law such as "the principles of good 

neighbourliness, reciprocity, and equality" 1'
1
, a language hardly palatable to those seeking 

to force radical changes in the international system and international law. This language 

strikes a chord with the static and formalistic overtones of Turkish foreign policy that 

characterised Turkish foreign policy until very recently. Both Turkey and South Korea 

1
:
1 Wolfgang Gieler, Kemal inat. Claudio Kullmann (eds.), Foreign Policy of States: A Handbook on 

World Affairs, (istanbul, Tasam, 2005), Sedat Azakh, "Republic of Korea", 453-462, p.453. 

H http://www.country-data.com/cgi-bin/query/r-12362.html 
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